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Stray Bullet Barely Misses Child, 12
SHARE 920,000 AWARD—Two tore Lu $ a stove tender,
blast furnace employees at the have-earned the largest cm-
United States Steel Corpora • oloYee suggestion award ever
tion's Gary plant, Oscar M. ../Made in the steel industry.
Dangler (left) a keeper vt4.../ The men, who have worked
native of Arkansas and 'eve- together for the past 15 years,
were given $10,000 each for a
plan which permitted the im•
mediate separation of molten
iron from slag as it is tPken
from the blast furnace. (U. S.
Steel Photo)
Teamwork Pays Off
For 2 At U.S. S teel
A Negro furnace keeper born 61 years ago on a farm
at Morrell, Ark., and a white co-worker at the U. S. Steel
ifiorporation's Gary, Ind., plant put their heads together
gimetime ago and came lip with an idea which helps the
company reclaim unnumbered tons of iron.
Sharing a $20,000 award equal-
ly with a fellow worker last week engineer and submitted them
was Oscar M. Dansler, of Gary,
who was honored alonE with 39-
year-old Salvatore Lumella. It,
was the largest cash award made:
in the history of the steel indus-
try.
The suggestion that paid off for
the men was one which allows
molten steel to be separated from
slag as it flows from the blast
furnace.
GOT IDEA DURING LUNCH
Interviewed last week, Mr.
Daintier said that he got the idea
during a lunch break and talked
it over with Mr. Lumella. They
had the plans drawn up by an
Rev. A. McEwen Williams
will be the guest speaker when
Men's Day is observed at the Sec-
ond Baptist church in Columbus,
0410. on next Sunday, Nov. 30.
Rev. Williams is the pastor of
the St. John's Baptist church
here at Vance ave., and Orleans
at. The chairman of the Men's
Day program is Dr. R. Earl
Bland, who formerly resided and
practiced here in Memphis.
The Men's Day observance at
the church will be concluded with
aCtencert by the East High school
*Ts in the evening.v. C. F. Jenkins is the pan.1
tor Ot the churl&
through the company's suggestion
system.
PULLIAM SCHOLARS — The
winners of the Roscoe Pulliam
Memorial Alumni Scholarships
at Southern university, chosen
for scholastic achievement,
are at left, Albert W. Mor-
gan. of Mt. Vernon, Ill., and
Willie Brown, jr., the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Brown,
The iron was previously taken
to the dump along with slag, and
was picked up as scrap. N o w
the basin and gate designed by
the men is positioned in such a
way as to catch the molten iron,
which is heavier than the slag,
and goes to the bottom and
through a gate to a runner which
See PAY, page 2
Cr.. of 973 S. Fourth at., Mem
phis, shown here expressing
their appreciation to Ronald
Green, right, coordinator of
SIU's Financial Assistance
Center, as Mrs,' Mabel Pal.
Ham. the former university
president's widow, looks on.
Mr. Brown, a junior, is an
outstanding guard on t h
Police Dept. May Face
Lawsuit For Raiding
House Without Warrant
Memphis police raided the Phyllis Wheatley house, lo-
cated at 211 S. Wellington st., last Saturday morning about
3:00 a.m. without a search warrant, and Mrs. Henrietta
Washington Powell, the manager, is considering filing a
suit against the police department.
As a result of the unwarranted
action on t h e
part of the po-
lice, Mrs. Pow-
ell said that
most of the peo-
ple who were liv-
ing at the house
had moved, or
were making ar-
rangements to go .
elsewhere.
"Only two plan
to remain here," Mrs. Powell
she said. "All of
the others told me that they did
not intend to live anywhere that
they would have to be bothered
with the police rousing them out
of bed at all time of night."




the week two policemen came to
her house around 1:30 a. m.,
and stomped into the house, and
yelled, "What the hell is going on
here?" and that when 'Aced
them what they meant, they re-
plied, "0 well, I guess someone
must have turned a bogus call
in on you."
On Saturday morning she said
that she was awakened by the
police who regularly ride around
In Squad Car No. 4. "the same
ones I have seen going out of
the Linden tavern with quarts
of beer In their hands," who
came "whamming and bans.
ming" on her door.
"When I got up and let them
in, one came in and shouted
'Open up all your rooms! Let's see
what's going on around here'
she said.
The policemen created such a
disturbance, Mrs. Powell said,
that all of the guests in the house
were awakened. Where couples
were in rooms, she explained, the
policemen made them get up with-
out allowing them time to get
dressed and paraded them out in
the halls only partially clad.
During the raid, Mrs. Powell
said, one of the officers became
When Mr. and Mrs. Willie irritated at her giving him "yes"
Brown, Sr., of 973 S. Fourth at., and "no" answers, and threaten-
received the news last week that ed to beat her if she continued
their son, Willie. jr., was one of
the winners of the Roscoe Pull- see POLICE, page 2
iam Memorial Alumni Scholarship,
they should not have been too sur-
prised. He has been winning hon-
ors all of his young life.
Always a scholar, 20-year-o 1 d
Willie first established himself as
a serious student while attending
the La Rose Elementary school.
Later at Booker T. Washington
High school, he went out for foot-
ball and was successful enough
in sport to become the team's cap-
tain one year and co-captain dur-
ing another. He was honored one
year as a "Gridiron Great."
But while starring on the field,
See HONOR, page 2
school's football team, and
will be a contender for Little
All-American honors next
year. A straight A student at
STU, Mr. Brown was the first
member of a Booker T. Wash.
ington football squad to finish






MARION, Ark. — Ed Cunning-
ham's body is finally home and
buried in Elmwood cemetery in
Detroit but a pending court hearing
threatens to cast a shadow on
the former driver for singer Sam
Cooke.
Cunningham lost his life one
mile North of Marion when the
car he was driving, carrying
singer Sam Cooke, Cliff White and
Louis Rawls, rammed into a
tractor-trailer.
The body of the deceased driv-
er was entrusted by the Critten-
den Memorial hospital to the F.
M. Montague funeral home in
West Memphis. The body remain-
ed there until Wednesday, Nov.
19, for a total of nine days, be-
fore the court ordered Montague
to surrender it to the widow, Mits.
Azalee Cunningham.
CONFLICT DEVELOPS
An argument developed between
minuouummuummunonmonummom
Miss Leontyne Price, interna-
tionally known mezzo.sopr a no
from Mississippi. will be the
guest soloist Sunday, Nov. 30th
with the New York /Minter
monic Orchestra, from 4 to S
p. m. on station WREC-TV
channel 3.
The hour long program of con•
cert music will feature Leonard
Bernateln conducting the orches-
tra, playing selections from Bee-
thoven. The program emanates
from Carnegie Hall. in New York.
01111111111111111111111111111111111111116111111111111111111111111110
Woman's Scream Halts
Girl's Walk To Death
Ida Frances Strong, 12-year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Strong, of 704 Ayers, barely missed injury and
possible death Saturday afternoon, Nov. 22, when a bullet,
reportedly fired from a police officer's revolver, slammed
into the back door of the Strong's house.
Only the piercing scream of next
door neighbor, Mrs. Nathalia Rob-
erts, stopped the youngster from
opening the door just as the bullet
thudded into the wood, ripping off
the top of a hanger that was on a
clothes line and smashing a hole Then they left, after talking a short
through the screen, while with Mr. Strong.
CLOSE CALL — Ma Frances
Strong, 12-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Strong
points to a hole made by a
bullet in her back door at 704
Ayers st., last Saturday. The
'PLEASE DON'T SHOOT .
"I was standing ..nit on my back
porch," said Mrs. Roberts, "when
I saw an officer chasing a colored
man toward my back yard. I heard
the man say to the officer:
'Please don't shoot me no more
— you've shot me once — please
don't shoot me no more.' The offi-
cer was yelling halt but the man
ducked behind a house and the
officer fired. I screamed. Later I
learned that Ida Frances heard
my scream and hesitated to open
the door. I'm sure glad for that."
Trouble had flared up on Has-
tings street when Julius Williams,
of 705 Hastings, accused James
Jones of cheating him in a dice
game. Williams reportedly shot
Jones. Then the police were called
and officers, D. E. Wilson and S.
L. Lester were dispatched to the
scene to apprehend the two men.
The chase followed.
THE LIFE-SAVER
Ida said that she was just get-
ting ready to go out the back door
to see about some clothes on the
line in the back yard. She said she
heard Mrs. Roberts scream just as
she was going to open the door.
"I heard the thump sound out-
side the door and thought the light
meter had fallen," the Carnes
school student said. "I went out on
the back porch to see and Mrs.
Roberts told me it was a shot and
showed me the door."
Mrs. James Strong, mother of
eight, came to see what was going
on. After being shown the door,
she said she immediately called
the police. She said the police took
so long in coming that she called
them again. Finally one came, "a
lieutenant," she said
OFFICER'S COMMENT
"He looked at the door and said:
'He was sure doing some straight
shooting wasn't he?' Then he left."
A little later, two plainclothes offi-
cers came, identifying themselves
as detectives, she related. They in-
quired about the door, the bullet,
and asked her if anyone was hurt.
bullet was reportedly fired
from an officer's revolver who
was chasing a man engaged in
a fight on Hastings at. Only
the piercing scream of a
neighbor saved Ida from In.
Mrs. Strong said she had a diffi-
cult time trying to keep her eight
kids, ages ranging from 12 years
to nine months, in the house. "They
were all afraid someone was going
to shoot again," she said.
Jones, who lived at 896 Crump,
died of a bullet wound in his chest
a few minutes after arriving at
John Gaston hospital. Williams
was reportedly treated at Jolts
Gaston, Nov. 22, and then taken
to jail.
Williams is being held to the state
for murder and carrying a pistol.
jury and possible death, as
she was about to open the
door when the shot, was fired.
The scream made her hesi-
tant about opening the door.
B. G. Olive Jr. Cited
As Omega Man Of Year
B. G. Olive, jr., one of the oldest members of the Epsi-
lon Phi chapter of the Omega Psi Phi fraternity was hon-
ored as the "Omega Man of the Year" during the annual
Achievement Week program held at the Mt. Olive Ca-
thedral CME church here on last Sunday afternoon.
Participating on the program as
the guest speaker on the theme,
"Moral and Spiritual Values:
America's Greatest Need," was
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of
Tennessee A and I state univer-
sity. The school's 50-voice choir,
under the direction of Lloyd L.
Lusk, provided choral music for
the occasion.
Mr. Olive, who Is first vice
president and secretary of Uni-
versal Life Insurance company,
was cited for his outstanding
contributions to the local chap.
ter and to the fraternity.
Active in many community pro-
jects, Mr. Olive has contributed
to numerous charities, and h a
worked on several human rela-
tions committees. He helped to
organize the Memphis Business
League and tne Negro Chamber
of Commerce. ,
The presentation of the
"Omega Man of the Year" was
made by Dr. Vasco Smith, a mem-
ber of the local chapter.
OTHER OMEGA MEN
Other Omega Men on the pro-
gram were Rev. H. C. Nabrit, pas-
tor of First Baptist church Lauder-
dale, who gave the invocation;
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, pastor of the
Bethel Presbyterian church, and
basileus of the Epsilon Phi chap-
ter, who told of the occasion:
Prof. E. L. Pender, who played
during the service; and Rev. A.
E. Anderson, pastor of the Park-
way Gardens Presbyterian church
who gave the benediction.
A native of Lexington, Miss.,
Mr. Olive, who lives in Memphis
at 740 Walker ave., was educated
at A/corn college in Mississippi,
and at Tuskegee institute. He hae
Be. B. C. OLIVE, page
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Rockefeller Says There Will Be No 'Negro Jobs' In New York
By ALFRED DUCKETT
(Defender Correspondent)
MATA DE BARBARA, Venezuela — When Nelson
Rockefeller takes over the Governorship of New York
State, there will be no "Negro" jobs handed out by his
administration.
There will be no "Irish, Jewish, Italian or Puerto
Rican jobs" dispensed either.
t There will simply be jobs for
qualified people — and qualified
people will get them without re-
gard to race, color, or creed.
More important — the govern-
or-elect firmly plans to make good
ALL AMERICANS
More important — the govern-
or-elect firmly plans to make good
on his campaign promise to pro-
vide more jobs for New York
State residents of all races by
encouraging cnore industries to
operate here.
In other words — when Nelson
Rockefeller does not intend to give
will conduct the business of New
York State just as he has run
many huge enterprises as a pri-
vate industrialist. Although there
will be political patronage — Mr.
Rockefeller does not intend to giv
out appointments or to dispense
patronage simply to impress peo-
ple with the fact that he belives
in integration. Mr. Rockefeller is
committed to the vital needs for
full inclusion of All Americans in
all phases of American life. This
conviction — deeply rooted over
the years — will be one of the
hallmarks of the Rockefeller
tenure in Albany.
I have the highest authority
for making this prediction. Nel-
son Rockefeller told me so him-
self.
The vacationing Governor-elect
during his two-week vacation here
in sun-drenched Latin America.
But he displayed immediate in-
terest when I brought up the sub-
ject oe Negroes and jobs in the
state. I mentioned it as Mr. Rock-
efeller and I strolled down a
path leading from the main house
of his 100,000 acre farm here in
dramatically beautiful Mats De
Barbara — the farm which, in
area, is large than all New York
City's five boroughs.
Just ahead of us walked t h e
rest of the party — the six other
newsmen invited to share the
Rockefeller vacation, Dick Am-
pers, the Governor's press secre-
tary and Duke Phillips, rangy sun-
Teachers Trek To School
Daily; Sit In Empty Rooms
By JACK V. FOX
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UP1)—
Friday morning, as on every week-
day, the teachers park their cars
• and walk into the fine building
that was Central high school.
They hold a brief staff meeting
ind then go to their separate
'classrooms. The desks are polish-
ed, the rooms spotless. The chem-
istry and physics labs and the bi-
ology room are ready for experi-
ments
put there early this fall in antici-
pation of school opening.
There is everything except pu-
pils.
The teachers sit at their desks
in the empty rooms. They try to
make the day useful by devising
improvements in their courses.
Then they write letters, practice
typing, read, look out the windows.
USE OLD BUILDING
For the 3.700 students of Cen-
tral and Little Rock's three other
high schools have scattered from
On the row after row of lockers coast to coast, enrolled in make-
'are the familiar combination locks shift private schools, taken cor-
WarnsOf Danger
Of White War
' PRINCETON, N. J. — (UPI) —
Russia and the United States
should settle their differences be-
cause the "whole white race" may
be endangered should the non-
whites get intercontinental mis-
siles, Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-
Wis.) said Tuesday.
I "The whole white race Must get
together," Wiley, ranking Republi-
can on the Senate Foreign Bela-
Pay
(Continued From Page One)
fakes it back to the ladle for im-
mediate use. .
A " sawmill worker at the age
. of 19, Mr. Dansler moved to Gary
.In 1923 and began his career in
the steel industry as a cinder
snapper in the blast furnace di-
vision. Mrs. Dansler is the former
Mable Higgins, of Brassfield,
-Ark. He has two step children,
Dorothy Elliot, of Gary, and Otis
Saxton. A brother, Robert, is a
-farmer at Tiller, Ark.
.A BAPTIST
Mr. Dansler is a cornerstone
member of the Galilee Baptist
church, and teaches a Sunday
school class for young adults, and
;along with his wife he heads that
department of the church's work.
He is also a member of the board
-of deacons.
ITALIAN DESCENT
Mr, Lumella, with whom he has
. worked for the past 15 years, is
of Italian decent and was literal-
ly reared in the trattion of steel-
snaking. He began his career in
steelmaing, like Mr. Dansler,
in the cinders.
A veteran of World War 11, he
served with the Third Army under
the late Gen. George S. Patton
in Europe.
The interracial team, neither
of whom has had extensive farm -
al training, plans to ontinue o-
operating, since under the sug-
gestion system of I:, S. Steel, it
is possible for them through oth-
er accepted ideas to earn ad-
ditional awards.
The suggestions 'program be-
gan at U. S. Steel in 1957, and
since that time 12.000 ideas have
, been submitted. with approximate-
ly 25 per cent of them accepted.
The average award is $31.
In commenting upon their
.. award, the two men said: "We
• hit the jackpot on this try and
we are not going to stop now."'
tions committee, told a Princeton
university audience.
"If China gets the intercontinen-
tal missile, if India gets it, what
happens to the white race," the ag-
ing Wiley asked.
Wiley said "there are indica-
tions that there will not be a third
world war if we keep our powder
dry, if we keep alert. I don't think
so long as free men remain alert
and aware of the issues, there
will be a third world war."
Wiley said "the unsolved prob-
lems of the world are not due to
our ineffectiveness" but due, rath-
er, to "the activities of the Soviet
Union and the desire of the people





Where ever you live in
Memphis or West Mem-
phis, there's a friendly
Kroger store near you.
If 1wooer
(Continued From Page One)
the widow and Montague before
the body was turned over to Mrs.
Cunningham.
As soon as Mrs. Cunningham
heard about the accident, in her
Detroit home, she contacted Mon-'
taque, and advised him she was
coming to Memphis to handle
arrangements. In her company
was her sister-in-law, Cunning-
ham's sister.
During the interim, following the
accident, after the body was mov-
ed to the funeral home, Mon-
tague had performed embalming,
plastic surgery and other services
on the remains in what he related
as "good faith."
MONTAQUE REFUSES
Sadly enough for Montague
lie presented the bill of $250 for
started as to the authenticity of
when hepresented the bill of 3250
in the performance of the work
of his trade, Finally Montague
was offered payment on a "pro-
test" basis. Montague refused.
Mrs. Cunningham therewith issued
a court summons against the fu-
neral director.
On Nov. 19, in Crittenden Coun-
ty Chancery Court, Mrs. Cunn-
ingham and Mr. Montague's law-
yers staged a brisk verve] duel
as to the arguments on each side.
The widow's counsel petitioned
the court for the surrender of
Ed Cunningham's body. Her coun-
sel also asked for $4,000 for Mrs.
Cunningham for "mental anguish"
as she had planned to bury her
husband on Nov. 15, in addition
to the question of Montaque'a au-
thorization for the services rend-
ered.
$500 BOND
But Judge Leon Smith, a man
who seemingly prefers doing one
thing at a time ruled only for
the surrender of the body to the
widow, lie set a $500 indemnity
bond to he posted by Mrs. Cun-
ningham for a future hearing to
determine whether or not the
for services rendered, the argu-
ing started as to the authenticity
The widow, visibly unnerved
and alone in court except for Ar-
thur F. Mason. a member of the
Patterson Funeral Home in Mem-
phis, received custody of the re-
mains, The Patterson Home ship-
ped the body to Detroit on the
same day of the court hearing.
Mrs. Cunningham, still alone, ac-
companied. The funeral was held
Nov. 22, in Detroit.
Mrs, Cunningham reportedly
said she would return to Marion
in the Spring of 1959 for the court
hearing.
I 00eiNG FOR A IARGAIIV
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respondence courses — or just giv-
en up their education temporarily.
A few blocks away is an old
building which bears the only re-
semblance to a high school in Lit-
tle Rock today. It is a former or-
phanage, later used by the Uni-
versity of Arkansas Graduate Di-
vision.
It is the site of the Little Rock
private high school, run on dona-
tions and staffed by 34 teachers
who came out of retirement or
are just beginning teachers. There
are 217 seniors and 288 juniors
here plus 312 sophomore in a new
Sunday school building of t h e
Highland Methodist Church near-
by.
Thursday the students hold an
election for president of the stu-
dent body and other offices. The
campaign posters are stuck on the
walls with endorsements lik e
-peppy," "reliable," "real guy."
But nowhere is there any men-
tion that these children's educa-
tion has been crippled because
their state and nation haven't
been able to find a reasonable so-
lution to putting Negro and white
children through school.
PROUD OF MAKESHIFT
W. C. Breshears, a former el-
ementary school principal and a
superintendent of schools in Texas,
is the superintendent of the pri-
vate schools. He is justifiably
proud of having made available
education in Little Rock, and he
points out what a tremendous job
it has been.
"It was as if Little Rock had
suffered a major disaster," he
said, "and that not only the build-
ings and laboratories and libraries
all had been destroyed, but the en-
tire teaching staff wiped out."
For the 175 regular teachers are
under federal injunction not to
teach in a private school. The
desks, the chairs, the test tubes
and bunsen burners, even the
books cannot be made available to
the children.
The private school is the largest
stopgap. Th 're are 373 students in
a school run by the Ouachita Bap-
tist college and 30 in an Episcopal
church.
A total of 759 has moved to small
schools just outside the city. Hun-
dreds—the figure undeterminable—
have been sent to aunts and uncles
for schooling outside the state.
Several hundred are taking cor-
respondence extcnsion courses.
Of the 700 Negro students of
high school age, some 250 have
enrolled in Negro schools outside
the town, but the majority is re-:
was shunning political discussion tanned farm manager who looks
and talks like Gary Cooper.
DISLIKES THE SYSTEM
We had just had a coffee and
cake break and were headed for
an airplane to begin the second
lap of an all-day tour of sonic of
the diverse Rockefeller farm, in-
dustrial and philanthropic opera-
tions in this part of the world.
Here is what I gleaned from
our brief discussion of the incom-
ing administration at Albany and
its relationship to Negroes.
Mr. Rockefeller dislikes t h e
system which someone once clev-
erly labelled "government by ap-
pointment." "Government by ap-
pointment" Is operated this way by
some elected officials. A few well-
known, politically loyal individuals
are named to big jobs. Much fan-
fat4 is made as they are sworn
in at public ceremonies character-
ized by much picture-taking. Then
the administration, having dis-
charged what it sees as its duty
by dispensing several "Negro
jobs" promptly turns its backs on
the little folks at the bottom of
the ladder. It can be pointed
out — if falsely — that democracy
has been practised becauSe a few,
good-paying positions, per haps
some of them "Negro firsts" have
been granted.
Mr. Rocfeller does not be-
lieve in this kind of operation.
There is no doubt that his ad-
ministration will announce some
Gallup Says 38 Percent
Would Vote For Negro
As United States Prexy
A Negro candidate for the office
of President of the United States
in this part of the Twentieth Cen-
tury would have a difficult time
in getting into the White House,
but if nominated by one of the
leading parties he could offer the
winner a good race.
On a national scale, according




"Racial prejudice is a sickness,
and no country can exist — eco-
nomically, socially, or politically
— with an internal sickness."
These words, spoken by the
Mississippi-born Nobel Prize win-
ning author William Faulkner,
were released today in a feature
in the new issue of Esquire Mag-
azine.
Faulkner, in a candid question
and answer report on his recent
visit to Japan-recorded there by
Esquire — comments at length to
Japanese students, writers and
citizens on the problem of ra-
cial prejudice in the United States.
"Time will eventually remove
the cancer of discrimination," he
says.
In Esquire Faulkner also
others, questions on communism,.
on the meaning truth and on
his future writing.
On communism; "I don't like
any form of totalitarian govern-
ment. In theory, I thought that
communism would be very good
for' people, only I don't think
that communism as I understood
it 25 years ago exists any more.
This is not the communism that
I thought I understood, this is
something different. I can't see
the difference between this a n d
Germany, ten years ago, fifteen
years ago, of a monolithic state
in which men use the mass of peo-
ples just like the rich men in
my country established their pow-
er and their aggrandizement on
beaver pelts."
Name 4-H Youth
St t Championa eceiving no education.
The city is paying $20.000 a week
in salaries to the regular high
school teachers whose only work
is occasional substituting in I h e
junior high and elementary
schools. Slaintenacne men, secre-
taries, clerical school employees
all are paid under the six million
dollar budget.
Central high's football team has
played its whole schedule. T h e
boys would have been ineligible
had they enrolled in the private
schools, so they stayed out and
played football.
Honor
(Continued From Page One)
the cheers from the stand were
not loud enough to drown nut
the call for the ...books, and
when he graduated from the
school in 1.956 as the valedictor-
ian he was the first football
player to carry off that honor,
according to his father.
Young Brown's lather ie the
scoutmaster of Troop 184, sponsor-
ed by the New Salem Baptist
church, and one of the first scouts
to be elevated to the rank of Eagle
Scout was Willie, jr. Before tak-
ing off for college, the Eagle
Scout assisted his father with the
ecouts.
Willie Brown, a junior physical
education major, has had no diffi-
culty in keeping up with the
class at SIU. His average is just
a shade off the .5 necessary for
perfection. He went to the school
on an athletic scholarship, a n d
has proved to the satisfaction of
many that brawn and brain can
be found in the same man.
The senior Mr. Brown is em-
ployed as a roadman for the
Charles E. Heckles Seed company.
Another one of his sons, 15-
year-old George. was co-captain of
the Booker T. Washington II i g h
school football team this year.
ter and director of the American
Institute of Public Opinion, 38 per
cent of the American electorate
have advanced to the stage where
they would cast their ballot for
a Negro Presidential candidate in
their favorite party backed him.
According to Mr. Gallup, 51
per cent of the New Englanders
major appointments of Negro
personnel. The Governer does
not intend to see New York
State go backward In its reputa-
tion for inclusion of Negroes ha
responsible posts. B u t Mr.
Rockefeller is inure interested
in expanding the base of oppour-
tunity for hundreds of thousands
of Negroes than he is in playing
politics with a few significant
berths. He feels that "govern-
ment by appointment" is both
hypocritical and dishonest. He
wants to see — and plans to
work for — broadening inclus-
ion of all the state's citizens on
every level of public and pri-
vate employment. He will not tol-
erate any closed doors with col-
or signs hung on them. ,
This is the way he has mil
tered all the Rockfeller- er. r-
prised he has headed. This is the
way he will administer the kes-
pire State.
"May I quote you as saying
there will be no 'Negro' jobs
given out by your administration,
Mr. Governor?" 1 asked as we
neared the plane to go to another
section of the country where Mr.
Rockefeller has rice fields.
"VII be delighted to have you
do so," the Governor answered.
"Just be sure that everyone un-
derstands we mean quote Negro
unquote."
He smiled the famous smile and
the interview ended.
South Americans Feel They Can
Teach U.S. Lessons In Democracy
By ALFRED DUCKETT
CARACAS, Venezuela — South
Americans could teach Southern
Americans a few lessons in democ-
racy — and they wish they could
get the opportunity.
Talking with scores of citizens
in this capital city, I gained three
important impressions:
queried said that they would vote 1. That Latin Americans keenly
for a Negro; 48 per cent of Mid-, want the friendship of the United
dle Atlantic states said that they
Would do likewise; 35 per cent of
the Midwest agreed to do t h e
same: 32 per cent of the South;
and 17 per cent of the West said
that they would vote for a Ne-
gro. -
The poll indicated that those
who favored voting for a Negro
were under 50 years of age and
had received at least a high school
education. .
MISSISSIPPI SURVEY
Another stirvey indicated that
Negroes in the Delta city of
Greenville, Mis's., were showing a
marked interest 'in voting, and that
29.1 per cent of those on registra-
tion books are Negroes, who
have registered without difficulty.
Since a new registration began
on Oct. 1, a total of 1,570 persons
have registered, and 457 are Ne-
groes.
About 40 per cent of the popu-
lation of Greenville is Negro, but
they make up 60 per cent "ef Wash-
ington County. There are 9,430
qualified voter's in .the county, ac-
cording to Circuit Clerk C. E.
Cache, and 1,200 of these are Ne-
groes, or less than 13 per cent.
According to the 1.950 census,
the population of Greenville is
29,986 and the County is 70,000.
VALDOSTA, Ga. — Walton
Hunter, a 4-11 club boy of Valdo-
sta, Ga.. whose improved cultural
practices resulted in a corn yield
of 89 bushels per acre, has been
named State winner in Georgia's
hybrid corn contest among color-
ed club youth.
Alvester Sermon, also of the,
Valdosta area, and Aaron Brazil





(UPI) — Two boys, aged 7 and 10,
received court-ordered whippings
Tuesday frosts their mothers as
punishment for a vandalism spree
at an integration-closed high
school.
Juvenile court Judge John M.
Hamlett, jr., ruled that the .boys
muat be whipped at police head-
quarters by their parents "in the
presence and to the satisfaction
of" police officers.
The mothers readily agreed and
the sentence was ca out,rried 
Hamlett said he imposed t h e
whipping sentences in place of
having the boys committed to a
juvenile detention home pending a
further hearing Dec. 9.
The boys, whose names were
withheld, were released in custody
of their parents until the hearing.
81 bushels per acre. Average
for the State is only 31 bushels
per acre
State 4-11 CIA Agents Alex-
ander nurse and M. D. Little say
the corn contest is stimulating
interest in higher corn yields as
a foundation for sound livestock
place. Each obtained a yield of, production.
Blames Ike For
School Chaos
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Gov. G.
Mennen Williams of Michigan said
Tuesday that President Eisenhow-
er had failed to take the initiative
in backing the Supreme Court's
integration decision in 1954.
"President Eisenhower had the
opportunity to call reasonable men
together — men of all races A n d
groups — and try to work out a
way," Williams said. "The nation-
al tendency is to obey the law. If
the President had stepped in and
used the prestige of his office and
the force of his personality to tell
people what to do, we wouldn't
have had a lot of trouble."
Williams, in a news conference.
noted that Gov. Raymond Gary of
Oklahoma led the people of his
state to change the constitution to
permit integration in the schools.
"He did something about it right
away," Williams, a Democrat,
said.
He said because the President
failed to act in 1954 when t h e 100 go to help he NAACP carry
Supreme Court ruled that Ne- osenalists,,,Emiegltn Itr0 eFocoeerdom.hiTnte
groes must he admitted to white tiona---green, yellow Knee? white,
public schools, "it's going to be a and red, ye/low and white.
lot more difficult now" to accom-
plish integration in the South.
States,
2, That they are shocked —
more in sorrow than in anger —
by national scandals like Little
Rock and church and synagogue
bombings,
3. That they have a universal
love and respect for New York
Governor Nelson Rockfeller as a
man who understands their prob-
lems and wile has done a great
deal to help them,
Latin America feels a deep kin-
ship to us as its northern neigh-
bors.
CORRECTS VISITOR
If you tell a Venezuelan you are
a visiting American, he is almost






These Latin people want you to
know that they proudly share the
nationality — American.
It is both a revelation and a
lesson to the American abroad to
come to understand this pride.
Understanding these brother Amer-
icans in today's troubled world can
be as important to our civiliza-
tion as any other single thing.
One thing our South American
brothers can neither understand
nor accept is racial prejudice in
the United States,
GREAT TRADITION
The Venezuelan people feel they
have a great historic tradition in
common with the United States.
This tradition, they believe, should
unite Latin America, and t h e
United States in total rejection of
racial prejudice.
The tradition is rooted in the
Arts Service Corp.
Gets New, Top Officers
NEW YORK — The Eleetro-
graphic Corporation, the largest
graphic arts service in the country
with headquarters in New York
City, has announced the election
of Albert W. Dungan as chairman
of the Board of Directors, and
Frank E. Reilly as president and
chief executive officer.
The corporation also announc-
ed the election of Edward H. Reil-
ly as executive vice president.
Electrographic Corporation has
ITj divisions and five subsidiaries
in New York. Chicago, Detroit,
Indianapolis, New Haven, S a n
Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta,
and Paris,
The NAACP's 32nd annual Holi-
day Seals campaign has been
launched with a letter of appeal
from MIR% Lena Horne, star of
the Broadway musical hit, "Ja-
maica." Proceeds from the aale
of seals at $1.00 foe a sheet of
Don't miss those
Merry Madcaps
fact that the same period of U. S.
history when the Colonies were
throwing off the bonds of tyranny,
Simon Bolivar, the heroic South
American liberator, was born.
Bolivar forged freedom from
Spanish rule for what are now the
republics of Venezuela, Colombia,
Police
(Continued From Page One)
to address him without saying
"sir."
Mrs. Powell said that while the
police were searching through
the house they found out that one
of the couples who had moved
into the house as man and wife
confessed that they were not ac-
tually married and that that when
they left they carried the man
with them, but released him short-
ly afterward and told him to go
home and go to bed.
ROBBED OF $44.97
She said that the police did not
give her an opportunity to lock
the door of her room, and that
after they left she discovered
that she had been robbed of $44.97
which was in her purse.
"I don't have any idea who
took my money," she said, "but
a girl across the hall told me
that she peeped out of her room
to see what was going on, and
saw one of the policemen
standing at my door."
Mrs. Powell said that s h e
had called Sheriff M. A. Hinds
and asked him to have the po-
licemen to stop molesting her, but
that he had told her that there
was nothing that he could do
about it. (Sheriff Hinds in charge
of County law enforcement.)
WHAT ROOMERS SAID
Mrs, Mettle Lue Reid and her
niece, living in room No. 2 up-
stairs, said the policemen came
to her door and asked to be let
in. Mrs. Reid said she opened the
door and one came into the room
about three feet and shined his
flashlight into her face and then
left.
Miss Mary Ann Smith, living in
a room with Miss Hattie Mae
Beasley, said she heard the door
bell ringing and-(he officers come
in. "I heard them say 'open up
all your rooms,' so I got up, put
on my robe, turned on the light
and opened my door. My room-
mate slept through the whole
thing." Miss Smith also said that
she heard the officer tell Mrs.
Powell not to say "no" and "yes"
to him but "yes sir" and "no
sir."
On Sunday Mrs. Powell confer-
red with her lawyer, and she said
that she is definitely considering
filing a suit.
"1 have always tried to run this
rooming house in accordance with
the laws of the city and the state,
but the police are chasing all of
any guests away," she added.
•
Equador, Peru, Bolvia and Pana-
ma. All throughout these countries
there are statues of the youthful,
fiery soldier organizer, znd-streets,
buildings and public parks named
in his honor.
'HAVE TO KNOW THEM'
The legacy of love for freedom
and respect for the freedom and
of fellow man has come down to
today's Venezuelan and his Latin
neighbors.
It has produced a philosophy
which makes a Venezuelan ask
you hesitantly over a small cup
of coffee: "What about Little
Rock? How can they say a child
shall not go to school because his
skin is dark? This is not Ameri-
caFur?.id ay,' at dinner, at his huge
rice field farm in the Illanis, Mr,
Rockefeller told a group of us:
"You have to know Latin-
cans to understand them,
will do anything for you, but they
expect you not to forget them.
LsantgisnloeliAd 
thing
 mareitryica is terribly import-
ant to the future of the United
States and the United States is
equally important to the future of
Latin America. There could be no
,more important than




"The Latin Americans have the
same ambitions, same desires and
same need for recognition of hu-
man dignity as we have. In terms
of human relations; we have a
big job to do.
"They are sensitive just as the
United States was sensitive when
we were struggling for economic
freedom; as any people are
when they are oppressed. What
we have got to do is learn to
recognize that sensitivity and ap-
preciate it."
This is the way Nelson
feller views the South Am an
picture. It is small wonder that
our Southern neighbors, knowing
his views, can still have some faith
left in the United States, despite
their concern over her shortcom-
ings at home and abroad.
B. G. Olive
(Continued From Page One)
been in the insurance business for
35 years.
His son, John A. Olive, is as-
sistant secretary of Universal Life
Insurance company, and a mem.:
ber of the fraternity. -5
A tea honoring Dr. W. S. Davi(
was given immediately after the
program in the lounge of Univer-
sal 1.ife Insurance company.
On the Achievement Week corn.
mittee were Chaplain Lee A. Thig-
pen, jr., chairman; W. F. na-
hors, C. C. Sawyer, John A. ,e,
O'Ferrel V. Nelson, Dr. I. t.
son, and Rev. J. A. McD
basileus.
See them on Channel 3, WREC-TV
Every Monday thru Friday at 6:00 p.m.
• , and hear AMOS 'N ANDY
_ on WREC Radio . .. 60 on your di
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,IWoodshed Rock; as Nat Williams Tearfully Counters Lt. Lee
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
It was with no intention of pro-
voking an issue that a casual
analysis of the Negro toting rec-
ord in the last campaign was made
in this column recently. So, it was
with somewhat pleased surprise
and avid interest that the reaction
of Lt. George W. Lee was read in
this paper last week.
If what was said in the column
was sufficient to evoke the kind
of rejoinder that Lt. Lee present-
ed, then here's hoping that more
such columns will bob up from
somewhere and call forth com-
ment from even other quarters.
In the first place, Lt. Lee, in
i the cu,,.,.' of taking Nat Williamsto the "woodshed- shed a wholelot of light on a subject that needs,a lot of illumination. His descrip-
tion of the local Negro vote as
"captive" and "free" was some-
thing of a new departure. And
his analysis of the Negro vote on
the basis of the influence that bear
on various segments of it was real-
ly incisive and logical.
But in such for the cause of the
apparent lethargy which exists
among the Negro voters of Mem-
phis it seems the view is still val-
id that it's more a question of ade-
quate leadership than a matter of,
the character of the body of folk
to be led.
HE SHOULD KNOW
Nobody should know better than
'Lt. Lee about the caliber of lead-
ership which has been traditional-'
ly offered to the Negroes of Mem•
phis. It is true that leaders of
Mr. Lee's stature are few and far
betweco in the local Negro popu-
lace. True also is the fact that
a real leader is a lonely indi-
vidual . . . that is true of the
leader in every race . . . particu-
larly if he is really a dedicated
leader ... putting the good of the l
people ahead of his own personal
interests • . . and exhibiting an I
understanding of the character.
and needs of the group to be
'led . . • as well as sympathy for
their shortcomings and an appre-
ciation of their handicaps.
Regardless of the character
and condition of the Negro elec-
torate of this area, the great need
Is for leadesship to stir it to
effective action. It is a traditional
cry among Negroes that we need
leaders. It is a constant observa-
tion of the mass of Negroes that
persons designated as "lead-
ers' among them have been "cap-
tive" leaders. These were the in-
dividuals who were "leaders" only
when they had the blessing of
some white person.
Anniversary Month
•Your Defender Has Oft Honored
And Been Honored During 7 Years
(Final in Series) The awards will be sent to them
During its seven years of serv-(this month.
ice to more than a million per- SOME BIG EVENTS
sons in the Mid-South area, the Looking back through the back
Tri-State Defender has never been issues of the Tri State Defender
content to rely upon clippings we noticed in 1955 oee of the big-
horn other journals to rewrite and gest events on the educational
pass on to its readers, but has fronts in Memphis was the dedi-
repeatedly gone the second mile cation of the LeMoyne college
to give its patrons the on
-the- gymnasium, C. Arthur Bruce hall,
scene and behind - the - scene which was constructed at a cost
coverage that is necessary for of $460.000,
persons interested in the happen- It was named in honor of an
ings in fast-changing America. outstanding civic leaders, who was
As a result of such coverage, Bering AS the chairman of the
the Tri-State Defender has gener. school's board of trustees.
ally been recognized when awards
were passed out in cities and towns One of the first lynchings in
Mississippi recorded since 1949r from the city limits of Mem-
occurred in 1955 with the shotgunis.
The newspaper itself has receiv- slaying of the Rev. George W. Lee
at Belzoni, Miss., and the Tri-Stateed the Lane College 75th Anniver-
scary Award "in recognition of Defender was on hand to probe
behind the scene and publish theoutstanding service to the Mid-
facts which led up to the slayingSouth area in the field of public
oInformation and racial under- f the man who had been lead-
standing," and it won first place ,Nin,g out in the fight to get out the
for the "Best News Story for -e"rn
1957" from the National News- DARKEST BI, OT
paper Publisher Association "for, But it was not until the late
excellence in maintaining the high-; summer of that year that the state
est standards of publishing and of Mississippi was to receive the
for dilioence in service to its read-, darkest blot on its record with
era and its community." the murder of 14-year-old Emmett
THREE AWARDS Louis Till, of Chicago. whose
For his outstanding coverage of body was found floating in the
the integration of Central High Tallahatchie river near Money,
school in Little Rock, Ark., in the Miss,
fall of 1957, L. Alex Wilson, editor The story first broke in the De-
and general manager of the Tri- fender publications, and subse-
State Defender has receised three quently every newspaper in the
plaques citing him for his exemp. United States and in many for-
tification of the highest traditions eign countries were to write sto.
of American journalism as an on- ries about the boy who was sup-
the-scene reporter in the Arkansas posed to have "wolf whistled" at
aoital. the wife of a poor white country
rom the National Newspaper storekeeper. named Roy Bryant,
blishcrs Association he receiv- and was kidnaped and murdered
ed the "Citation for Distinguished later.
Service; he was given the Elk's In subsequent issues, the Tr-
Department of Education's Merit state Defender gave its readers
Award for refusing to be intimi- pictorial COVerage of the area,
dated by violence and mob action: — --
and last spring he received a
"Citation of Merit for Outstanding
Performance in Journalism" from
the curators of Lincoln university
in Jefferson City, Mo., and the
faculty of the Journalism school
for upholding "the finest tradition
of his profession during a great
period of crisis, .and handling the
problem of racial discord with More than 500 parents and pa-dignity and probitj ; reporting with
accuracy and integrity . . ." trona of the 
Riverview Elementary
PRESENTS MERIT AWARDS school witnessed a series of ac-
However, the Tri-State Defend- tivities presented by members of
er has not been content to receive, the first through the Sixth grade,
and not give. It has passed out, when American Education Week;
a number of awards to persons; was observed there recently.
for their sincere efforts in trying The activities were referred to
to maintain racial harmony in the as Open House, and Mrs. Eleanor
community, and who at the, M. Oklesby, the principal said that
same time have not been attempt-; the occasion should result in a
tog to slow down the wheels of' closer relationship between t h e
vitable progress. I school and the community it
'ive persons received the an- serves.
toil Merit Awards in a cere-
mony held in 1956. They were Ma-
yor Edmond Orgill, of Memphis;
Rev. Paul Carnes, pastor of the
500 Atten
Open Hous
showed its readers the bed from
which the youngster was roused
and hustled off to his death, along
with pictures of relatives, and the
store where the alleged insult
scan made.
BAPTISTS WERE HERE
The story broke at the time
that the Baptists were holding
their diamond jubilee here in the
city of Memphis at the Ellis au-
ditorium, and the demand for cop-
ies of the Tri-State Defender wsre I
so great that the disanneared
from newsstands and the packs of
newsboys in a ;natter of minutes.
At the trial of .1. W. Milam and
Roy Bryant, who were charged
with the murder of the Till youth,
the Defender had eight men at
the courthouse to cover the trial
from various aspects.
But one of the major scoops
In the history of the T r i -
State Defender occurred when L.
Alex Wilson, editor and general
,,,sosser huscaimi ami lock to
Chicago Levy "Too Tight" Col-
lins, one of two mystery figures
In the Emmett Till slaying.
The story from the viewpoint of
"Too Tight" Collins appeared in
copyrighted stories in this news-
paper.
Great events have been reciii•!
ed in the Tri-State Defender, nut
the writers and editors have not!
ignored the stories which have
not rated the front page headlines,
such as the birth of babies, grad-
uations from schools, weddings
and engagements, deaths and
burials.
All have been recorded for pos-
terity in the pages of the Tri- RICHMOND, Va. — (UPI)
State Defender. Virginia's highest court hears
unusual, state-sponsored test of
own "massive resistance" laws
day.
This suit was brought by At-
torney-General Albertis S. Harri-
son, representing Gov. J. Lindsey
Almond, against state comptroller
Sidney C. Day. The apparent ob-
ject of the action was to bring C.- 2
laws, which have closed nine pub-
lic schools, before a state court
before a federal court was asked
to rule them unconstitutional.
Though a group of white parents
HAND-PICKED STOOGES
It's a classic observation ainong
the mass Negroes that inost Ne-
gro "leaders" have been the hand.
picked stooges of interests out-
side the Negro race. As a result
most Negroes are logically sus-
picious of most of those who as-
pire actively for leadership of the
group.
Therefore it is in cumbent on the
aspirant leader to gain the confi-
dence of the mass of Negroes and
establish beyond a doubt that he is
really a "Negro leader' and not
a "front" placed at the head of
the group for others' reasons.
SOME DON'T HAVE IT
FRONTIERS of America hold
one•daj convention with 15
cities represented at Parkway
ballroom, 45th st., and South
"Declared Editor Wilson: "We
are proud and grateful to have
had the opportunity of serving
you. We pledge continuance of
the services, striving ever to
give the best possible."
Parents overflowed each class-
room and were directed to their
child's seat by a label. There they
found personal messages writtenFirst Unitarian church: Rev. S. 
A. Owen, pastor of Metropolis ,b.".kbthe 
students and left in the
tan Baptist church: Rev. Paul Tu-'
if Or Jones, of the Idlewild Preaby-' Rev, J. L. Netters, pasts): of the
terian church; and Rabbi James Mt. Vernon Baptist church a n d
Wax of Temple Israel. president of the PTA was on hand
Six received the Merit Award to welcome each member parent
in 1957 for outstanding achieve. and to invite others into the as-
ments in the field of race rela-
tions for the previous year, and WINS PTA BANNER
they included Rev. Pau/ V. Turn- The PTA banner was given to
en, pastor of the First Baptist the first grade for having the
church, Clinton, Tenn., Dr. Hollis largest number of parents pres-
F. Price, president of Le Moyne' ent. Mrs. Edna 11. Swingler is
college; Rev. D. Warner Brown- the teacher. Other teachers who
hug, pastor of the Mt. Pisgah C.l had a large number of parents of
M. E. church: Willard W. Scotts! pupils present were Mrs. B. W.
vice president of the Nationali
'•
Rivers, Mrs. T. E. A. Bratcher,
of Commerce; Lt, George 
,Lee, manager of Atlanta Life! 
Miss Helen Bradford. Miss Bar-
Insurance company's local branch, 
bars Wilson, Mrs. Leona Jamison
office, and Republican leader; 
and and Mrs. Dimple Levison.
Clark Porteous, veteran staff Room 
mothers present were
writer for the !Memphis Press-s 111.rs. Charles Phillips, Mrs. Lu-
Scimitar rifle Glass, Mrs. Bernice Porter,
sociation.
Mrs. Josephine Williams, 111 r s.
The seven who will receive Aline Scott. Mrs. Annie Hill, Mrs.the 'is. ,spaper', la test Merit Louise Jefferies, Mrs. Mary Craig,Awards are Miss Willa McVnl- Mrs. Marie Thomas, Mrs. Lucyhams, a Manassas Elementary; Williams. Mrs. C. Christian and
school teacher and an outstanding Mrs Maurice Fowler,
civic worker in the Memphis coin-'''
mutiny; Dr. Charles E. Diehl. re ' Also Mrs. Johnnye Lenore, Mrs.
tired president of Southwestern !Katherine Duckworth. Mrs. Louise
university; Jesse Turner. director Turner, Mrs. Louise Lester, Mrs.
of the Tri-State Bank; Atty. H. T.! Corine Powell, Mrs. Opehila
Leskard, nail nresident of the lo. Hoard, Mrs. Bernice Grant. Mrs.
cal branch of the NAACP; Dr. A. R. Flowers, Mrs. Ida M.
Dennis Branch, a physician at Barnes, Mrs. Mary Landrum,
Newport, Tenn . the late Dr. J. E. Mrs. Madeline Rawlings, Mrs.'
Walker, founder of the Universal; Mabel Phillips, Mrs. Annie Scott,'
Life insurance comnsny and the Mrs 011ie Thomas, Mrs. Charles1
4IFD-State Bank of Memphis, and Phillips, Mrs. Spencer Holmes,'
emocratic leader: and the late Mrs, Willie Spears, Mrs. S. C.
. C. Handy, the blues composer. i Joiner, Mrs. Evelyn Snipe, Mrs.jaiiimmommunimmommowiiiiiiimmon
d Riverview
e Program
Essie Nabors and Mrs. Annie C.
Hobbs.
Room Mothers
Others were Mrs. Hazel Whit-
aker, Marion Mc Csuley, Mrs.
Annie Craddock, Mrs Charles
woodard, Mrs Eva Tillman, Mrs.
Essie L. Merman, Mrs. Emma
Hendrick, Mrs. Lula Samuels,
Mrs, Fordie Burton, Mrs Frankie
Johnson, Mrs Annie Gaskin and
Mrs. Ada Williams.
Mrs. Vera Peterson, Riverview's
cafeteria manager, and Miss
Dorothy Green, a visiting cafe-
teria manager, were present to
tell the parents of the importance
of having their boys and girls eat
a well-balanced hot meal during
the lunch hour.
Mrs. Mertyce Ewell, chairman
of the program committee and
Mrs. Leona Jamison and Miss Bar-
bara Wilson presented the Student
Council, which was under t h e
supervision of Miss Helen Brad-
ford.
Refreshments were served to
the guests. Mrs. Arneds Martin
and Mrs. Johnnye Leflore were





APPLETON. Wig. — (UPI) —
Airliss French won a trip to







A Trip to Marx
For 500
Empty Jars
French in no time collected
the NW jars.
The shave cream firm Acrid-
ed it had no choke but to keep
Its promise. On Dec. 2, French
will hoard a plane at Minneap-
olis for a flight to Mars . . •






I It is not enough for a person!
I to be accomplished in some,
field soch as business, an, or a
profession, and then expect him
to be automatically competent to
provide mass and political leader-
ship. There is something special
required of what might be called;
a "political personality." So e,
folk just don't have it. Some folk.
acquire it. But every successful
person in politics needs it — that
spark of mass appeal t hat
move people — regardless of
whether there is an issue or not,
When Lt. Lee referred to the !
"single•shot" voting potential of
the Negro as a possible issue in I
the last campaign, he did not
point out the dangers involsed
In such a procedure. One stun-
dens if the community doesn't
need Negro Democrats as well
as Negro Republicans. No doubt,
It was a divisive issue among
groes. No doubt it needs more
clarification among them.
Of course, a good Republican
may counter with the observation
that local Negroes with leanings
to be Democrats seem to be
up against a brick wall. They are
not able to break through the iron
curtain of the majority of white
Democrats who refuse to give
them the recognition needed to
Parkway. Relaxing between
sessions at meeting are (from
(eft) James Saundess, Fort
Wayne, Ind., Oscar J. Penis-
ton, Rockford. Ill., Sylve,ter
I,. Carter, Springfield, Ill., and
Walter Payne, president, Chi-
cago (host) chapter.





in Norfolk seemingly broke the ad-
ministration's strategy by going
before a three-judge federal court
in a challenge of the same laws
last Wednesday, the federal tri-
bunal has not yet handed down its
decision, and the state supreme
court of appeals may still make
the first ruling on the statutes.
BRIEFS
Pre-trial briefs filed by liarrison
and Lynchburg Atty. Samuel Wil-
liams, appointed to defend Day,
have concentrated on whether the
anti-segregation laws violate a sec-
tion of the state constitution which
requires the General Assembly
(state legislature) to maintain an
"efficient" system of public
schools.
Williams contends the constitu.
tional requirement still stands, and
has been violated by the school
closures.
Harrison, however, argues that
the U. S. Supreme Court's 1954
desegregation ruling invalidated
that constitutional section along
with another which requires Vir-
ginia schools to be segregated.
Harrison based his argument on
contentions that the two sections
are inseparable; that the assembly
has decided integrated schools
could not be "efficient": and that
Big Star Specials
Thanksgiving slipped by us this
week, and according to the calen-
dar, Christmas will be upon us in
leas than 30 days from now,
It will be a time for the giving
of gifts, and unfortunately, some
persons will not be able to give
their friends and members of their
families the gifts they would like
to be able to WS.
But for the persons who have
been shopping at Big Star stores
for the past 52 weeks and saving'
Quality Stamps, the cost of giving,
gifts will be whitted down to zero.
All these lucky persons will need
do is get out the Quality Stamps I
they have been stashing away and
paste them in books — it takes
only 1200 to fill a hook — and head
for the Quality Stamps Redemption
store located at 1323 Union ave.,
and make their selection from the
shelves of beautiful gifts now on
display there. It is just that easy.
The courteous clerks on duty
there will be glad to mail the gifts
to any spot in the country, so re-
deem your stamps before the
Christmas rush begins at the store.
If you have not been saving
Qualty Stamps before, now is a
good time to start. Shop at Big
Star and save money two ways:
low prices and Quality Stamps.
,/iodDAISY Starts SUNDAY3 —Big Days— 3!




since the state constitution was
written with the intention of hav-
ing segregated schools only, the
document cannot now be con-
strued to require operation of in-
tegrated schools despite the orders
of federal courts.
Drink 'Stoyane'
LONDON — (UPI) — Russians,
who have been told to cut down
on consumption of alcoholic bev-
erages, today were urged to try
a new soft drink, "stoyane." Ra-
dio Moscow said Stoyane, made
from a plant which grows in the
Altai Mountains, is invigorating,




But there again is the call for
leadership among Negroes which
will show the way to effective
participation in the ranks of the
Democratic Party in the South.
Some leader his needed to show
the white Democrats of the South
the danger of shoving the "free"
Negro vote in the single-shot tech-
nique.
Perhaps the best good of this
whole discussion is the emphasis
placed on the need for develop-
ing by bringing the matter out IS
the open. Selah.
Ian PTA To Give A
Coffee Hour On Dec.7
The Parent-Teachers association
of Booker T. Washington High
school is busily preparing for its
annual Coffee Hour to be given
on Sunday, Dec. 7, in the Blair T.
Hunt gymnasium from 4:30 to
6:30 p flu.
Mrs. Maxine Draper is the presi-
dent of the organization, and at
the last meeting she helped to ap-
point committees to assist at whati
is expected to be the greatest Cof-
fee Hour in the history of the
I
school and the PTA.
Named general chairman for ;
the affair was Mrs. Catherine,
Simmons. Others are Miss Thelma
Green and Fred Jordan, decora-
tions; Mrs. C. R. Johnson and E.
L. Pender. program; Mrs. A. R.
Cash and Mrs. Norma Griffin,
prizes; Mrs. C. L. Stevens and
Everett Thompson, souvenir book-
lets; and Miss Dora Todd and Mrs.
Wilma Nelson, membership.
Also Mrs. F. M. ROSS and Mrs.
Minnie Woods, refreshments; Miss
Rosa Robinson and Mrs. Myrtle
White, publicity; Mrs. B. G. Bar-
ber and T. J. Beauchamp, ush-
ers; Mrs. R. T. Jackson and Mn,,
B. G. Williams, hostesses; and
Mrs. C. S. Robinson and Miss B.
Roby, registrars.
The program committee is pre-
paring a special Christmas pro-
gram which is expected to be of
interest to all. Severnil special
features are in the making, and
prizes will be awarded to many
parents and teachers.
The membership committee is
striving toward a goal of 100 per
cent. membership of parents. Those
interested in joining are asked to
send membership to their chil-
dren's homeroom teacher at once.
Plan Bethune
tatue For D. C.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Doro-
thy I. Height, president of the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women an-
nounced Council plans recently for
erecting a Freedom memorial to
Mary McLeod Bethune, founder of
the organization. The announcement
came as the National Council was
adjourning its 23rd Annual Con-
vention at their Council House,
1318 Vermont ave., N. W.
Tentative plans call for the me-
morial to be located in Lincoln
Park. It would be the first sta-
tue erected in honor of a Negro
in the nation's capital.
The unveiling of the Bethune
Memorial on Jan. 1, 190 would
coincide with the 100th anniver-
sary of Negro freedom gained
when Lincoln signed the Eman-
cipation Proclamation in 1863.
The proposed memorial will be
under the administration of the
NCNW Educational Foundation
which will oversee the momentous
project. It will be financed by a
mass fund raising campaign aim-
ed primarily at Negro women
throughout the nation. They will
be asked to give a penny for each
year of freedom since the histor-
ic signing of the Proclamation
during the Civil War.
The program will get underway
officially on Jan. 1, 1959 when the
Council will call a public meeting
in Lincoln Park to outline details
of the four-year project.
Congressman, government offic-
als and educational leaders will
participate in the mass meeting de-
signed to gain public support of the
unAdierrtaka. Bing.
ethune r o se to
national fame on the theme of
"giving something to others." She
founded the NCNW in 1935 because
she felt the need to bring together
all the national bodies formed by
Negro women under a central or-
ganization.
Called the "First Woman of Her
Race," the nationally known lead-
er was born on a rice and cot-
ton farm in South Carolina. One of
17 children of ex-slave parents,
Mrs. Bethune attended a mission
school in Mayesville, her home-
town, Scotia Seminary in Concord,
N. C.. and the Moody Bible Insti-
tute in Chicago.
She founded what is now Be.
thune-Cookman College in Daytona
Beach, Fla., in 1904 and served
as its president until her death in
1955.
Enjoy The Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night
Wednesday, November 16, 10:00 p.m.
"They Drive By Night" --1with Ann Sheridanand Geeorge Raft
Thursday, November 27, 10:00 p.m.
"Trail of the Vigilantes" andwi tBhroFdtearrickh°t Craw T o nf oe r d
 Friday, November 28, 10:00 p.m.
"Captains of the Clouds" with James C.-7gTeland Dennis Morgan
Saturday, November 29, 10:00 p.m.




Sat., Nov. 29, 1958
MT. NEBO BAPTIST served its Church Anniversary Sun-
day. And, from all sources it was
' Honoring 32 years of devoted
service, the Mt. Nebo Baptist reportedly magnificient.
Rev. . C. Criven of 
Stephen Baptist church delivered.
the main address.
MT. OLIVE CATHEDRAL CME
James C. Somerville II, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Carroll
Somerville, I, of 3385 Rochester
rd.. was christened at the age of
eight months during the morning
service at the Mt. Olive Cathed-
ral CME church, Sunday. Nov, 16.
Rev. Remy C. Bunton, the pas-
tor. officiated.
The child's godparents are Ho-
sea Alexander and Airs. Sallie
H. Thomas.
Present for the christening
were Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mur-
phy, maternal grand-parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James P. Somerville, pa-
ternal grandparents, Mrs. Delores
W. Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Hay-
wood Betts, jr., and Mrs. Annie
Washington.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
An overflowing crowd witness-




Nivelle Beauvien, above, vice
president of the Industrial Nation-
al Bank of Providence, R. I., and
!manager of its Six Corners Branch
in East Providence, was appoint-
ed chairman of the Civil Rights
Commission's Rhode Island Ad-
visory Committee.
Born in Lancaster, Penn., young
Beauvien moved with his family
to Rhode Island when he was six
and attended public schools in
Providence and the University of
Rhode Island.
His ambition Was to be a
chemist, but World War 11 in.
tempted his college education.
He spent three years with an Air
Force operations unit.
Back in civilian life he went
to work in the finance section of
the Veterans Administration and
then got a job with the bank as
a loan interviewer. lie took
courses in banking at Boston Uni-
versity while employed at the
bank.
Beauvien is the first Negro to
be appointed by the commission
as chairman of a State Advisory
Committee. Harry A. Cole, Balti-
more lawyer and member of the
Maryland State Senate, became
the first Negro to head a state
committee when he was elected
chairman by the Maryland group




SOCIETY OF SCHOLARS was
recently organised on the cam-
pus of Tougaloo Southern
Christian college, Tougaloo,
Miss., and these seven stu-
dents are the first members of
the gifted set, introduced dur-
ing a recent chapel assembly
by Dean A. A. Branch. Spec-
lel attention will be given
to the students in helping
them to develop more fully
their potentialities. On front
row, from left, are Misses Hil-
da J. Young, Jackson, soph-
omore biology major; Marva
C. Anderson, Delialb, Eng-
lish major; Myrna Crawford,
Meridian, junior sociology ma-
jar; and Johnnie E. Porter,
Jackson, junior biology ma-
jor. In rear, same order, are
Joe Carl Reed, Jackson, soph.
°more mathematics and pre-
engineering major; Richard B.
Harris, Jackson, junior mathe-
matics; and Thomas H. Bold.
en, Alcorn, sophomore chemi-
st' y major.
Report Shows Job Bias
Charges At Record High
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Pres-
ident Eisenhower's Committee on
Government Contracts reported
Tuesday that complaints of dis-
crimination in industry rose to a
record high in the year ended
June 30.
But the committee emphasized
in a report to the President on its
first five years that the sharp
jump in complaints did not neces-
sarily mean discrimination was in-
creasing.
The complaints last year num-





Recognition services for Rev., for these services rendered by the
nd Mr! Roy D. Morrison, who I Morrisons and that they were
are celebrating 20 years of serv-Tausing at this point for recog-
MT. LEBANON BAPTIST 
ice to the Central Baptist church, nition of their many years of
'Woman an Important factori will be held 
Sunday, Nov. 30, all splendid service,
in the work of the church' seas the  church. of 
875 Mississippi Prior to the recognition service
the them" of Woman's Day at the 
blvd.Rev. Morrison and his wife,.several meetings are to be held in-
trill hear their son. Rev. Roy D. eluding a banquet on ThursdayMt. Lebanon Baptist church of ... , .
496 East Trigg. It was with this Morrison, ii of 
Chicago, deliver night. Nov. 27. The Senior Work'
thought in mind that guest speak- Ur recognition sermon 
at 22 era department will meet on
er, Mrs. Hattie Bush, wrote her 0 clock. Thursday night, Nov. 27. The Sen.
Mrs- Ar• 0- F. Veazey, sun- ior Workers department will meet
tering reached the highest point
In its 18-y ear history in 1958 with
a total of 6355,456.
The 13 Methodist-related Negro
also need additional funds for, schools that benefit from the an-
teacher's salaries, scholarships- Anal offering are Dillard louver-,
and endowment. atty. New Orleans; Bennett col.
This information is in a report , lege, Greensboro, N. C.; Bethune-
to be published soon by the Com- ICookman college, Daytona Beach,
mission on Christian Higher Edu-!Fla.; Clain] college, Orangeburg,
cation of the Methodist church, it  S. C.; Clark college, Atlanta;
was announced recently by Rev. I Paine College, Augusta, Ga.; Hus-,
Dr. John 0. Gross, Nashville, di- ton-Tillotson college, Austin, Tex.;
rector of the commission. Philander Smith college, Little;
How do the colleges hope to Rock; Rust college, Holly Springs;,
get $6,000,000 and more? Miss.; Morristown (Tenn.) college;
The goal for Methodism's 1959' Wiley colleee. Marshall, Texas; 1
Race Relations Sunday offering! Gammon Theological seminary,!
Is lnly one million dollars. If the' Atlanta; and Aleharry Medical col-,
Methodists reach this goal of lege, Nashville.
sented at the 3 is. m. meeting, Feb. 8. 1959, what about the The schools have a total enrolli
and her subject is scheduled to other millions that are needed? ! ment of more than 8,600 students,'
be entitled, "Building For Christ." 
-When reached, the goal of own property worth $15,000,000, 1
Special empahsis will be Pla-60- $1,000,000 from Race Relations and have endowments totaling an-
on the annual event by Revs C. T. Sunday offerings will allow the other 510,000.000. All are In the
Epps, the pastor, during the morn- Methodist Church to claim several South and in areas with heavy
president and general manager of uig service, additional millions of dollars Negro populations.
the Supreme Liberty, 1,ife Instil'. The wife of Dr. John H. Sew- fromfoundations and individuals The report, entitled "Negro
since company, is in the French and, the guest speaker is a mem-1 who are interested in higher edu-,Colleges at the Crossroads,"
hospital in New York City recover- her of the Canaan Baptist churebi Callon for Negroes," says the IT-, be sent to all Methodist minis-j
frig from an attack of appendicitis, in Covington Tennessee where' port.
and his -condition is listed as satis- 
ters and many other leaders of
The group, set up in 1953 to Persons of various national origins.
wipe out discrimination in firms
handling government contracts,
said its program was "gaining
momentum." It said there was
"steady growth" in its fifth year
and predicted, "the future holds
high promise."
HAILS REPORT
Vice President Richard M.
Nixon, chairman of the committee,
hailed the report in a statement
as "a highly encouraging record
of progress in employer recogni-
tion of the value of minority group
members in responsible positions
in American industry."
He said the report showed
"breakthroughs from the old re-
strictive patterns of employment."
Of the 351 complaints received
last year, 216—mostly from Ne-
groes—charged discrimination be-
cause of race, 164 because of re-
ligion and 21 because of national
origin. Fifteen did not mention
the type of alleged discrimination.
Others said they were being dis-
criminated against for more than' Gets Jet Permission
one remson. NEW YORK — (UPI> — Na.
TWELVE BY WHITES tional Airlines has become t h e
Of the 94 complaints which came; fourth line to receive permission
from individuals, 74 were filed by I to operate commercial jet flights
Negroes, 12 by whites and 8 by at Idlewild Airport.
The other 257 complaints came
from organizations. Most of them-
205—were submitted by the Anti-
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
The rest came from the Bureau
of Jewish Employment Problems,
NAACP, labor unions and Urban
League chapters.
The 351 new complaints brought
to 644 the number of discrimina-
tion charges the committee has re-
ceived. About 150 still are being
investigated.
In 266 complaints, the committee
found it did not have jurisdiction
because the company involved was
not handling a government con-
tract. Twenty-nine complaints did
not furnish enough information to
permit an investigation and 10
were withdrawn.
The committee has no enforce-
ment powers. It merely investi-
gates discrimination charges and
makes recommendations to the
agencies which have contracts
Once again our thoughts turn to
Thanksgiving. Every year about
this time we start thinking in
terms of Thanksgiving. Much of
our thinking is far from a positive
approach but rather a negative
one. To many of us it is not a mat-
ter of being grateful but being
resentful. We look about us and
observe the fate of our compan-
ions in these glorious times, with
one eye upon them and their ap-
parent prosperity and the other
eye upon ourselves and our lowly
conditions and the question arises
what?" Here a life plagued with
what? Here a life plagued with
illness; here a life burdened with
sadness; here a life minus the joy
of friends and happiness; there
lives filled with health, happiness,
and friends. No wonder the weary
cross-bearer crises out beneath
his heavy load, "thank God for
what?"
May be in the very heat of his
undecision one must rise up and
realize that there is something for
all of us might be adequately hap-
py. Maybe sometinie — some-
where each of us needs to go off
somewhere and count our bless-
ings and then we will realize that
we are not nearly as bad off WAS
we would like to make ourselves
believe. Maybe it is our trial to
go through life without eyes, or
without cars, or without legs or
without well bodies but over there
we can find someone who is just
as bad off as we, but, who has
allowed his afflictions enable him
to rise up to such a height that
all about him forget his afflictions
and think only of him.
There are those of us who look
at great performers of our day
and time and curse because some-
one happened to have been given-
as we see it-all of the talents and
we have none. One man is a great
singer, another a great actor, one
man an outstanding physician and
we only a common practioner, and
on and on we could go looking at
the varied blessings some have
received and by some stroke of
fate we have been denied many of
with the companies involved.
The committee said the number
of complaints might have jumped
because more people knew about
its work. It also said new regional
offices in Chicago and Los Angeles
made it easier to file complaints.
Another factor, it said, might be
that it was working more close-
ly with various organizations in-
terested in stamping out discrimi-
nation.
•
these. Maybe as we look at life
we can say, "Thank God for
what?"
Time and time again one won-
ders if physical, social, or econ-
omic conditions will be the reason
for the dogmatism expressed by
so many these days. I hastily say,
"No." If we were the first pens
pie to endure some of the things
that we are doing then there would
be basis fcr our dogmatism but we
are not the first and there will
be those who will be coming be-
hind us who will have to fare up
to life and see the sun shinia
behind every cloud. We just Can
not let hard ships and heartaches
set back or thwart our marching
forward to a chosen goal.
Thank God For What? A long•
time ago a little hunch-back Jew
gave each of us the answer — he
said, "thank God for Tis unspeak-
able gift." Maybe after having to
live for these many years with
a hunch-back and having people to
watch and stare at him day in
and day out was an ordeal but an
es-en greater ordeal was to see
what this little hunch-back Jew
was able to do in terms of mak-
ing Christianity a universal reli-
gion and spoealing to people to
whom it had had no appeal, up
to his time. When one looks back
over such a life with all of its dis-
advantages and sees what he has
been able to contribute to thee
cause of nobler living in this worud
out of a heart of gratitude he
soontaneously cries out "thank
God for His unspeakable gift!"
Paul was one of the greatest
minds of his day — he had at-
tended one of the great schools —
he had been exposed to language
after language yet when he thought
of what Christ had meant to him
there was only one thing that he
could say, "thank God for His un-
speakable gift!"
Maybe we should change that
'unspeakable' to undescribable
gift. It is not this the self same
thing that we could say concern-
ing Jesus, when we who are norm-
al look over our lives and see how
Jesus has worked with us through
our friends, our acquaintances,
our enemies, our blessings, and
our curses — all of us should join
in on great chorus with Paul and
say, "Thank God for His unspeak-
able gift!"
No, this not a titne for grumbl-
ing, this is not a time for finding
fault, we must turn once again
to God and thank Him for His un-
speakable gift.
church climaxed a week-long cele-
bration of the Pastor's Anniver-
sary in a manner ... grand
two Sundays ago. Some of the
city's most outstanding ministers
paid tribute to the Rev. Roy Love,
the honoree, by delivering messag-
es, serving as masters of cere-
monies and making compliment-
ary remarks.
l Beginning the week with a most
Inspiring address was Rev. L. A.
liatnblin of Golden Leaf Baptist
Church. Following with messages
just as dynamic were Rev. J. W.
Williams of Lane Avenue Baptist
Church, Rev. W. C. Holmes of
Beulah Baptist church, Rev. H.
H. Harper of St. Matthew Bap-
tist church, Rev. W. M. Brown
of New Friendship Baptist church.
Other participants were Mrs. K.
M. Alexander, Miss Charlene Wat-
son, Rev. W. M. Winters, Rev. E.
.1. Washington, Rev. D. L. Wash-
ington Mrs. Dora Bogard, Mrs.
Florence Williams, Rev. E. H. phen. Seeday. The featured guest
'Johnson, Mrs. Ruby Stanback, artists, Miss Jacqueline Gibson.
Armond Jordon, Rev. J. B. Webb,
, Mrs Joan Williams, Booker T.
Miss Major Mae Deberry, James '
Bradley, Rev. W. H. Mosby, Miss
Ernestine McGhee, Miss Rowena
Stevens, Rev. W. E. Ragsdale,
Airs. Nanie Purdy, Airs. Hortense
Martin, Mrs. Ruhy Neal, Mrs.
Maggie Johnson and Mrs. Bessie
N'essley.
I Rev. W. al. Brown and Rev. W.
Ai. Fields of Eastern Star Baptist
church appeared as the principal
speakers on the final day of the
observance. Rev. R. W. Nors-
avorthy of Mt. Moriah Baptist
'church was master of ceremonies
and Rev. A. R. Williams of Great-
er White Stone Baptist church
gave remarks.
I An interesting aspect of this 32nd
Anniversary ... this was the pas-
tor's first church and here he has
remained for more than a score
Jones and Russel Wilson, made it
a memorable one. The formal at-
tire and the skillful lighting added
greatly to the presentations.
The audience was moved by
such well-known selections as
"Gloria En Excelcior," "Listen to
The Lamb," "Go Down Moses."
"Lords Prayer,'' "Let Us Break
Bread Together," "Ave Maria,"
"Ezekiel Saw De Wheel," "Steal
Away To Jesus," "Deep River,"
and "Step by Steil."
The production staff for the con-
cert included G. Bowen, alrs. W.
Rivers, Mrs. L. Reams, Mrs. B.
Ream, J. Bowen, Mrs. L. Wilson,
Nash, Mrs. B. Alexander, E.
Floyd M. Campbell a n d W. F.
Williamson.
Rev. 0. C. Crivens is the mini-
ster.
Under his leadership a new church NEW ERA BAPTIST
was built and the present sane-1 The No. I choir of New Era
tuary was paid for nine years Baptist church will present its last
before the contract expires. A musical program for the year
great number of other improve- Tuesday. Dec. 2 at 8 p. in.
ment and additions have been real- The Gilbraltar Chapel, No. 36,
Lad under Rev. Love's guidance. and the Union Grove Choir will
' Congratulations are in order be the guests for the night.
for Mrs. Ruby Rowel Towner and air. A. R. Wade is the presi-
L. S. Washington for having head- dent and Mrs. Ruth Randolph
id such a successful and historical i3 the
Pastor's Anniversary. Miss Sherry
Crump had charge of all music
for the occasion.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
The St. John Baptist church oh.
Mel Oft 's Wife
May Recover
' NEW ORLEANS — (UPI)—Doc-
tors said today Mrs. Mildred Ott's
chances for recovery were good,
following a tworhour operation for
multiple injuries she received in
an automobile accident that claim-
ed the lives of her husband, all-
time baseball great Mel Ott, and
another man.
dynamic speech. She delivered It
at 3 p. m. ply pastor acting as spokesman on Thursday night. Tuesday the
Taking an active part in the for the church members, said that Christianity In Action (CIA) group
program, also, were Mrs. Helen Rev. Morrison and his vide have and the Teenage Christian Work-
Barbour, Mrs. Lucille Merriweath. served without the slightest devia- ers (TCW) met. On Wednesday
er, Mrs. Ann Tracy, Mrs. Mary tion from righteousness. Ile added 'Use Sunday school teachers and
Bridgefort, Mrs. Mary Williams, that they have improved the workers department held thc,
1 Mrs. Inez Brooks, Mrs. Marjorie church facilities considerably and
I Laney and Mrs. Ann Tracy. The have put in all meetings at the 
meeting.
j Greater White Stone and Progress- weekly services. He said the con- , The public is invited to all u;
I ive Women's choirs rendered the gregation was more than thankful! the sessions.
I music.
' Captains and committee mem-
bers were Mrs. Bessie King, Airs. Methodist Schools Work
Annie Duncan, Mrs. Lillie Wells,
• -
Mrs. al erne Lee Duncan, Mrs. on $6 000 000 Problem' The operation was delayed be- Ann Tracy, Mrs. Gladys Jones,
'cause Mrs. Ott suffered a severe
head injury in the collision near
Bay St. Louis, Miss., Nov. lt. She
was unconscious five days.
' Mrs. Ott also suffered a crushed
chest cavity, multiple fractures to
her left arm and elbow, t w o
broken legs and internal injuries.
Mrs. Katherine Walton, Mrs. 011ie
Mae Elliott, Mrs. Cora Priest NASHVILLE — The 13 Negro(
and Mrs. Madge Jordon. colleges related to the Methodist'
The chairman and co-chairman church need at least 9.3.000,000 far
were Mrs. Lyvester Freeman and buildings and equipment. They
Mrs. Lucille New son.
Rev. Ozell Freeman is the pas-
tor.
Teacher Is Woman's Day
Speaker Here On Sunday
Mrs. alaudean Thomason Sew- ter High school, will be the guest
ard. Enehsh teacher at the Les- \ speaker when annual Woman's
 Day is observed next Sunday, Nov.
30, at the Gospel Temple Baptist
church.
Mrs. Thomason will be pre-
CHICAGO — Earl B. Dickerson,
factory.
Mr. Dickerson suffered the at-
tack while in New York to attend
a week-long seminar sponsored by
the American Management asso-
ciation on the subject of merg-
ers.
His wife. Mrs. Katherine Dick-
erson, flew there immediately aft-




she serves as director of Christ-
ian education, pianist for the
B. se, Is., church organist, anal ilitentimituntliteilitiltitilentille1111111111111lintill11111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111minmill
recording secretary of the Wom-
en's Convention , 
' Professor iSpends Time
She is also dean of Interna-
tional Standard Leadership of
Christian Education of the Nation-1 In Prison At Statesvilleal Council of Churches of Christ
in the U. S. A. She operates in-
ternational schools in Covington
and in Memphis.
Mrs, Seward is a graduate of
Stillman institute in Tuscaloosa,
Ala., and of Knoxville college,
where she received her bachelor
of arts degree. She won her bache-
lor of science degree at Tennessee
A and 1 State university and a
Master's degree in business from
CHICAGO, Ill. — (Special) —,the University of Chicago. Sh e
Thomas A. Gaudette, of 8614 S. teaches geometry and Latin as
Indiana, has been named winner well as English at Lester.
of the Human Relations award of The Woman's Day observance
flue Mayor's Commission on Hu- will climaxed with an inspir-
man Relations lie is president of Ina musical program on Sunday
the Chatham-Avalon Park Corn- evening beginning at 7:30 P. m•
munity council. Serving as general co-chairman
The (soundl was the fourth com- of the program are Mrs. C. T.
Dimity organization to wIn thel Epps and Mrs. Robert Williams.
award In the I3-year history of Mrs. B. 7' Little is chairman of
tisk, evenL the publicity committee. ailliU11111111011111111111111111111111W1111111111U111W1111111111 111111111111811111111811111111111/11111161 10
The Race Relations Sunday of- the church.
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, Ill.—
A University of Illinois professor
spent six hours a week behind
bars at the Illinois State Peni-
tentiary, Statesville.
Prof. John F. Humes, indue•
trial psychologist, is teaching
three el  week in "Human
Relations and Supervision" to
help prison officials toward more
effective control and rehabilits•
Hon of inmates.
Ills students are prison guard
officers and supervisors of prin.
on industrial projects.
About 60 are registered in the
section', held from 4-6 and 7
p. m. Tuesdays and 7.3e . 930
a. m. Wednesdays — in order
to accommodate supervisors on
the various prison work shifts —
as regular noncredit off•campus
courses of the U. of I. Division
of University Extension and le-
stitute of Labor and Industrial
Relations.
lie commutes from Urbana-
Champaign to Statesville to in-
struct the prison officials In
basic psychology, motivation.
habit formation, management,
principles of learning and in
struction. development of leader
ship, etc.
The current classes continue
through the fall semester in the
scscalled "High School Building"
within the walls of Statesville.
Next semester, two more sec-
tions with another 64 students
will be held. Sixty others took
the course last spring.
Yes Madame,
How about making out that
Christmas list? All of your
family of course and a very
special group of friends. But
wouldn't it be swell to add the
names of the people who have
been very nice to you during
the past year? The neighbor
who always has what you need
to borrow, or what about the
club member who drops you off
home from meetings ever so
often.
For these Jack Sprat and I
think cookies, cakes, cheese
and other nice Christmasy tid-
JANA C. PORTER
bits would make such wonderful
gifts.
MOLASSES CUT OL'T COOK-
IES
2'7 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
Pi teaspoon baking soda
Ya teaspoon salt




2 teaspoons grated lemon or
orange rind
Sift dry ingredients. Combine
molasses a n if shortening in
saucepan. Bring to a boil, cool.
Mix in dry ingredients and rind.
Chill two hours. On s floured
board roll dough 1-8 inch thick.
Cut out stars, santa, angels,
Christmas trees, etc. Place ti
in. apart on greased cookie
sheet. Bake In moderately hot
oven (375 degrees Fahrenheit)
3 to 10 minutes. makes about
48 cookies. Decorate with red
einamon, silver candles, co-
lored sugars, candied cherries.
cloves, dates, before cooking





ANOTHER TOPNOTCH talent group was presented to the many
thousands of WDIA listeners as the Mid - South's most powerful
radio station broadcasts the Big Star Talent Show to points North,
South, East and West. The stars pictured above took full advant-
age of the opportunity by presenting a performance of fine calibre
throughout Cities and towns, as well as rural areas, of the Mid'
South. Listeners are making it a habit to tune in on this happy
talent time show which Is emceed so capably. if you sing, dani e
or recite or have any talent that can be expressed on radio you
are invited to contact WDIA for an audition try • out for the Big
Star Talent Show. The program goes on the air each Saturday
morning at 11:30 over station WDIA with the program originating
from the station studio. Pictured above, from left to right are:



























































































































































































Mite Parents Ask Court
• To Re-Open Norfolk Schools
_ By AL BUETTNER
A group of white parents went,
Into federal court at Norfolk
Wednesday in an effort to strike
down Virginia's "massive resis-'
lance" laws and have six padlock-
ed schools reopened.
Hearing of the case by a three-
judge panel came on the heels of
a special referendum in which
Norfolk voters decided by a mar-
gin of three to two that they pro-
fer closed schools to integrated
ones.
Atty. Gen, Alberti: S. Harrison
and Norfolk school officials. It
asks that the segregation laws be
ruled unconstitutional and that
state officials be enjoined from
enforcing them.
A test case sponsored by t h e
state is pending before the state,
Supreme Court and it was thought'
Harrison would ask a delay in the
Va. Vote Keeps
Schools Closed
I NORFOLK, Va. — (UPI) — The control so they could be reopenedity of Norfolk, where 10,000 chit.' and integrated, and $,731 for the
en have lost their schools to
avoid integration, voted three to-
two Tuesday to keep six schools
closed rather than open them on
an integrated basis.
' Voters in this sprawling port
city cost 12,658 ballots against Pc-
(atoning Gov. J. I.indsay Almond




NEW YORK CITY — An increas-
ing number of white teenagers in
the South are speaking out in fav-
r of integrated schools, a survey
n the new issue of Look Magazine
disclosed this week.
Based on numerous interviews
with white high school students.
writer Fletcher Knebel reported
that "Dixie's new rebels" are ad-
a orating integration publicly and
"even aggressively" and that "the
impact of their views could grow
with the years."
The magazine warned that It
would be a mistake for Southern
segregationists and state officials
to shrug off ,these youngsters, many
a whom have taken their stand
only after long tortured thought.
"For some," the Look article
said. "it has meant opposing the
deep.seated convictions of their
parents, relatives amt friends."
It would likewise be a mistake,
Kriebel cautioned, for Northern in-
legrationists and Federal officials
to see youthful rebellion roaring
through the Southern states.
-Rather, the revolt is a murmur,
Me said, adding: "The young icon-
Illiclasts, moreover, are divided
among themselves: Some of them
positively favor integration, others
are merely willing to accept it,
while still others simply prefer an
integrated school to a closed school.





The Dr J. E. Walker, Prof.
W. C. Handy, Prof. George W. Hen-
derson and Dr. W. S. Martin will
all be installed into the Hall of
Fame Sunday afternoon, Nov. 30,
in the Beal Street Auditorium. The
services will begin at 4 p.
An interesting program has been
arranged for the occasion with the
general public invited.
Matthew Thornton, the mayor of
*rale st., is the president.Prof. E. L. Washburn is t h e




;federal suit until the state court
irules. The parents have asked for
lee immediate decision, however.
NOT BINDING
The result of Tuesday's referen-
dum in Norfolk was not binding
on any official agency. But there
were 12,658 votes against a pro-
posal to return six closed schools
to local option, and 8,871 for it.
• • •
The Supreme Court was told in
Washington Tuesday that the state
OS Virginia was try ing to jail a
man for supporting the 1954 de-
cision outlawing segregation. The
man was identified as David H.
Scull, 43, a printer from. Annan-
dale, Va., whose attorneys said
was sentenced to 10 days in jail
and fined $50 for refusing to
answer the questions of a legisla-
tive committee.
One factor believed to have in-
fluenced the vote was another Vir-
ginia "massive resistance" I a w
which would mom's in if the schools
were integrated and cut off all T
state funds. I o Tell OfEach ballot contained a footnote
di 
:
remin ng voters of the fund cut-
off law and saying a "substantial m d
charged if the schools opened. I
The referendum, called by Nor-! CHARLOTTE, N. C. — (lIP1) —folk's city council, was for infor- A Charlotte police detective who
mational purposes only and its re-; posed as a hirea killer will be
sults are not binding on the city or the chief witness Friday against
state. However, five of the seven pretty Greensboro welfare
council members indicated before-1 worker accused of plotting t h ehand that they would follow t h el murder of the wife of the man
verdict of the voters, she loved.
Sunny, almost springlike vimath- Detective Richard S. Ruth is
er brought only 21.439 voters to expected to present a tape record-the polls, about 1,000 less than big of a conversation duringvoted in the general election Nov. which Berbera Ann Massey, 22,
4, when Norfolk gave sem. Harry allegedly gave him $500 to arrangeF. Byrd (D-Va.), architect of the a "fatal accident- for the wife of
a highway patrolman she met in
court while a law student,
The patrolman, RansomSmith
of Greensboro, resigned Saturday
H
tuition for each child" would be
laws which shut down the schools,
a nearly two-thirds majority.
The referendum was the first
expression of mass sentiment on
ur er Plot
the question of reopening and in- at about the time Miss alaseeytegrating schools which are closed was arrested in Greensboro on a
under Virginia laws that automat- charge of soliciting to commit aically shut down schools ordered to felony.
integrate. Because the alleged offer toThe feeling expressed in t b e Ruth was made here, Miss Mu-
voting probably will give a consid- sey will be tried ha Mecklenburgerable boost to state policy, which County Recorder's Court on thenow is to give the governor corn- misdemeanor charge. She is freeplete control of schools which close under $1,000 bond,
under desegregation orders. I Sources here said Miss MasseyHowever, the "massive resist- approached a Charlotte man forance" laws face another test here assistance in finding r killer, The.Wednesday when a special three- 
man, a police informant, reportedjudge federal court hears a Wit the incident and Ruth and Lt. A.challenging the constitutionality of J. Gilliand were assigned to meetthe statutes and asking that t h e
time girl to "discuss" the matter.schools be forced to open. Ruth carried a concealed tape re-
corder to the meeting.
Smith, who police said had no
knowledge of the plot, resigned to
keep from embarrassing the pa-
trol. He acknowledged that he
knew the girl when she was a
Wake Forest student, but said their
meetings stopped some time ago.
GRANTED LEAVE
While a student at Wake Forest,
Miss Massey had spent consider-
able time in court at Greensboro
and it was there that she met the
35-year-old officer.
aliss Massey was gi anted a
lease of absence from her job with
the Guilford County Welfare De-
partment pending her trial. Her
attorney is expected to seek a
postponement of the trial in order
to arrange psychiatric examina-
tions for the girl.
The girl's father, who died about
three years ago, was a Greens-
boro police officer for 12 years
before he was sent to prison on a




Swizzle sticks In the form of
Haitian voodoo dolls have been
imported into this country, and in-
nocent persons can be harmed by
the novelties carved from cashew
nuts.
According to the U. S. Health,
Service, which is attempting to
intercept the doll-like novelty, It
can cause pain and even death to
those who tome in contact with
it.
Blistering skin reactions have
been reported within 35 and 50
minutes after contact. The eyes
of the doll are believed to be the
deadly jequirity beans, which
could cause death to babies and
young children if swallowed.
A health official, Dr. A. L. Gray,
state health officer of Mississippi,
said that extreme caution should
be used in handling the objects,,
and persons who sight them should
notify the public health depart-
men'. nearest them at once.
Steal Spotlight
LA JOLIA, Calif.—(UPI)—Some-
one stole a spotlight from a police
patrol car Monday while officers
William E. Guitte, jr.. and Vane
W. Estergren were off making a
routine check of a bar
Refuse Bond To Woman In
'Secret Romance Slayi
CHICAGO —
The chief justice of the Criminal
court Monday refused to release
tin bond a woman who fatally shot
her husband when she caught him
With another woman last Oct. 7.
•Chief Justice Abraham L. Mar-
ovitz denied a motion for bond for
Mrs. Irma Watson, 31, of 8203 S.
Indiana ave., who terminated a
"secret romance" between her
husband. Arthur, and another wom-
an when she caught them enter-
ing a vestibule of the other wom-
an's home at 5250 Drexel blvd.
Judge Marovitz told her attor-
ney, Euclid L. Taylor, that from
what he knew of the case it was
a "premeditated shooting" a n d
that he could not in "good con-
science let her out on bond."
The jurist pointed out that ac-
cording to Mrs. Watson's state-
ment she had gone to the build-
ing and waited for her kusband
and shot him. Taylor claimed his
client was "hysterical" when she
gave the statement.
SWatson entered the buildingthere his reported girl friend of
seven years, Mrs. Charlotte Potts,i
A coroner's jury returned a vet-
diet of manslaughter in the case.
But the grand jury indicted Mrs.
Watson for murder. When she was
held over to the grand jury in Fel-
ony court, Judge William V. Daly
released her on a $5.000 bond.
After Judge Marovltz refused to
set another bond for Mrs. Watson
she was taken into custody.
Atty. Taylor entered a plea of
not guilty to the murder charge
and Judge Marovitz assigned the
case to Judge Harold P. O'Connel
for trial.
New Telephone Device
May Predict Your Needs
A mechanized ''oracle" may
help the telephone company pre-
dict the desires of its customers
in the future, according to Fred
Bledsoe, manager of the South-
ern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
company here.
The oracle, he said, is called
"Sibyl" and is a computerslike ma-
chine and laboratory which can
simulate a variety of future com-
munication devices and systems
and permit them to be tested with-
out the expense of building special
equipment for one-time use.
It will also provide data on how
telephone users would respond to
new service, such as an ex-
perimental push-button phone.
The Sibyl would be linked to
a telephone by a mechanical
process, and while it is being
used under everyday conditions
record such information as to how
the call was placed — such as
date, time. originator, speed of
operation, errors, and whether
the line was busy, or the call corn
pleted.
The recording of the technical'
data would not disturb the nor-
mal operation of the equipment or
Intervene upon the privacy of the
telephone conversations.
Mr. Bledsoe said that Bell en-
gineers hope that information col-
lected by Sibyl on new telephone
equipment will eventually provide
a better understanding of relation-
ship between machines and the
people who use them.
THE JESSIE MAHAN Center
for preschool children opened
officially last Sunday after-
noon In the Dixie Homes, and
on hand to participate in the
ceremony was Mayor Edmund
Orgill, at right, seen present-
ing a certificate to Dr. Nor-
man D. Lee, the chairman of
the board. The center has a
rapacity of caring for 25 chit.
dren, and was the dream of
Miss Jessie Mahan, of the wet.
Seek To Reopen
Four Ark. Schools
definite recommendations to a federal judge on how to re-
open four Little Rock, Ark., high schools dosed by Gov.
Orval E. Faubus to block integration.
The officials said the depart-




GROVES, Texas — (UPI) — A
murderous female elephant that
knocked down a circus man and
deliberately crushed him to death
was manacled in heavy chains to-
day while authorities pondered
her fate.
In the most recent of several
attacks on humans, Dorothy, a
regular performer with the ilagen
Brothers Circus, reached out with
her truck Monday and knocked
down Donald Lloyd, 28, RS he and
another circus worker walked by,
Authough the elephant w a s
chained by one leg at the time,
the big animal managed to butt
Lloyd with her head and then de-
liberately stood on her head on
top of the prostrate man. Lloyd's
bead and chest were crushed by
the weight of the animal and he
died within an hour.
' Deputy Sheriff Martin Carey
said circus employes told him
• Dorothy was not provoked into the
, attack and that the elephant had
attacked other persons on several
occasions.
fare department. who became
concerned about the number of
children killed a n d injured
while their mothers were assay
at work. Mrs. H. II. Jones is







WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Tim
Supreme Court ruled Monday that
the Alabama Pupil Place, .mt
Law — as written — is constitu-
ti°:rilawl. brief order affirmed a low-
court ruling to this effect. An ap-
peal had been filed by four Negro
chAild cc mu
-judge federal court held
last May that the Alabama statute,
on its face, provides the ma
chinery for administering schools
'in a constitutional manner by
the admission of qualified pupils
upitohnouat rebasisg  of individual merit
withoutard to their race u
color."
The opiniou said the record in
the case did not show the exclus 
tur
I In their appeal to the Supreme
Court, lawyers 'or the four Negro
children contended that the fact
that race is not mentioned is im-
material.
1 They argued that the law w a a
! clearly intended "to prevent non-
'
, segregated public education in
Alabama at all costs."
' The parent of one of the chil-1
; dren, Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth,j was recently fined $100 and sea-
tenced to 90 days in jail for vi-
olating Birmingham's new ordin-
ance regulating seating incity
r buses.
ion of the four Negroes f r o m Dr S Massieschools of their choice to be based
on anything but a proper test. But 
* *
•
not properly administered it
the opinion added if the law ivere'Ad
might be declared unconstitutional
in some future !Mann.
LI/Itlio7dEarb 
GROUNDS
'0Monday's high court order. n Science Plan
3eeaief fdi r niotins' 1 Massie, chairman of the depart.whichinnld e" oltnth e hlaein  
districtli
mitedth a tc ourt 
grou
ndsitun''
ment of chemistry at Fisk univer-
NASHVILLE — Pr. Samuel P.
deTeihseionc.a's
e started with an apPli- sity was on the campus of Fuller-llev. J. A. McDaniel, Robert M. cation by the children in August, ton Junior college, Fullerton, Calif.Ratcliffe and Dr. W'. W. Gibson
. 1957. tor transfer to w h I t e, last week to advise faculty groupscad a list of several other
groes appointed to directorship of
Ne'lschools in Birmingham nearer
By HELEN THOMAS
the Jessie Mahan Center, a dem- 
their homes. They brought suit in
federal court after the Birming-1VASHINCTON — ((PI) — Justice Department of- onstration day-care center for ham Boa t• .1 4Board failed toficials said the department "most probably" will offer Negro children. Dr. Norman Lee, act on their application within a38. a scientist with the Kennedy time limit set by the School
Placement Law.
AMENDED ON '57
Alabama is one of 10 southern
states that have adopted various
forms of school placement or pu-
pil assignment laws since t h e
Supreme Court's 1954 school
desegregation ruling. 'rhe high
court previously declined to re-
view lower court decisions
which held Virginia rod Louisiana
pupil assignment laws unconstitu-1
tional and North Carolina's law(
Constitutional.
The Alabama statute, adopted in
1955 and amended in 1957, directs
local sehool boards, in assigning
pupils to sehools, to consider a
number of factors. The latter in-
clude available space, psychologic-
al qualifications, the possibility of
disorder and "the maintenance or
severance of established social
and psychological relationships
with other pupils and with teach-
ers."
VA hospital is the chairman of
the center's board of 17 mem-
bers.
The members were installed by
Mayor F:dmund ()red/ on Sun-
with Federal district judge John E. day, Nov. 23, at the center, 929
Miller spelling out what legal steps Delmar,
could be taken to bring about Other persons who took office
school integration at Little Rock. at this tints were: Marvin Ratner,
A three-judge panel of the U. S.
8th Circuit Court of Appeals on
Nov. 10 directed that positive
steps be taken to facilitate integra-
tion at Little Rock's Central high
school. Details were left up to
Miller and the Little Rock school
board.
Miller was expected to hold a
hearing SOCII1 on the appeals court
order. Five members of the
school board have resigned since
the order was handed down.
It was not clear what effect the
ruling would have on a segregat-
ed senior high school set up in
Little Rock en a building purchas-
ed from the University of Arkan-
sas. The school is being operated
with funds from private contribu-
tions.
Officials said the Justice depart.
hent probably would offer con-
crete guidance to keep the district
court "on the right track" in seek-
ing a way out of the tangled
school problem. But they declined
to reveal what suggestions they
had in mind.
The department has intervened
in the Little Rock case every step
He said the animal had an act of the way as a "Friend of the
in which she stood on her head Court." Attorney General William
beside a circus performer. P. Rogers recently indicated at a
Shortly after the attack on news conference that further in-
Lloyd of 1340 Dayton st, South tervention was possible.
Bend, Ind., Dorothy was taken be- Meanwhile, the U. S. Office of
hind the circus and heavy chains Education was preparing a report
were menacled to three of h e r on the 'educational loss" suffered
legs. by students barred from schools
There she remains, staked to in both Arkansas and Virginia as
the ground. Carey said an order
from County Judge James Kirk-
land would be necessary before




PORTLAND, Maine. — (UPI) —
A postal clerk, father of five chil-
dren, was arrested yesterday and
charged with stealing $97.000 in
three mail bags on a train Tues-
day.
The suspect. Robert S. Doucette,
WRS arraigned before U. S. com-
missioner Herbert If. Sawyer
who held him in $5.000 bed or
federal grand jury action on a
charge of embezzling registered
mail.
Doucette. 42, had $7,000 on his
person when postal inspectors
seized him as he got off a Boston-
to
-Portland train. The rest of the
money was found in an automo-
bile parked at the station here.
The inspectors charged he stole
the cash when he left the Bostou-
bound train at North Station in
Boston Tuesday. He was assigned
to a train back to Portland.
The money was being sent to
the federa. reserve bank in Bos-
ton from the First National Bank WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Thel some Spanish-speaking residents of
of Lewiston, Maine, Civil Rights Commission announced' New Yorh City, presumably Puerto
Ile offered no resistance when it will hold a national conferencel Ricans, were being denied the right
he was arrested here, authorities of public school officials at Nash- to vote because they could not read
said. ville, Tenn., in February to thresh i or speak English. It said it also
out problems involved in shifting was looking into alleged housing
from segregated to integrated discrimination in New York.
schools. In a further development, the
Chairman John A. Hannah said Commission said its scheduled
R. m. RATCLIFFE
Hunter Lane, jr., Miss Grace
Williamg, Mrs. L. B. Gammon, Dr.
Clara Brawner, Miss Willa Mc-
Williams, Mrs. W. B. Dunham,
Mrs. Richard T. White, Mrs. W.
R. Irwin, Mrs. Fannie R. Adams,
Mrs. Horace Wallace, Mrs. K. G.
Robbins and Mrs. h. Q. Venson.
The center was set up by the
Memphis Pre-School Association
for consulation and advice to
other women who were thinking of
starting a center of this type. Con-
trol of the center is left in the
hands of the directors.
a result of the school integration
crisis. Virginia Gov. J. Lindsay
Almond, jr. has closed schools at
Norfolk, Charlottesville and Front Lane Opens
Royal to keep out Negro students.
Arthur S. Flemming, secretary Play Festival
of llealth, Education and Welfare,
plans to make the study Public




DECATUR, Ga. — (LTV —
What's in a word?
Fred Copeland, proud owner
of three Alaskan malamutes,
w a s dismayed that t h e sled.
toting dogs wouldn't respond to
"Mush. Mush" when they were
being urged to pull the family
wagon.
Noticing the dogs were adapt-
ing themselves well to life in
the South, Copeland found the
magic word. Now the dogs race
away to the cry: "Grits! Grits!"
011111111111111111111111111111011111111101111111111i111111111Millel
The annual Play Festival open-
ed at Lane college last week with
the presentation of Henry Backus'
"The Singing Soul", which w a a
presented in the. Health building.
The play was based on an an-
cient Chinese drama, and the cast
had the privilege of receiving
points on Chinese theatricalism
from Dr. Samuel Kung and Prof.
Eugene Ching, of the social sci-
ence department.
Also included on the first night's
program was a television play,
"The Orphans", an absorbing dra-
ma of three adults in a crisis.
Other plays given during the
festival of one-act dramas were
"Murder! Murder!" "The Will",
"Rouge Atomique", "The Verdict
Is Yours and "We Were Danc-ing."
The theatrical festival was di-
rected by Mrs. M. G. Musgrove.
Buys Napoleon
Porcelain
BERN, Switzerland — (UPI) —
An anonymous collector paid $2,-
873 at an auction here Monday for
a 150-piece servers porcelain set
ordered by Napoleon in 1805 for
use in the Tuileries Palace. The
set belonged to the collection of
the late Baron Pierre de Couber-




local school officials and interested
persons would be asked for "all the;
available information about tliel
problems involved." Most of those
attending will be from southern and
border states but others will be in-
vited.
The commission also announeed
after a close-door meeting that it
was investigating charges that,
hearing into alleged violation of
voting rights among Montgomery, of 4,
Ala., Negroes would be open to ne•re. so. ...ono ••••
the public, mine coo onion.
It said election officials in ton
charge of voting records will be wd"' w• *" "'"•••
among witnesses subpenaed for
the Dec. 8 hearing. They will be
asked to bring "pertinent" rec-
ords.
vises Schools
on their science and chemistry
curriculum.
National chairman of the Coin-
inittee en Visiting Scientists of
Pit, S. P. MASSIE
the American Chemical Society,
Dr. Massie addressed the Fuller-
ton faculty and students, deliver-
Race is not mentioned as a fac- oil 10 chemistry lectures and apok.
before high school and other
',Orrice groups. 
TheFisk chemist has been II
visiting scientist at Central State,
Phillips college in Olahomal
Colorado State at Greeley; Ly•
coining college in Pennsylvania,
and was the Sigma Xi lecturer
at Swarthmore college.
Dr. Massie is scheduled to de-
liver another series of lectures in




The Memphis Park Commis-
sion will sponsor a program for
boys and girls from ages five
through 14 at Le Moyne college
based on the theme "You and
Nature " according M Mrs Ruth
Bush, Memphis Museum director.
This month's program is based
on the subject, "Yesterday's
Earth," and the speaker on Satur-
day. Nov. 22, will be Dan Printup,
a inember of the Memphis Arch-
aeological and Geological Society,
Films will be shown on 'Fos-
sils Are Interesting." and "Pre-
historic Times, The World Before
Man." The program will start at
1030 p.
The programs will be given each
month through April, and will be
completed with a field trip.
$1,412 Donated
By LeMoyne
The faculty and staff of Le510Y-
college contributed $1,412 in the
Consolidated Charities Drive con-
ducted by the college recently.
The contributors earmarked $641
for the United Negro College Fund
and 5380 for the Shelby United
Neighbors.
All of the 37 facultv and staff





Won The Hearts Of
Thousands of Kiddies!
THESE UNBREAKABLE
)-SUN TAN DOLLS COME AS -j
DESCRIBED BELOW.
3eft lady/ Low Arms, Legs, and Head; 51e•piee
Ives; Pointed Lashes; Rested Wig That Con Ile




No. I ta inckas tail $6.4 No. 4 16 Inch*. tell $3.49
No. 2 IS inch Bride Doll No. S 22 Inches tell PIS
54-911 No, 6 23 Inches tell SUSS
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1RUE ...BUT vt sEDAS %Awe-
%OKLA SAM WOULD LET 4A %AMIE
SomE OF 1T 
•0401 I KNOW WSUNT YOU MEAN ... BUT
LOoK Al II Ibus WAN.... YOU CAN'T
TAKE vt YOu OVELOIRN
111411)
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am in- single and of the Catholic faith.
terested in meeting a nice lady I wish to meet a lady under 30,
30 to 40 years of age. I am 44. Catholic and has never been mar-
5 feet 8 inches tali, 143 lbs., brown red. Will answer all letters. Hen-
complexion, black hair, seeking ry Page, 617 E. Hancock, Detroit
an intelligent lady with intentions 1, Mich.
of marriage — one who is inter- 
• • •
ested in the better things in life DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
and willing to live in St. Louis. very interested in your lovelorn
J. L. Thomas, 3822 Delmar, St. colomn I am a businessman in-
Louis 8, Mo. terested in the friendship of a
• • • sincere lady. I prefer a non-drink-
DEAR AIME CHANTE: I am a er and non-smoker. 1 ,ain 30, fair
very lonely widow in my early for- complexion. healthy, 5 feet, 7 inch-
ties, light brownskin. I ant in- es tall and considered good look-
terested in a man who is willing ing. John Result, 3825 Cottage
to work hard and try to have Grove ave., Chicago, Ill.
something in life. Please do not
write if not interested in marriage.
Please send photo in first letter.
I am a neat dresser, like all
sports, belong to church and don't
smoke or drink. I know there is
a man somewhere who feels the
same as I. I am a number one
housekeeper, good cook. Please
don't write if you are a playboy
bcause your letters will not be
answered. Miss Virden McNeal,
C2.58 Blackstone, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
man 46 years old, 5 feet, 8 inches
tall, weigh 230 lbs., college gradu-
ate, employed as shipping clerk,




year's efforts to pay for its quar-
ters were celebrated by the Prince
Hall Masons of Cleveland. Sun-
day, when they held an impress-
ive mortgage-burning ceremony at
its headquarters building, 1624 E.
55 at.
Members, their families, and the
general public attended and saw
what the Masons have accomp-
lished since obtaining the building.
A sum of 8100,000 is represent-
ed in the mortgage-burning. suc-
cess of which is credited to the
work of the Steering Committee,
organized April 23, 1954. by James
C. Marcus, Worshipful Master of
Excelsior Lodge No. 11 Frank Cas-
mir. Worshipful Master Eureka
Lodge No. 52: and Albert E. Hunt,
Worshipful Master of William T.
Boyd Lodge No. 79.
The Steering Committee was
charged with the duties of collect-
ing monies for the Prince Hall Ma-
sonic Temple Association. It col-
lected all funds which were vol-
untarily pledged by members of
the Symbolic Lodges and donations
made by the individual Sisters of
the Order of- Eastern Star and
visiting brethren.
From May 16, 1954, the Com-
mittee held weekly meetings to re-
port the progress of the various
teams in the drive.
On Oct. 14, of that year, the
Association purchased the Pythian
Castle for 875,000 and an addition-
al $25,000 was spent to remodel
the interior for Masonic purpos-
es.
Sunday, Feb. 27, 1955, the build-
ing was dedicated for Masonic pur-
poses by Most Worshipful Grand
Master L. B. Henderson of the
Prince Hall Grand Lodges of Ohio. 
Anestimated 1,500 attended the
Open House and a reception spon-
sored by the association on
Sunday, March 6, 1955, five days
after the William T. Boyd Lodge
became the first of the three lo-
cal lodges to hold regular meetings
there.
The facilities of the ballrooms
have been used by many out-
standing organizations including
the Call and Post Home and Food
Show.
Forrest W. Thomas, general
chairman, and Charles Y. Caster-
man. honorary chairman, mapped
an impressive mortgage-burning
ceremony.
Taking part in the program
were: L. D. French. programs com-
mittee chairman and master of
ceremonies; Charles Tate, na-
tional anthem; Albert If. Hunt,
past maslecilliam T. Boyd
Lodge, greetings), J. W. Good-
man. Means and -Whereby. Ralph
Bunkley, Debits and Credits;
Members of the trustee board,
performing the mortgage-burning
Steinbeck Attacks Reds
MUNICH, Germany — (UPI) —
American novelist John Steinbeck,
In a message broadcast to the
Communist satellite nations Mon-
day, called Russian critics of au-
thor Boris Pasternak "the pall-
blows At Soviet literature."
BALLOTING COSTLY
Harry W. Belvin, Durant, Okla..
the present Principal Chief, who
has survived in this post during
the past two elections, states that
he was informed in a letter from
Roger Ernst. assistant secretary
of the Interior, that the Depart-
ment considers the balloting proc-
ess too costls, although this cost
would be paid out of Choctaw Na-
tion funds.
According to Belvin. Secretary
Ernst also said that election was
impractical because of the diffi-
culty of locating current mailing
addresses of soine individual
choetawsi
Oliver La large, president of the
Association on American Indian
Affairs. which has twice before
successfully gone to hat for t h •
Choctaws on this same issue. com-
mented as follows:—"If Democ-
racy can he ruled out for t h
Choctaws on the ground it is ex-
pensive and Inefficient, a frighten-
ing thing will have happened in
America.
"Of course Democracy is expen-
sive! The glory of our people, in-
cluding the Choctaws, Is their in-
sistence upon paying the cost. Of
course Democracy is expensive
It is the ss stem of government of
free, unrecimented men."
Under e 1906 Act of Congress
ceremony were: Vinson Gaines,
"Bless This House," song; Charles
F. Casterman, Committee of For-
eign Correspondence of the Grand
Lodge. Retrospect;
Sallie Harvey, Youngstown,
Grand Worthy Matron of the Grand
Amaranth. chapter, Order of East-
ern Star, greetings: Guy Taylor,
Most Worshipful Grand Master,
Prince Hall Masons of Ohio, greet-
ings and remarks.
Chairman of various committees
helping to prepare the program
included:
Time and Place, William Jack-
son; Courtesy, Leo Jernegan; Re-
freshments. Carl V. Hawkins; Sou-
venir booklet, James C. Marcus
and Wallace Chapman, co-chair-
men; Publicity, Paul Woodring.
and Historical, Robert Alston.
PRINCE HALL MASONS of
Cleveland burn 9100.000 mort-
gage on temple purchased in
1954. Ceressenles marking last week. Huge temple can be
paying off of debt were held seen in above picture.
Indians Plead With U.S. For Self Rule
NEW YORK. N. Y. — For the
third time in six years the Choc-
taw Nation of Oklahoma has gone
hat-in-hand to A'ashington to bat-
tle for the privilege of electing
their own Principal Chief, instead
of having this officer appointed by
the Secretary of the Interior with-
out the consent of the Indians. The
outcome is still in doubt.
That is, the leaders of t h e
Choctaw Indians would have gone
the Secretary of the Interior has
the authority, delegated by t h e
President, to appoint the Princi-
pal Chief of the Choctaw Nation
without the consent of the Choctaw
people.
In 1934 the Indians were encour-
aged to hold a convention in the
heart of the old Choctaw Nation
territory in Oklahoma, and nomi-
nation and election were immedi-
ately followed by Interior Depart-
and his nearest rival 52, but the
Interior Department set aside the
results and insisted upon a run-off
election. The form of ballot mail-
ed to the Choctaw voters at that
time was a "masterwork of ob-
fuscation," according to La
Farge.
La Farge expressed surprise at
the failure of the Department of
the Interior to seize this opportun-
ity to put into practice Secretary
hat-in-hand and in person, says tnent appointment. Fred A. Seaton's September 18 an-
the Association on American Indian Thereafter. until 1952. the right nouncement of a reversed Federal
Affairs, if the Interior Department of the Choctaws to designate their Indian policy which would seem
had not told them to write a let- own Principal Chief was consider- to commit the Department to
ter instead of sending a delegation ed established, and Interior De- recognition of the principle of Gov-
to explain their desire for a dem- partment appointment was re- ernment by consent of the governed
ocratic election and how such an garded as nominal. in Indian affairs,
election could be held at no cost In a letter to the Secretary of MAIL REFERENDUM
to the taxpayers of the United the Interior, dated Oct. 21, La According to interim-Principal
States, large described impediments put Chief Belvin, whose term of office NEW YORK — The National As- The
sociatum for the Advancement of
Colored People is urging that
proposed anti-dynamite legislation
be broadened to include protection
of homes and businesses as well
as of churches and schools.
The Association's Board of Di-
re-torn approved an amendment
to the bill introduced in the 85th
Congress by Sen. John Kennedy
and Rep. Emmanuel Celler and
Kenneth Keating with a view to
expanding the scope of the mea-
sure.
A FEDERAL CRIME
der the supervision of Interior De-
partment officials with the cost
being paid out of Choctaw funds.
"Nowhere else in the United
* • *
DEAR MME CHANTE: I'm a
man of 43, weighing 210 lbs., 5
feet, 8 inches tall, light brown
complexion, brown eyes and black
hair. I would like to correspond
with and meet in the near fu-
ture a really sincere woman —
one who is interested in marriage.
Please send photo in first letter.
I will do the same. Joseph Hud-
son, 355 Leicester St., Apt. 306,
Detroit 2, Mich.
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
reader of your paper and have
been for years. I am very lonely.
Would like for all serious and sin-
cere men between 48-55 and will-
ing to marry to write. I am seek-
ing companionship. No sweet-
hearts or pen pals — I want a
husband. My complexion is brown,
eyes brown, weigh 150 lbs., 5
feet 4 inches tall with black hair.
Mrs. Lucille Brooks, 820 S. 12th
at, Louisville 3, Ky. 
OAK FOREST, Ill. — Eyeglass- Forest hospital, according to Su-
es provided by the "far sighted" perintendent Carl K. Schmidt, jr.,
Qeincis orProfiDoodle
WELL tf rc 'stet mistot ) 
PAAMAE.E,R! *IAA'S'S WRONG..
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i" 1 F--....r.:„ .7....,
c odif,....,
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AblAiN GOIW 610 RV.POR% You AND YoUR WORKERS ID
-Ltte gnsitaER!I KNOW 6E1 SOME ACIION IHIEhlfro
in the way of democratic ballot-
ing by the Choctaws since 1952 as
"both ludicrous and sinister."
MASTERWORK OF
OBFUSCATION
La Farge wrote that Interior of-
ficials in 1952 had not wanted the
Choctaws to continue the office of
a full-time chief, that they had
"yielded ungracefully" to protests
and then waited months to make
the final confirmation.
In a June, 1954 referendum-elec-
tion, the same candidate for Prin-
cipal Chief received 2,502 votes,
has been extended until December
18 pending Interior Department
appointment of his successor, a
mail referendum-election to fill the
office is not necessary.
An alternative method which
worked successfully in 1934, he
said, would make use of a conven-
tion in Choctaw country through
which instructed delegates could
nominate and elect.
Another alternative would be the
setting up of ballot boxes in the
counties most heavily populated by
Choctaws, the balloting being on-
* * •
Junior League of Shorthills, N. who credits them with an "assist"
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a J. have enabled a 23-year-old moth- in the "cure" of a 54 year old
very lonely woman 41 years old, Cr, a tuberculosis patient at Oak gentleman who made a career of
single, brownskin, brown eyes, Forest hospital, to complete a sew- hospitalization. Having a long his-
black hair with a little gray and ing course which qualifies her for tory of "against-medical-advice-
interested in meeting a single man employment in clothing altera- discharge," the glasses enabled
who is as lonesome as I. Would .Dons, this tuberculosis patient to read
like for him to be between 5-8 tt'hen self supporting she plans and to divert his mind until he
and C feet tall, weighing 170-180 reunion with her two children, de- received an approved discharge
lbs., clean and honest. Would also serted by their father, after one year of treatment.
like for him to be from the South Having learned of the needs of GLASSES, 'NEW ARM'
or living in the South; a hard patientswithout family
worker, between the ages of 40-50. assistance the Eastern J unior





DEAR MME CHANTE: I would
like to meet a lady with light com-
plexion, 5 feet to 5 feet, 3 inches
tall around 160 lbs. with no bad
habits not over 30 years old. If
she has one child it will be al-
right. She must be interested in
brownskin, 5 feet 5 inches tall,
160 lbs — don't drink or gamble
hut I do smoke. I only wish to
hear from those who are sin-
cere. Weldan Howard, 1614 N. W.
5th ave., Miami, Fla.
• * •
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am in-
terested in meeting an honest and
serious young lady in the near fu-
ture. I am a. young man of 35,
5 feet 11 inches tall, 1i.15 lbs.. light
brown complexion. The young lady
from their New Eyes for T h e
Needy, Inc. For the fourth year
New Eyes was invited to parti-
cipate in the American Academy
of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngo-
logy convention held in Chicago's
Palmer House last month, where
they acquainted the nation's spec-
ialis4; with their work.
UNIQUE GROUP
New Eyes For The Needy is a
unique organization operated by
the Junior League of Shorthills, N.
.1. They collect glasses and old
jewelry having a resale value. Pro-
ceeds are allocated to selected ag-
encies and utilized to purchase pre-
scription glasses.
"The Junior Leaguers glasses"
contribute much to the success of
the rehabilitation program at Oak
A 21 year old woman whose arm
has been deformed since birth calls
her glasses "my new arm," be-
cause they permitted her to reach
toward a goal in vocational train-
ing in art, one of many rehabilita-
tion courses offered at Oak For-
est hospital.
She had to leave high school
after one year, because of her
physical condition, but is now read-
ing extensively and has new hope
of returning to her family and pro-
viding care for her two year old
child.
Glasses have helped a 49 year
old grandmother respond to treat-
ment by diverting her mind from
the problems of her grandchil-
dren which kept her continually
upset. Now able to concentrate on
leisure time and vocational re-
habilitative activities much of de-
fensiveness is lessened.
can weigh between 160 to 200 lbs.
willing to consider marriage. Also onkeys TakeComplexion doesn't matter. I am
willing to travel. Will send more
details about myself and a photo
H 
« Mo.• Man's Placearrison, Kansas City,when answering. T. Pitts, 2118
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
regular reader of your column
States," said Chief Belvin, "is the and think it is fine. I am 36. hard
electoral process dispensed with working and lonely for the right
because 100 per cent of the voters lady. I don't drink, smoke or
cannot be reached by mail. T h e gamble. Would like a lady between
privilege and responsibility of vot- 20-35 — will answer all letters,
ing is thought to rest upon t h e Mr. J. Graham, 22 W. 120th at.,
voters." New York, N. Y.
Seeks Bomb Law
To Protect Homes
Kenneth- - Celler - Keating
proposal would make it a federal
crime t o transport explosives
across state lines or to use ex-
plosives so transported "with the
knowledge or intent that it will
be used to damage or destroy any
building for the purpose of in-
terfering with its use for educa-
tional, religious, charitable. or
civic objectives or of intimidating
any person pursuing such objec-
tives."
The amendment approved by the
NAACP Board would insert the





YES YOu cesa...vt'S stRotrt
14IS ROW." YOU RENTED!
CINCINNATI, Ohio — Monkeys
are the stand-ins for man in the
study of tuberculosis drugs in a
laboratory in Cincinnati.
The monkeys have even proved
adaptable in developing A type of
tuberculosis more characteristic of
human disease than simian di-
sease.
In charge of the monkeys is Leon
11 Schmidt, Ph.D., director of
the text of the measure. Almost
two-thirds of the buildings mali-
ciously dynamited since January,
1955 were homes, mostly of Ne-
groes it was pointed out.
Other organizations supporting
legislation to curb dynamiting in-
clude the American Jewish Con-
gress, AFL-CIO, and the Anti- De-
famation League. New interest in
the measure was stimulated by the
dynamiting of integrated schools
In Osage, W. Va., and Clinton,
Tenn., and synagogues in Atlanta,
Ga., and Peoria,
Sen. Keating and Jacob Javits
have indicated that they will in-
troduce legislation to stop hate-





the Christ Hospital Institute of
Medical Research, who receives
a medical research grant from the
National Tuberculosis Association
and its medical section, the Amer-
ican Trudeau Society, to aid his
students of the effect of drugs on
tuberculosis.
Several years ago Dr. Schmidt
recognized the practical advant-
ages of studying tuberculosis in
the rhesus monkey. The animal is
highly susceptible to tuberculosis
and is a primate, or, a member
of the same zoological order as
man.
Actually, however, the suscepti-
bility of the monkey to tubercu-
losis proved a handicap. Tubercu-
losis is normally a chronic di-
sease in man, often leading to
cavities in the lungs. but in the
monkey it is an acute disease,
spreading rapidly and usually
causing death before cavities de-
velop in the lung.
Thus, Dr. Schmidt's first task
was to produce a chronic, cavit-
ary type of disease in the ani-
mals. lie started by immunizing
the monkeys partially by vacci-
nating them with BCG, before in-
fecting them, thus slowing down
the disease process.
Then chance — which at first
seemed to be mischance — carne
to his aid. Unable to get the young
monkeys he had been using, he
accepted a batch of older animals
— and found that they had more
natural resistance to tuberculosis
than the young member of the
family.
By using the immunizing p r o-
cedure with the more mature
monkeys, Dr. Schmidt is able to
produce in monkeys a type of di-
sease simulating that in man, ac-
cording to a report to the NTA.
Now, Or, Schmidt has an ideal
stand-in for man in testing the
efficacy and toxicity of new drugs
which may prove valuable in the
treatment of tuberculosis. the di-
settee which takes the greatest
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Our Opinions
The Political Struggle In Ghana
A showdown of a major character seems
imminent between Prime Minister Kwame
Nkrumah and him political opponents in
Ghana. The recent attempt to assassinate
the Prime Minister and overthrow the
government by force brings into fOCUS the
internal struggle for power.
Dissident interests had been at work
even before Great Britain had relinquished
its grip on the former Gold Coast Colony.
Independence was not achieved without in-
ner intrigues, machinations and all asso-
ciated evils which usually attend the birth
of a new nation.
This was anticipated by Dr. Nkrumah,
for the allusion, in his autobiography, to
means imposed by the necessity of political
change, foreshadowed a clash of power. He
wrote: "Exen a system based on social jus-
tice and a democratic constitution may need
backing up during the period following in-
dependence by emergency measures of a
totalitarian kind."
The Prime Mintster believes, correctly,
that unification of the people is essential
to the economic and social well-being of
the new-born state. Surely no one who is
honestly concerned with democratic process
and security can question the validity of that
thesis. For history can testify to the de-
vastation wrought to nationa whose citizens
were divided by selfish motives.
The American Civil War of 1861, the
French Revolution of 1789, and in recent
years, the Spanish Civil War of 1936, are
among history's classic examples of tragic
consequences of internal strife.
Much of the opposition to Dr. Nkrumah
comes from the chiefs of the warlike
Ashanti tribesmen who want to preserve
their primitive traditions and tribal autho-
rity against the progressive modernism of
the new central government. However, there
is ground for suspecting that the fire of
opposition is fanned clandestinely by foreign
elements eager to discredit the Nkrumah
administration.
There is a segment of the British press
which has been feeding its London readers
with the uninterrupted criticism of Ghana.
Nkrumah's government has been accused
of socialistic tendencies, of flirting with
Marxism and of looking toward Moscow
as the road to economic salvation. Political
and economic developments to date negate
these charges.
The evidence is preponderant that Prime
Minister Nkrumah's primary concern is
with raising Ghana to the front rank of
all free, independent and enlightened na-
tions. The reforms already instituted point
eloquently to the objective of an African
state free from the political encroachments
of foreign domination in the guise of a
Trojan Horse.
Paul Bulter On The Battlefront
Out of the recent battle for political su-
premacy one figure has emerged as the
unquestioned prophet of his time and party:
It is that of the scholarly looking, impec-
cable logician Paul M. Butler.
At the Democratic National Chairman,
Mr. Butler time and time again took the
spotlight away from the competing candi-
dates in both the Democratic and Republi-
can camps. He captivated the hearts of
many an independent voter, and some Re-
publicans too.
He did so not by ostentatious display of
political savvy, nor by a premature obituary
of the opposition party. By unerring logic,
by an accurate assessment of public senti-
ment, by strict adherence to basic issues
whose relevance and immediacy could not
be challenged, and by forcing into the open
the burning question of civil rights while
even members of his own party were duck-
ing it, Paul Butler displayed an intellectual
prowess, a political skill that few of his
contemporaries could successfully match.
Butler probably, swayed more voters to
the Democoatic banner than most of the
swaggering candidates of his own party.
He knew the icore and could spell out with
devastating rhetoric and deadly earnestness
his party's position on domestic and foreign
affairs.
He stated the Democratic case in
language that was crisp and in eMphattitt
The People Speak
or ardor that was little short of the Old
Testament spirit. He is undoubtedly the jw
most effective, persuasive spokesman who 
 
visiting
OSaTe  Sovietii3PI)un—mAemue Americanseie
has ever raised his voice on behalf of a variably surprised upon learning
partisan cause, a cause that represents in how little the Russians 
know about
sum the hopes and aspirations of the mass- 
life in the United 
ehStates.l e





his arguments before the bar of public ary extremists?" the departing
opinion with the deftness of a brilliant tourist sometimes will
 ask.
He has traveled, as the song
pleader. goes, from Minsk to Pinsk to
It was he who set the tone of the Akttubinsk, and everywhere he has
campaign by lifting it above the mud-sling- been received with Russian hos-
ing level, by avoiding personalities and by 
pitality and friendly curiosity. But
sticking to the propositions that affected 
accompanying that curiosity are
delusions,a  eo cf  Amisconceptionsntari ca
nd
just
the people's basic interests. And he did plain ignorance 
ranea
that with dignity and tact. PRIVILEGED AND SIMPLE
If he can remain in the driver's Seat Th
is situation is found by the
tourist among the privileged as
and keep the party's leadership in Con- well as the simple people oft Is e
gresa from making undue concessions to lam.
the Southern bloc, if he can prevent Sen. How can it he so? He asks. Es.
Lyndon Johnson and Speaker Sam Ray-
pecially when the Soviet Union and
the United States are now joined
burn from giving out important committee by a cultural agreement. when
posts to segregationist colleagues, and if he travellers cross each other's fron-
can sustain a drive against filibuster, he tiers with increasing frequency,
will have clinched victory for the Demo-
when many thousands of copies of
the magazines "America" a n d
crats in 1960. "USSR" are distributed each
In consideration of these possibilities, month,
of what Mr! Butler has meant to the party, 'TIRED OF COUNTING'
his insight and contagious verve, his dili- 
wrtatest taOcKto. masa& 051 opvireatvdsaciaebnotist
gence and unflagging devotion he has earn- Russian and American sputnikaut:
ed the right to retain the Democratic "The world has gotten tired of
National Chairmanship. counting the United States' innum-
ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations
'Time To Give Thanks
HEAVEN HAS A FLAW
The attempts of Negroes to in.
tegrate the churches of Little
Rock, regardless of any sinister
motives ascribed to the opera-
tion, should be embarrassing to
the churches and the ministers
insolved.
Certainly. if men, white and
black, cannot worship God to•
gether then the Biblical teaching
that God is the father and that
all men are brothers in his sight
regardless of race has no signifi-
cance.
There's a story current In Chi-
cago that a Negro who had been
rebuffed Sunday after Sunday
In his efforts to worship in con-
cert with his white brethren,
died and awakened to find him•
self in Heaven.
Assuming that Heaven too must
be Jim Crow since the churches
he had known made a color dis-
tinction, he was surprised when
St. Peter welcomed him and im-
mediately assigned the celestial
tailor to outfit him with custom•
ed tailored wings.
"Gosh, St. Peter," he exclaim-
ed, "this must be heaven. I aorta
expected that I'd have to get
along on wings cast off by white
angels."
"Not here," St. Peter assured
him. "we make no racial dis-
tinctions. All souls are of the
same color to us."
With his wings fitted, adjusted
and working perfectly, he asked
St. Peter where the colored ang•
els dwell.
"Anywhere you choose," St.
Peter informed him expansive-
ly' "I told you before there Sr.
no race barriers here."
The brother from Little Rock
shook his head in amazement.
"This really must be heaven," he
remarked. "I had hoped it would
be like this. Hoc, about work,"
he then asked.
"Take any job you are suited
to," St. Peter said. "You can
push clouds, poilsh the golden
streets or help keep up the sup-
ply of milk and honey. It's up to
"But St. Peter," he inquired,
with a worried wrinkle in his
halo, "those Little hock Christ-
Um* might object."
"Don't worry about it," St.
Peter assured bins. "None of
them are here, They're not Chri-
tians according to God's stand-
ards."
A few days later St. Peter
noticed his colored Little Rock
angel sitting on a golden fire
plug, his halo again twisted with
worry and concern.
"What's your problem now,"
he asked. "I told you you are
in Heaven, thet you can live,
work, go to school, and social-
ize as you please. No one is go-
ing to embarrass or humiliate
you." There are no color distinc-
tions here. All men are equal in
the sight of God."
"I know, I know," the Little
Rock angel said with some irri-
tation, "but ain't there nothing
hut revivals and worship serv-
ices and Bible class here? Don't
you hase a little cosy tavern
where an angel can get a sip
of wine, or a juke box where he
can hear sonic happy music, or
a TV %here he ran see a good
variety show, or a place where
a man can dance, Just a little
bit mind you, and properly?"
"No, not here," St. Peter said
sadly.
"Well," the Little Rork angel
said flapping his wings prepara-
tory to taking off for home, "Hea-
ven Just isn't altogether what I




by FRANK L. STANLEY
Decisions Democrats ; ins that the reason they oppose!school integration is because in-
Must Make In Congress termarriage would result frommixing the two races.
DEAR EDITOR: The mid-term Why are the white men so con-
election points up a number of cerned about their women now
decisions that Democrats must It's all right for them to have Ne-
make at once. gro women for concubine hut white l
1. Carmine De Sapio must be women must be protected at all
given the air. There is no doubt- costs. Well, what's so sacred
ins the fact that his bossism and about them?
inept handling of issues were the Moreover, Negroes mingle free-
main factors in the rebuff thelY with white people in the North
Democrat!' suffered at the polls and nothing has happened yet.They go to such big schools asin New York. Harvard, Columbia, Yale, Penn•2 Democratic National Chair sylvania and scores of other inn-
man Paul Butler must be retained. Outions without any strife of no-
ne has good judgment and Is!wbolesome love compact.
capable enough to steer the party { Surely white folks in Dixie do
away from the influence of u ,not for a moment entertain the
ern racists. 
.notion that they are better than
3. A strong civil rights MN ktheir cousins in the Northt
must be sponsored by the Demo- J. J. Barker.
crats in Congress.
4. Democrats should insist on
Iii. appointment of a Congression. God Loves All Children
al sub-committee to inquire into Dear Editor ill you so-called
the recent bombings of schools decent-living people, who or 'n
and Jewish Temples. your big mouths to comp in about
Mandel Jacobs unwed mothers and their illegiti-
mate children please mind your
Dixie's Race Fear own business.?God loves all children, illegiti-
Is Unwarranted mate and legitimate both. Ycni di
'cent people have sins, too. Many
DEAR EDITOR I air sick aid married parents are no good and
tired al hearing IlottIMMINIIII SIP their legitimate children turn out
to be brats anyway. So shut up
or I'll really tell you off.
Marietta McHenry
How About Civil Rights?
I Dear Editor: I noted with much
interest your last Wednesday's
editorial referring to the absence
of any civil rights legislation in
the 12-point program outlined by
Senate Leader Lyndon Johnson
for the new Congress.
Though your comments were
biting and quite to the point, but
what else can you expect from a
Texan who is still wedded to the
theory of white supremacy. John-
son has yet to raise his voice
against the Southern extremists
who are doing violence to the
cause of civil rights and Amer-
ican democracy.
I admire your critical attitude
toward both major parties and
your weekly analyses of their re-
spective utterances and program.
Keep up the good work. — James
Wolf. University of Illinois.
Coverage On Popes
Dear Editor: I am writing this
letter to extend my appreciation
and gratitude to all of you at
Daily Defender. Your articles and
editorials on the death of Pope
Pius XII and coronation of Pope
John XXIII were most heartwarm-
' g.
, Geraldine Ryan
By COLETTE BLACKMOORE erable unsuccessful attempts to
launch artificial satellites. Some
rockets explode right above t h e
ground, others fly'a few dozen
meterew_ till others fall into the
ocean."7-
Four coiys later Komsomol Prav-
da conteined• a report from New
York Omit the editors ofmany
American-newspapers were being
flooded with letters from their
readers &Mending a change in
United StatOk far eastern policy.
On Oct. 17 page four carried a
photograph of a blind American
Negro holding a pail and a placard
reading "h e 1 p me get back my
sight in one eye." Komsomol
Pravda's caption said that t Is e
poor beggar was standing in the
center of New York just a few
steps from the billionaire Rocke-
feller home. "In the citadel of
capitalism there is only one way
open to the sick worker— t h e
street," wrote the newspaper.
Four days later both newspapers
reported from New York that a
23-year-old Puerto Rican, 'unable
to find a job and desperate, had
committed suicide by throwing
himself out of a city window.
With only a few exceptions, this
was the kind of information which
a Soviet citizen could glean from a
careful day to day reading of two
of his country's major newspapers.
And if he were to look elsewhere,
he would find about the same kind
of reporting. Financed by grants from the 'Municipal agencies in charge .problems, the expansion of r
Fund For The Republic, Die., a prepared to challenge racial segre- dence areas open to minot •
IANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"They got more than they bar- it. But mostly I spend it with my picture nowhere, and I a:
gained for now," said Simple. white folks who owns most of the American."
"Who?" I said, business, in Harlem. Then on Mon. "Why should anybody put yo.
"The U. S. A.," said' Simple. day morning, 1 go back downtown picture anywhere?" I este
"What are you talking about?" to work for white folks again, that "What distinction have yr
I demanded. 1 don't know — to get my green achieved?"
"Negroes," said Simpl e. pay check to spend with white "I have lived all this time 1
"There's more of us now in the folks in black Harlem." ing colored," said Simple. "711,
U. S. A. than they want." "You ire about the most color aught to give me some kind
"rhan who wants?" conscious man I know," I Said. recognition just for that."
"White folks," said Simple. "Colored to the bone," said Sim- "But what have you achieved
"Didn't you hear on, the radio ple. "I expect my very bones is life?"
where they want to move the capi- black." "A wife," said Simple, "a ve•
tal of the U, S. A. to Denver?" "You are a died in the wool fine wife."
"Why?" I asked, black nationalist," I said. "As "I mean of a public nature,"
"Because there is too many Ne- long as I have been knowing you, said, "of a nature beneficial
grues in Washington." *aid 7Sire- you never forget your race." society. To he noticed national
ple. "Didn't you read in the pa- "How can I forget, my race," or internationally, you have
!sees where there Is more than asked Simple, "When my race is have done something outside I
twice as many colored dhildren me?" scope of yourself, beyond ye
in the Washington school as there "Integration has come along," I own immediate orbit, beyond He
le white? It said in the news last said. "Lots nf Negroes have for- lem."
night that there is 79,000 colored gotten their race, or are in pro- "Man, anybody who has menu
kids in the public schools in Wash- cess of doing so. Africa, Negro his- ed to live In Harlem as long
ington, and only 32,000 white kids, tory, all that sort of thing is of I have — and still lives — I
What do you make of that?" the past." serves a diploma, an award,
"Nothing," I said, "since i do "BLit the past ain't past, yet," scroll — and if they had kings
not believe in dividing children said Simple. "As long as there is this country, a crown. Me, Je.
according to color." a Little Rock, where is integre- B. Semple, still hale, hearty, he
"I don't either," said Simple, lion? As long as Georgia, Alaba- thy, glad, and mad, in Harle
"but divided we is. Look at me, ma, StIssissippi, and Virginia ex- Black and won't go hack! I
connected with no white folks at ists, who is integrated? You only the one-too-many in the U. S.
all, except them that I work for, read about integration in the pa- but here to stay. 'Oh, say can
and I don't even know their nam- pers, hut try to find It in life. see by the dawn's early 14 .
es. All I do is just take my orders They even put Dr. Bunche in with what so proudly we hailed at I
from Mr. Foreman — who is the Negroes when they exhibit his twilight's last gleaming?' Daddy
white — and from Miss Cashier I picture at the World's Fair in baby, I am going to the Supre:
draw my pay check — which is Brussels. If he is integrated, why Court to gel the word LA
green — and come home to Ham- don't they put him with the white taken nut of our national antkei





"We Had Some Words . . . I
Fur As It Went!"
group of 17 national leaders and a gallop, although this is the main groups frequently takes place
corps of social scientists have obstacle to finding alternative a manner and under eircumsta •
been studying the question of race housing for minority groups dig- es conducive to the formation
and housing for the last three placed .from slums. But to re- alums. Properties tend to be os
years. This Commission on Race locate the excess population in used and abused; housing space
and Housing has finally publish- other slums or blighted areas in- subdivided into smaller u ni! -
ed its report. tensified the crowding there while maintenance is neglected; pui.
Although I was disappointed in threatening an over-all net reduc- services and law enforcem
their recommendations, a tooth- lion in the living space available deteriorate."
less FEPC type commission for to minorities. This statement of the fin&
housing and a string of sugges- "Persons concerned with minor- of the Commission on Race .
tions for everyone to be good, I ity rights have been critical of Housing confirms and supp,
was very much interested in the urban renewal programs because the position taken by the Fat
commission's findings on Urban of their tendency to remove mi.. Eagan and the Cardinal's
Renewal, norities from certain areas with- mittee and others with refere-
Here is what the commission out opening up adequate alternat- to urban renewal in Hyde Pe•..
found: ive opportunities for residence. For The social scientists who have
"Many cities am clearing and this reason, slam clearance is axe to grind are telling the
rebuilding their slum areas with sometimes called 'Negro clear- that we all, of course, know
financial assistance from the Fed- ance,' and charles Abrams as- Hyde Parkers have sought
eral program of Urban Renewal, serts that urban redevelopment cover up their machinations
but there is evidence that slums has been 'deflected from its orig- the claim that they wanted i
may be growing faster than they inal social reform course and gration although they know
can be removed under this slow- pointed toward ouating minorities." well that most of the new hi
moving program . "The problem has not been more ing will be rented and sold
"The problems of slum clearance pointedly stated than by the Ad- prices which few Negroes c
and urban renewal are seriously mitsistrator of the Housing and meet. Even the low rentals
aggravated by residential segre- Home Finance Agency, in the fob- Lake Meadows, which are ter
gallon. Urban renewal plans usu- lowing terms: 15 dollars cheaper per room t
ally contemplate the re-use of 'Regardless of what measures the rate proposed for Hyde Pr
slum areas by higher income are provided or developed to clear are giving "middle class Negro
groups than previously occupied slums and meet low-income hous- trouble. Eviction notices for
thew!, or for non-residential pur- ing needs, the critical factor in erdue rent are running at the
pose, or both, the situation which must be met of 200 a month at Lake Meade
"Sound planning also, in many is the fact of racial exclusion By dividing up the citizens p:
cages requires substantial reditc- from the greater and better part ing those who have a ham SP
tion of population densities. The of our housing supply . . wich against those who do I,
result is that all or part of the 'No program of housing or urban the Hyde Park boys have tur
renewal area population must be improvement, however well con- a fleet trick. The only way t
relocated elsewhere. When t h e ceived, well financed, or compre- can redeem themselves is to m•
slum residents are minority hensive, can hope to make more certain that integration is ach,
groups, as to a large and increas- than indifferent progress until ed. The cost of t h e chic'
ing extent they are, their reloca- we open up adequate opportuni- coops that are being built on :
lion becomes very difficult to ac- ties to minority families for de. at. now, however, indicates I
Shot 'urn . . But That's As complish because of the limited cent housing everybody, white or coke
alternatives open to them. "Apart from urban renewal may be taken for a ride.
8s.'NE.T9'58• End Of An Era: Savoy Ballroom Closing;
Gale Agency Sold To Four Employees •
LAVERNE BAKER, one of t he
most recent Gale agency finds im-
pressed Tim Gale so much he
transferred her contract over to
General Artists where he himself
moved after selling the Gale of-
fices and agency. She, was, of
course, one of a few accompaning
Tim during the shift.
SHIRLEY AND LEE who hit
the top as a team under Gale
BILL KENNY, right, and his
Ink Spots, winners of many
citations like the one being pre-
The end of a fantastic era in
amusements and entertainment.
That is the day amusement lovers
from Hollywood to Broadway speak
of the closing of New York's fam-
ed Savoy ballroom and the chang-
ing of the name on offices of Gale
Agency to "Circle Artists Corpora-
tion." Both were institutions for
more than 4 decades. They Savoy
known as "The Home of Happy
Feet," Gale Agency as the "home
Marriage To Josephine Premice
costs Socialite Registry Berth
NEW YORK — The 19S9 New
York Social Register came out
last week minus a few names pre-
viously-listed bluebloods. Leading
the list of absentees was Timothy
Fales whose divorce by television
model cleared way for his mar-
riage to Josephine Premice, sepia
star appearing in Lena Home's
Broadway hit, -Jamaica."
This, of course was to be ex-
pected. Records will reveal a sim-
ilar happening when Kip Rhine-
lander was discovered to be mar-
ried to a half-Negro girl, Alice
Jones back in the twenties.
Also missing were such former
entries as Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney, Georgia Rockefeller, Phil-
ip Van Rensselaer, Hugh Chisholm
jr., Lillian Bostwick and best-sell-
ing novelist John P. Marquand.
Among the newcomers to the
book were secretary of State John
Foster Dulles' cousin, Sara Dul-
les, daughter of educator-author
Foster Rhea Dulles, of Worthing-
ton, Ohio, who married socialite
Dr. Howard C. Taylor.
Whitney, whose family has been
listed in the register since t h e
"who's who" of society made its
first appearance in BK.', fell from
grace after divorcing his second
wife, former chorus girl Eleanor
Searle, to marry divorced Holly-
wood actress Mars' Hosford.
Chisholm, a paper manufactur-
ing heir, lost his ranking after
marrying the former Rosemary
Warburton Gaynor, daughter of
the late Mrs. William K. Vander-
bilt and also a contender for top
hostess honors. By birth, Rosemary
formerly had a listing but lost it
After her first marriage.
Miss Rockefeller, an heiress to
both the Rockefeller and Carnegie
fortunes, fen by the soijial wayside
after marrying unliste -Harden
Rose, of Lockport, Ill..
Van Rensselaer, decendant o
one of the oldest Dttrh families
to settle in this areae.had been a
constant companion hist year of
Woolworth heiress Barbara Hut-
ton, 20 years his senior. It was
widely reported that they would
marry.
Lillian Bostwick, heiress to a
sugar refining fortune, also lost
her place in the register after mar-
rying a physician, Dr. Elmer W.
Davis.
Marquand's name left the pages
of the register a week after this
second wife divorced him in Ne-
Vad'aSI}CS' divorce by the former El-
len Wood made headlines because
of his romance with actress Jose-,
phine Premice. He and M
Prcmice were married last Fri-
day.
The name of cereal heiress Mar-
jorie Post Close Hutton Daviees
also was missing. She married
Pittsburgh socialite Herbert May
this year and probably will retain
a listing in the Pittsburgh a n d
Washington editions of the regist-
er.
Also dropped was Jesse Spalding
3rd, Palm Beach playboy who
married divorcee Ann Hamilton
Hunt, of Boston, and got some
newspaper publicity here by frol-
icking in his shorts on the ledge
of an apartment building during
their honeymbon.
Among the newcomers was t h
former Judith A. Holt, who mar-
ried John E. Phipps, heir to part
of the Carnegie fortune. Phipps'
cousin, Andrew Carnegie, also
won a listing for his bride, Franc-
 
 es Snead, of Chester, Va.
Expert Tells Impact Jazz Music
Has On Films, Classical, Western
By JOHN MANDEL
(Composer-conductor-arranger of
the all-jazz score for "I Want to
Live!" Figaro production for Unit-
ed Artists starring Susan Hay-
ward).
An all-jazz score for a Western
film is definitely out of the ques-
tion, and the same is true for a
period nicture. The jazz sounds'
just wouldn't fit the setting. But
otherwise, the underscore of any
film, from light comedy to heavy,
tense drama, lends itself to jazz'
treatment. And having just com-
pleted such a score fur the sus-
pense drama, Want- to Liver
I'd love to try my hand next at
comedy.
Actually, jazz is adaptable to fav
broader usage in motion pictures,
than it has had in the past, and
no kind of jazz should be excluded
when a musical characterization is
called for. A gamut such as films
provide, gives the composer all
sorts of latitude. I don't believe
that there is any human emotion
that cannot be portrayed with a
jazz framework, and that WS my
premise when I wrote the score for
"I Want to Live!".
This is the story of Barbara
Graham, a strangely contradic-
tory, paradoxical woman whose
life was ended in the gas chamber
at the age of 32 Before she was
convicted of murder—and her guilt
or innocence is still being argued
—she was a B-girl, a shill for a
gambling house, a prostitute, a
passer of had checks, a petty crim-
, Mal in a dozen different ways, but
she was also a loving wife and
mother, a fan of good literature
and good music — both jazz and
classical — and a fairly literate
letter-writer
Her letters from prison — I've
read them — contain constant ref-
erences to the music she was list-
ening to on her portable phono-
graph: Miles, Brubeck and other
jazz musicians; Brahms, Tchai-
kowsky. other symphonic compos-
ers. So it was not at all inconsist-
ent to use jazz to sketch her char-
acter. Our problem was to under-
score the whole picture with jazz,
SO as not to break the mood and
revert to the conventional heavy
dramatic score for the climatic
scenes, as had always been done
in the past.
Pictures such as "The Wild
One," "Men With the Golden
Arm," "Sweet Smell of Success"
did a lot towards opening the
minds of both producers and pub-
lic to the use of jazz. Leith Stev-
ens has been a major influence in
this respect. But the jazz formula
which was developing in films was
a restricted sort of thing—it was
I used to characterize a juvenile de-
iiiimmilmimmuilnimimmoommumnimmoin
Wife Says Robeson
Is Still Very Much
NEW YORK — Mrs. Eslanda
Robeson. wife o (the re"" Composer Kay Compares
U.S. And Russian Music
sented here by Paul White- They were regular participants
man, were among top attrac- on program at the Savoy.
lions in setup of Gale agency,
of top Sepia talent." Both were on other hand, had no competition
tops in their respective lines, of sort. Visitors to New York en-
However, several months ago the tertainment and amusement scene
Savoy was sold at auction. With almost always included trips to
arrival of television and the slow- Harlem's Savoy on agenda, even
down at box offices at all places, though following the trip with stops
including the Savoy, Gale who also at downtown cafe and holt]
owned the Savoy decided feet were rooms later.
no longer happy if so the trend Yes, passing of the historic Savoy
was toward dancing at home. And , ballroom and the Gale talent agen-
so there was nothing left but to
close and seal the most famous
ballroom and jazz amusement cen-
ter the world has known.
cy means the end of a socksational
era. It is indeed doubtful that re-
placements of either will receive
the world acclaim that came to
The situation at Gale Agency the old Savoy and the original
was a bit diferent even though Gale talent agency.
the results were simular. Tim '
Gale who took over directing the
agenecy after his father and older
brother Moe retired decided he
had enough, both of the business
and money and moved over to
General Artists Corporation where
he now operates as head of "pack-
age" department.
When Tim departed he turned
business, including most of the
talent, over to four of his highly
regarded employees. The new
owners who operate as "Circle
Artists Corporation" are Frank
Sands, Bill Peterson, Birney Gold-
en and Chauncey L. Christian.
Christian is secretary-treasurer
of the company, the same position
he held with the Gale Agency,
While the Gale Agency is credit-
ed with spotlighting the careers
of such artists as Ella Fitzgerald,
Erskine Hawkins, Original Ink
Spots, the late Chick Webb, Lucky
Millinder, LaVerne Baker, Roy
Hamilton, and many others, there
were also contributing aid from
the Savoy where all the artists ap-
peared at some time during their
spotlighting. The Savoy, one of
thee top dance halls in the nation
and only one open seven nights
a week was "home" to all Gale
artists. It meant continuous work
for the stars. After national tours
the stars would return to New
York where their services were
"musts," thus eliminating long
layoffs after end of tour.
While the Savoy's fame was due
mostly to the class of entertain-
ment offered that included a con-
stant flow of "names" for band-
stand it was also famous for in-
troducing new dances and "steps."
The "Charleston," the "Lindy
Hop," the "Jersey Bounce," the
famed "Trucking" dance step and
many more were first seen at the
now closed New York Savoy ball-
/Wm.
As important as the entertain-
ment and long list of "name stars",
was the Savoy's celebrity patrons
list. Few big Hollywood and Broad- ERSKINE HAWKINS left Alabama
way names missed visiting the ball. State Teachers college for New
room when in New York, While; York and under Gale banner rose
not the first Harlem attraction for to the top of orkdom. Backed with
big wigs the world over (the Cot- several of his own compositions
ton Club holds that distinction ) the including "Tuxedo Junction" flaw.
Savoy was easily the most kins and his band became one of
spotlighted. There were clubs nation's top attractions. They were
along Broadway to divide the night participantsin Savoy's Home of
time attraction for visitors. Savoy, Happy Feet spotlightings."
Paul Robeson, told a crowd of
IMO at Carnegie Hall that her
husband is in no exile in Eng-
land. She claims that he's been
misquoted in saying that he
would not return to the United
States.
"Ily husband considers that
his borne is in the U.S.A.." she
remarked to the rally — which
was promoting peace and friend-
ship between this country and
the Soviet Union.
Unguent, or to emphasize sexi-
ness, or to accompany a comedy
hangover. My own inclination, and
purpose. was to make it all-in-
clusive, to tell the whole story 01
"I Want to Live!" through i ta
medium.
NEW Y 0 R X — "Although I I
sensed a sameness and a lack of
experimentation in most of t h e
contemporary Russian musical
scores we heard, various trends'
seem to indicate a coming change
of view," Ulysses Kay, American
composer who has just returned
from a trip to Russia under State
Department auspices, reported in a
recent interview at Broadcast Mu-
sic. "Delegations of composers
from many countries are visiting,
the USSR," Mr. Kay continued,,
"and Soviet composers are visit-,
log various countries and taking
note of techniques and trends in
contemporary music As a matter
of fact, I understand a group of,
Russian composers may arrive
here in December. Then, too, the
repertoires of Russian perform-
ers are expanding to include much
Western contemporary music."
Mr. Kay, together with compos-
ers Roy Harris, Peter Menntn and
Roger Sessions, visited the Soviet
Union between September 17th and
October 18th of this year. T h e
trip was arranged by the U. S.
State Department under an agree-
ment for cultural, technical and
educational exchanges between the
USSR and the U.S. The trip mark-
ed the first visit of a delegation
of American composers to t h e
Soviet Union by official invitation.
Ruasian composers were most
anxious to learn bow their music
ELLA FITZGERALD is shown
with Milton Berle on whose
television program she ' will
appear in guest starring role
Wednesday, Dec. 3. Ella is
one of the greats brought to
the entertainment spotlight by
Gale agency. She likewise, re•
eeived professional baptism on
bandstand at the old Savoy
ballroom.
Savoy Meant Fame, Cash
To Bands Outside Gale
NEW YORK Even though art- name vocalists heard at the Sa-
ists on Gale agency list received
first call to bookings at the Savoy,
a Gale dance palace, others gain-
ed fame .and cash in big dough by
playing the ball,
Certainly no 'name" band pass-
ed up chance to 'play the "Home_,
of Happy Feet." Banda, like Duke
Ellington, Count Basie; Lionel
Hampton, Charlie Barnett, Stan
Kenton, Jimmy Lunceford, Tommy
and Jimmy Dorsey, Pau! White-
man, Artie Shaw, Ben Berney,
and all the others appeared at the
Savoy some time or another. Bands
that were managed by other agenc-
ies considered it a stamp of ap-
proval to be invited to play the
Gale operated ballroom.
There were also a number of
voy at limes. Generally, however,
the Savoy booked bands and com-
bos. Most of which their own
vocalists. The Savoyw.as mostly
a dance palacte and not a concert
hall where vocalists would be fea-
tured over the music.
Added proof of popularity of the
Savoy is fact that so many tunes
were penned in spot's memory.
and including its name. "Stomp-
ing At The Savoy" is perhaps the
'most widely known, sung a n d
plaml. But there were others. Not
only that but composers-band lead-
ers appearing at the Savoy often
penned tunes about the hotels
where they lived. "Jumping at
The Woodside," "The De we Y.
Square Stomp" are two such num-
bers that gained fame.
PERHAPS THE SIMILARITY HARRY JAMES and ork replaces
ends with this suggestion but 'tis Sara:: Vaughan at Chicago's Blue
quite likely Sammy Davis, jr., will Note cafe this week. — CAB CAL.
go down in history as the guy who LOWAY's engagement at Thr e•
replaced the late Bill Robinson Rivers Inn, Syracuse, N.Y., was a
along "playing benefits" row. — socker with standiug room only the
SAMMY'S LATEST a stint he put way of things night after night.11111,
on for San Bernardino Community UNITED ARTISTS brings Henry
Hospital grossed something like Scott who appeared in "A n n a
fifty-grand for the institution — Lucasta" as Earths Kitt's young
SAMMY WAS a patient in t h e "hick" lover to Chicago this
hospital after the accident that week for personal appearances
robbed him of one eye. — SAMMY with the pis that has its world
FELLS confident that the hospit- premiere here.
al's expertness saved him loss of 1 THE PICTURE "Mark Of Theboth eyes. Hawk," made abroad and brought
over here for distribution opens in
WHEN LARRY STEELE'S show , Chicago's Woods theatre soon. —
"Smart Affairs" opens atCafePIX STARS Sidney Poitier and ,
DeParis (formerly the Riviera) Eartha Kitt. BIG TIME BOOK-
night after Xmas it will mark be- INGS will include Pearl Bailey in 1[tinning of a new era in promot- Flaming in Las Vegas and Clydeg at the Bill Miller nightery. IT McPhatter and Dakota Staton at
IS MILLER'S plan to get along Pittsburgh's "Copa" for p r e-
without the very top Hollywood Xmas holiday gifts. — D U K E
and Broadway names and give out ELLINGTON'S band appeared in
with good shows and let the "top- concert at Berlin's famed 12,000
pers" go their way. — THIS MAY seat Deutschlandhalle past w e e k
MEAN such artists as Sammy Da- AND NOTHING moveable happen-
now concentrate on Playing
Belafonte and Lena Horne Imhuset uedttleandto
via, Nat King Cole and H a r r y ed. — HOUSE WAS only half fill- 0
the audience orfeatchted gvreryat
"Cope" the only other "big house" jazz master,
when working in the New York ter- very




irni t o 
Chicago, 
r iD.
has had her current music of Lionel Hampton and sing-
FILM SHORTS that are proving
DA BROOKS, currently ap- ONE WITH NAT KING COLE fea-
p e
at a near northside spot lured and another that combines
engagement extended another six ing of Herb Jeffries. — Ts0 N Y
weeks indicating the little gal is BENNETT who is embarkir.g on
winning raves at the hot spot. — sin dii•anmigahtticeicuabreperepthairnekss awnoarkrtinisgt
fared in America. "Assurances for any other field, including the
that much of it was known made drama. — SAYS TINY: "LOOK
them particularly pleased," 
Mr.
WHAT the nightery stem has done
Kay added. I told them that it was for Sammy Davis, jr., Dean Mar- 
available for purchase, and often an and many others." 
—WHEN
performed and recorded. Natural-
DY aOnt jd r Si dEg Re S andam omt hy e rs '. Davis si ri 
gDinogro"thityi
the pix "Porgy 'N Bess" y o to
won't be hearing their actual
The FABULOUS INK SPOTS voices. — SINGING VOICES an
have been paying JIMMY COM. dubbed in for all the artists excepts
BER'S SUPPER CLUB since Nov.1 Ing Davis' scene where and %O
lb, in Brentwood Yd.
M
ihe sings -Taint Necessarily So."











































































United During Kigh-Fair Nuptials
• "I PLEDGE THEE my troth.... " Handsome Frank
Pierce Fair, Jr., bestows a tender kiss on the radiant
face of his lovely bride, the former Gertrude Elizabeth
Kigh. Their recent marriage in a beautiful ceremony
in the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. Byron
Kigh was a social highlight of the Fall season. The Kigh
and Fair families are prominent in the Windy City's
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• FAMILY PORTRAIT. The parents of the groom, the bride, the I. Byron Kigh's flank the handsome couple
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce Fair and the parents of to make this handsome family portrait.
r• "TO YOUR HAPPINESS." The matron of honor,
Mrs. Grace Fair. leads hostess in proposing a toast to
the newlyweds during the elaborate reception. Group
includes (from left) Mrs. Renee Jones, Miss Sandra
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. 'F'ait, Jr., Mrs "lrac•
Fair. Mrs. Yvonne Osborne, Miss Joyce Harpe
Joyce Gregoire, sister of the groom.
10 TR-STATE DEFENDER
Set., Nov. 29, 1958
The memorable words of the Pil-
grim Fathers proclaim even today
the meaning of Thanksgiving. . .
"And after many difficulties in
boysterous stormes, at length by
God's providence we espied land
. . .And seeing so goodly a land
and wooded to the brinke of the
sea, it caused us to rejoyce to-
gether and praise God that had
given us once againe to see Land."
(Mourt's Relation). , .and on the
occasion of Thanksgiving, 1958,
we of TSD repeat the words of
Alice W. Brotherton..."Heap higfl
the board with plenteous cheer,
and gather to the feast, And toast
the sturdy Pilgrim band whose
courage never ceased." ...wishing
Mr. and Mrs. Memphis a HAPPY
THANKSGIVING!
THE PREMOL1DAY WEEKEND
' Last weekend was filled to the
last moment with a harbinger of
the rounds of parties, gatherings
and visits which will abound this
weekend. . .and the stages was
set when the genial members of
MEMPHIANS, INC. invited scores
of guests to their Harvest Cocktail
Party, at their clubhouse at Or-
leans Hotel. The committee in
charge, headed by the perennial
social chairman, Dr. E. Frank
White, Claiborne D. Davis and tempting buffet food which was
Joe Lee Nelson provided every de.! highlighted with a wicker cornm
tail necessary to assure a grand copia and the colorful fruits of a
party. ..plus the Pinkston Combo plentiful harvest.
• •
ABOUT OUR CLUBS
THE DEBONAIR SET met re-
ful bar. . .and a harvest decorated) cently. with hearts and minds
buffet service featuring turkey. ed with the joy of two events. . .
barn, delicious potato salad and a shower for member Nell North-
all the other tid-bits which make cross who recently adrted another
a party interesting, heir to the Northcross family.
' On hand were the Memphiansl with members bringing lovely gifts
and their wives. including Mr, and for the little newcomer. . .and 'n
anticipation of their forthcoming
Tenth Anniversary, appointed
Vivian Willis as chairmen of the
committee which included 'Neets
Watson and Nell Ndrthcross — to
work out the details for the cele-
to provide music for dancing, and
much signing of so many timeless
classics in popular music. A plenti-
John R. Arnold, who all, along
with the chairmen and their wives,
Ms's. E. Frank White, Mrs. Clai-
Avorne Davis and Mrs. Joe Lee
Nelson, gave their guests the full
enjoyment of a gay and convivial
party.
Among guests seen were Mr. T H E VICTORIAN SOCIAL
and Mrs. Clarence Pope, Dr. and] CLUB met at its headquarters on
Mrs. Hollis F. Price, Mr. a n d
hlrr.. Robert M. Ratcliffe, Mrs.
Maude Bright and Cato Houard,
Mrs. U. S. Bonds, Dr. and Mrs.
A. T. Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Utillus
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. George
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
Ward, I. S. Sodden, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry L. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. bration of their first Decade next
J. C. McGraw, Mr. and Mrs. E. year. Delores Lewis was present
L. Hawkins, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.1 as guest of the hostess, Mrs. Pearl
Sims, William (Bill) Weather, and! Gordon — who provided delicious
Mrs. Ann L. Hall; Mr. and Mrs. service and beautiful guests to
bridge winners, Mesdames Alice
Kilpatrick and Lamaris Robinson.
Mrs. Norma Griffin will be the
hostess for the December meet-
ing—which will be a Christmas
Holiday occasion.
• • •
Veterans Day and made plans for
their annual affair to be known as
the Annual Season's Greetings
Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Burke, Mr. Dance — which this year will fea-
and Mrs. Robert Mebane. Mr and i ture an elaborate and unique
Mrs. Simon Howard, Mr. and Mrs.' fashion show. Mrs. Auggie Hayes
Lonnie Walker. Prof. and Mrs. A.
B. Bland, Mr. and Mrs. M. D.
McCoy, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown,
has charge of the modeling, and
the group invites the public to
come and witness one of her best
Mr. and Mrs. William Hampton, shows. Mrs. Hayes is show.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mitchell, The placing twelve of Memphis best
E. B. Paynes, the Albert Harrises, models. . all shapely and artistic
George Toles and Mrs. Eddie B. , .who will be wearing the latest
Rideout, The Melvin Masseyes. the in fashions. Mrs. Ethel Venson wilt
Hannibal Parkses, Mr. and Mrs. be the commentator. Gilbert
Wilmer Stockton, Mr. and Mrs. Moore is the president of the Vic.
Flemine Polk, Miss Jewel Ge-'rv.I torians, of whom we'll be hearing
Mrs. Julian Kelso, Mr. and Mrs. quite frequently in the future.
Phillip S. Booth, Mr. and Mrs.i THANKSGIVING GUESTS
Tholas H. Hayes and their daugh-1 Can't remember when Memphis
ter and son.in-law, Dr. and Mrs. has been graced with so many
Wesley Groves. Miss Gertrude
Walker, Thaddeaus Stokes, Mrs.
Gwendoly Featherstone. Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Roberts, Miss Mar-
tha Anderson and Bennie Tate,
Dr. E. A. Witherspoon, Mr. and pointed homes, genuine hospitality
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, Dr and and congenial friends spelled sue-
Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. cess to the pians Of OUL hosts and
Oscar Crawford. nr :Ind Mrs. W. hostesses. . .and we'll be hearing
W. Gibson. . .and others, the details of these soignee events
OMEGA PSI PHI'S next week.
COCKTAIL PARTY Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr.
The next ni^ht. Saturday • • have as their houseguests, Dr.
found many of the same guests and Mrs. Parker Word of St. Louis,
gathered at the Universal Instil, Mo., and shall entertain in their
ance Company Lounge to partake" honor Saturday night, when they
of the abounding good cheer Tier- shall also compliment Dr. and
meeting the ranks of the men of Mrs. Sidney Smith, also of St,
Omega Psi Phi tral^roit- on the Louis, who will be dividing their
eve of their annual Achievement timP)between the Speight and Mrs.
Award public meeting at which, Smith's parents. and Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of Ten-
nessee State U. delivered the ad-
dress. .and grand music nrovided
hv the Tenneseee
out-of-town guests at one time. . .
and their oresence has resulted in
a round of swank parties practical-
ly every day and night of the lon't
holiday weekend. Beautifully ap-
Russell B. Sugarman, Sr.
• . •
Visiting with Dr. and Mrs. Le-
land Atkins are Dr. and Mrs. Mau-
tersingers. Greeted by Omegas C.' rice Gleason and Mr. and Mrs.
Sawyer. Lawrence Westley and
Dr I. A. Watson, jr....the Omega
family and guests had a delightful
time. It was wonderful to see so
many friends gathered under one
roof, exchanging news, jokes in-
teresting discussion groups. It was
a relaxed affair which found ev-
eryone loathe to depart in t h e
early A.M.! Among the members
and their charming ladies present
were Dr. and Mrs. James S. Byes,
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Olive, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence H. Pope. and
Miss Gerry Pope, Mr. and Mrs.
C. V. Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. H. '.
H. Mollison of Chicago. Ill. . .
While Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo
Walker have as their guests Dr.
and Mrs. P. Q. Yancey of Atlanta,
Ga., and Mrs. Evangeline Hither.
Mrs. Charles (Margaret) Spear-
man is visiting her mother, Mrs.
James Herndon, sr and her sisters
and families. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
M. Ratcliffe and Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Foster.
In connection with the formal
induction of our Memphis V a n
Dettes into the first chapter of De-
troit's swank CO-Ettes, Mrs. Mary
Agnes Davis of that city, the (nun-
Gilliam, Mr. and Mrs. Wioiam , der and sponsor of the CO-Ettes,
Nabors, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hawk- is stopping with Dr. and Mrs.
ins, Mr. and Mrs B. G. Rainey,
Mrs. C C. Sawyer, Miss Cecelia
Willis, Mrs. I. A. Watson, jr.. Atty.
and Mrs. Net-le it (tsee^r 'r .
Chaplain and Mrs. L. A. Thigpen
jr.. Dr. and Mrs. H. If. Johnson,
Mr, and Mrs. Peter M. Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. B .G. Jackson. jr, Mr.
and Mrs. 0. R. Yarbrough, Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Bell. Mrs .1.
W Kelm, wife of Dr Julian Kelso.
Harry Cash (whose husband was
also unable to attend), Mr. and
Mrs. B. G. Olive, jr., Dr. and
Mrs. Vasco A. Smith, jr., . . .
and guests The Frank Gabys, Dr.
and Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Campbell, Dr. a n d
Mrs. Arthur Flowers, Dr. a n d
Mrs. Westley Groves and Thomas
H. Hayes, Mrs. Andrew Roberts,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Roberts, Dr. and
Mrs. H. L.' Price, Mr. and Mrs.
0. Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey
West, Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Young,
Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr.,
Atty. and Mrs. R. B. Sugarman,
Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. and Mrs.
John Outlaw, Mrs. Marion M.
Johns, Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Brinkley, Miss Elsie Thomas, Mr.
and Mrs. G. T. Howell, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred R. Joseph, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Willis. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lewis, jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Shannon, Mr. and yrs.
Bennie Batts, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ratcliffe, Mrs. Rubye H. Gadi-
son. . .and her friends of long
standing. . .Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Dewitt of Mobile, Alabama. . .
and just scads more. . .who en-
joyed a tres gay time — to say
nothing of thoroughly enjoying the
SETS WEDDING DATE — The
engagement of Miss Gwendo-
lyn Williams to Charles H.
Isabel was announced recently
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John R. Williams, of 18.1.9
Hearst ave. A recent gradu-
ate of Evansville college, Ev-
ansville, Ind., she is a mem-
ber of the teaching staff of the
Miss Gwendolyn Williams
To Be A Holiday Bride
Mr. and Mrs. John Riley Wil-
liams, of 1839 Hearst ave., announ-
ced recently the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Gwendolyn
Louise Williams, tg Charles Hen-
ry Isabel, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Henry Isabel, of 915 Em-
snip at.
The couple will be united in a
ceremony to take place on Satur-
day evening, Dec. 27, at the St.
Andrew AME church.
The bride-elect is the grand -
daughter ,of Mrs. Lafayette Chat.
man, of 1840 Hearst ave., and the
By MAYOLA L. SENIOR basileus stated.late Monroe Jenkins; also M r s. She further announced the open-
Henry Williams. of New York and TOLEDO — New York City, me- mg of the conclave proper, Dee.
the late Mr. Williams. tropolis of the world will be host 2.7 at 9 a.m.
Miss Williams is a graduate of to the 35th anniversary conclave Delegates and visitors represent.Hamilton High school where she of the National Sorority of P h i • over 2 000 women f h
was on the staff of the Newsette.
a cheer leader and a member of
the National Honor Society.
She is a graduate also of Evans-
ville college, Evansville, I n d., quarters at the Roosevelt hotel,
where she was vice president of 45th and Madison ave.
the Beta Iota chapter of the Alpha
The hostess chapter, Beta Epsi-Kappa Alpha sorority. Miss Wil-
liams is on the teaching staff of Ion, has completed extensive plans
to make this one of the sorority's
best.
Klondike Elementary school.
Her fiance was recently dis-
charged after having served in
the U. S. Army for two years,
(Hooks Bros. Photo)
unix FLOWER CUB MEETS
The Little Plower club met Sat-
urday at 4439 S. Michigan ave. The
next meeting will be at the same
address the following Saturday,
Before serving in the Army for regular meeting day. The Rev. An-
two years, he was a student at 
nie M. Coleman, founder and pres-
Tennessee A and I State universi-
ty, where he was a member of ident, disclosed this week that the
the Eta Xi chapter of the Phi Mu clubiivsme.o,tto is "Give flowers while
Alpha fraternity, we 
the Klondike Elementary school.
SERVED IN ARMY
Mr. Isabel is the grandson of
Mrs. Nelson Robinson, of 1476 S.
AlcLean St., and the late Mr. Rob-
inson and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Chambers.
He is a graduate of Hamilton
High school where he was a mem-
ber of the band and the football
team.
spent a wonderful day at their
Alma Maters where they attended
the annual Ole Timers Thanks-
giving program, which this year
was dedicated to the late Robert
(Rudy) Allen. . .and among those
trodding the halls of the institution
they loved well enough to return
to this week-end f r o m distant
points were Dempsey Spicer of
Chicago, Tommie a n d Estelle
Jones of Cleveland, Lloyd James
of St. Louis, Mo., Bernice Tatum
of St. Louis, Mo., George Brooks.
Mrs. Hattie Boyd Young of Wash-
ington, D.C., Atty. Veva Young
and Miss Dora Young of Chicago,
A series of parties will honor
the guests, with Friday's piece de-
resistance being a fishing a n d
boating outing to Sardis D a m,
Miss.
Julian W. Kelso.
Mrs. Georgia Prestwood of
Dallas. Texas is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Cash. . .while Mr. end
Mrs. Rufus DeWitt of Mobile, Ala
(she is former Mary Borders of
our town), was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. John Brinkley last week-
end — hut just could not remain
for the holiday weekend.
In connection with the Manassas
who was unable to attend, Mrs. Homecoming Parties, old grads
Phi Deltas Conclave
Convenes In New York
Delta Kappa Dec. 26-30 inclusive. ters throughout the country will
Hundreds of educators from di!- find the program that has been
ferent parts of the country will planned, informative, with many
find their ways to conclave head- discussions and workshops which
will enliven and enrich concepts
Of what chapters can do in trans-
lating the purpose into concrete
programs of action.
In keeping with the National So-
rority of Phi Delta Kappa's 1988
Delegates and visitors are mak- theme, "Educating America 's
ing reservations directly to the Youth for Life in a New Era",
hotel. Mrs. Marie de Yainper, 169- four workshops are designed to
70 Harlem dr., is receiving regis- help set signposts in this, Amer-
tration fees, ica's greatest legal, political, mot,
Mrs. Gertrude R. Robinson. gen- al and emotional crisis since the
eral conclave chairman, announc- Civil War.
ed registration hours from 7 - 9 The relations between the white
p.m. the 26th and 8-9 a.m. the, and black people of this country
27th. are again the central question of
The directorate will assemble at the age.
noon Dec. 26th for the pre-con - Citations are to he awarded per-
clave executive board meeting, sons chosen by the various chap'
Mrs. Marion H. Bluitt, supreme ters for their contribution nation-
• • •
Even though many people are
here, we In have lots of folk who
are wending their way to distant
cities. Mrs. Marion Johns, seen at
the Omega party, was bubbling
with excitement over her plans to
spend a part of the holiday week-
end down in Houston, Texas, with
her friends, Mr. and Mrs. Williarp
Robinson. Added to Manion's jo5r
was the news that her sister, Miss
Thelma Meaux of St. Louis, Mo.,
had just been appointed principal
of one of St. Louis' school. . .and
Marion was earnest in her inten-
tion to "Count Her Blessings"
while enjoying the warm hearth
of the fabulous home of the Robin'
sons in oil-rich Houston.
• • •
Dropping in on Memphis during
last week, and present part of Sun-
day for the Omega program was
personable Albert Thompson, who
with Or. W. S Davis, filled a
sneaking enea:ement in Misos-
sippi, and saw the Tennessee-
Jackson college game in Jackson.
CHICAGO —
Mr. and Mrs. Merle F. Meeks,
5922 Indiana ave., have returned man and neice of Mrs. Rosebud tBeurrgofesMs;r1V.liasnsdpMiarnsa. I'GaeicirregedaLouggh-
to Chicago from Coltmbus, Ohio Howell, stated that the Van Dettes wood; Miss Murline Grier, daugh-
where they attended the 50th wed- will become the first chapter of ter of Mr. and Mrs. Emmettding anniversary of Mrs. Meeks' Co.Ettes, a group of philanthropic Grier; Miss Sheila Levy, datigh-
parents, Mr. and Mrs Walter G 1l Detroit Teenagers, under the ter of Mrs. Berthea. Levy; Miss
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. guidance of Mrs. Edward Davis, Karlotta Nelson, daughter of Mr.
The golden wedding celebrantsi who is also the founder and spon- and Mrs. Omega Nelson; Miss P
Patton, daughter of Mr. and
Ross Patton; Miss Iris Rickm
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Meadows; Miss Patricia Solomon,
gt en r; d mof nMr . andss mMrs. Herschel
Webb,
e     1
night, November 28, along with Sdoaluomh
o
members of the Detroit Co-Ettes, daughter of Hudson Webb.
Smithers, Mrs. Eulalia Hill W i I. who are here for the occasion. United College Fund Benefits
liams of Joliet, Ill., assisted at New Members
Listedaffaira. 
The new members who have ished history and are staunch
mong the well - wishers been taken into the Van Dettes
'
The Co-Dettes have a distingu-
the 
supporters of the United College
MODEL TEENS — Members
of this group of pretty girls
were selected on the basis of
good grades, good character,
and their willingness to ren-
der worthy service in the
community. The young ladies
comprise the Model Teens, the
city's newest teenage club.




home Of Miss T0111111) e Kay
Hayes, of 1329 S. Parkway,
one of the club's organizers,
and elected officers. From left
to right, front row are: Miss-
es Carleane Pearson, presi-
ident; Joan Hampton, treasur-
er; Miss Hayes, business-man-
ager; Carole Yates and Lois
Davis, secretary. Rear row:
Misses Addle Holmes, F. t h e 1
Ruffin, and Jacqueline Briggs,
program secretary. The first
speaker heard by the group
was Miss Roberta Church, mi.
tority groups consultant,
United States Department of
Labor. Mrs. R. Q. Venson b
advisor for the group.
e
Seven New Members Now
With Van Dettes Club
The announcement of seven at-
tractive young ladies who have
been selected for membership in
the Van Dettes Club, was made by
Miss Carol Ann Latting, president,
the daughter of Atty. and Mrs.
A. A. Letting.
Miss Pat Jones, publicity chair-
were feted with open house for sor of the Co-Kites. The Memphis
their many friends and relatives chapter will be the first chapter
in their residence. Several hundred tobe added to the Detroit group,
guests called at the Smithers' , and will be installed and present.
home to honor the couple. ed at an Installation Ball, Friday
Mrs. Joseph H. Brooks of Chi-
cago, and a first cousin of Mrs.
from Chicago were. Mr. and Mrs. are Marilyn Jean Harris, daugh-
I Joseph Rochon, Mr. and Mrs. Jos- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marion D.
eph H. Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Harris; Miss Jean Letting, daugh-
mond hfacMurray; ter of Atty. of Mrs. A. A. Latting,
Mrs. Clara E. Hutchison, Mr. and sister of the Van Dettes' pres- the United College Fund and has
and Mrs. A. Hamilton, Miss Nao- ident; Miss Crystal Tarpley, ,
Mr, and Mrs. Robert A. Grant, Tarpfey; Miss Sylvia Williams, 
, served also as the national chair-
mi Bradford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin man of the organization, will
present the young ladies at the
D. Whalum.
Detroit Coettes
Members of the Detroit Co -
Dettes who have come to Memphis
to help establish their first sister
chapter are Miss Kay Burgess,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Grant and granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. F. Berry. John W. Whittaker; Miss Beverly
Mr, and Mrs. Smithers, who re- Holmes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ceived many lovely gifts, are the Leroy Holmes; Miss Lynn Marie
parents of five children, and they Howell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
have seven grandchildren. Smith- Gerald Howell. and Miss Rose
era is a retired city employee in ',Marie Whalum, daughter of Mrs. Mrs. J. D. Springer; Miss Crystal
Columbus. Thelma Whalum and the late H.Istroog, daughter of Mrs. Mar
Strong; Miss Danese Hane
Thanksgiving Menu - daughter of Mrs. Victoriacock and Dan Hancock; MissJoyce Rainer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Rainer; Miss Bonnie
dressing Bates, daughter of Mrs. Magnolia
8,atlesaMi s Erma Lee Laws, the ad-
viser, has sponsored the group
since its beginning two years ago,
and has inspired the young women
to begin their social lives dedicat-
ed to the good-work that is neces-
sary to the well-being of any corn-
I munity and to the Nation.
Fund. This is a national project
of the organization. Dr. H. F.
Price, president of LeMoyne Col-
iefe, who is an area chairman of
A Thanksgiving menu that is Roast turkey with breadI
sure to please the whole family Candied sweet potatoes
is the one chosen by a leading i Buttered green beans









ally to the field of education and-, Coffee
or guidance and welfare of today s
youth.
Most of Phi Deltas living foun-
ders are expected to be present
since they are all living and still
actively engaged in the teaching
profession in New Jersey.
Mrs. Allis Mc G. Steveus is host-
ess chapter basileus. Mrs. G e
trude Robinson, chairman is assist-
ed b. Mary V. Able, Contance F.
Gardiner, Julia Hall, Lenon H.
Hoyte, Lois Petry and Harriet Van
Buren on the conclave planning
committee.
NEW VANDETTES — Seven
lovely young ladles were wel-
comed into the VanDettes
club recently, an.1 on Friday,
Nov. 214, the organization will
become the Memphis chapter
of the Co-Ettes, a national or-
ganization. Pictured here after
gaining membership In t h e
VanDettes are seated, from
left, Misses Jean ',titling, Bps.
erlv Holmes. Lynn Marie How
ell, and Sylvia Williams. Stand.
lug in rear, same order, are
Misses Marilyn Jean Harris
and Rosemarie Whalum. Not
shown is Mist Chrystal Tarp-
ley. Miss Errna Laws ts the
group', sponsor. (Withers Pho-
to.)
Installation Ball, which will be
held in the Assembly Hall of the
North Caroina Mutual Building.
Other Van Dettes who will be
made Co-Ettes are Miss Carol Ann
Springer, daughter of Mr. and
It costs you less
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TRI STATE DEFENDER ii
La Mar Cheri Presents Colorful Benefit Fashion Show Nov. 30
A DAZZLING FASHION show Cheri Social club will be pre-
sponsored by the La Mar sented et the Club Ebony, on
= t 
 
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
November 15 marked o m e-
coming" on the campus of Lane
college at which time the Dragons
met Knoxville college in a thrill.
Jackson for the occasion. Among
them were Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Jones and daughter, Barbara Ann,
of St. Louis, Mo., guests of your
scribe and family; Mr. and Mrs.
er of a game coming out with a Jacob Bronaugh, Mrs. Clarkson16 to 10 win. Half-time came with and Miss Vivian Masser of Hop-
a 0 to 0 score but everybody was kinsville, Ky., guests of Mr. and
on edge near the end of the game Mrs. Sam II. Bronaugh: Attorney,for Knoxville was doing their best Regans, and Mr. and Mrs. Sardi-
trying to break through that line. ford Holder of Chicago, Ill.; Mr.
Twas a beautiful day after a and Mrs. Claude Bond of Chatta-full day and night of downpour of nooga. Tenn., Samuel Polk who is
rain. Pre-game ceremonies con- in grad school at Tenn. A. & I.:
slated of band music with a half- Napollan Helm of Wisconsin and
time ceremonies including per. so many more from neighborhing
formances of both Merry High towns and counties for which we
and Lane College bands and the usually refer to as home folks.
biggest event of it all was the The Lane homecoming made
crowning of "Miss Dragonette." it a fine homecoming for the Per.
Graced with the honors was Miss use family too. Gertrude came
Elmira Simmons. a Jacksonian from Chicago, Emmett who teach-
, 
firid member of Delta Sigma Theta
oritY. 
'ampus activities for the week
included the Coronation Social at
which time Miss Maxine Fulton
was officially crowned ''Miss Lane
College." Miss Fulton who comes
from Millington, Tenn., was se-
lected by the student body last
May. The Pig Skin Review pre-
es in Pikesville, Tenn., and K a y
who is in school at Tenn. A. and
I. State. Mollie lives in Jackson.
Two are graduates of Lane college
MORE VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hardee of
Charlestown, R. 1., were week enf
guests of Prof. and Mrs. H. D
Merriwether. Mrs. Hardee, sis
ter of Mrs. Merriwether is a
ceeded the game on Friday night. native of Pittsburgh, Pa., a gradu
Climaxing the week was the big ate of Wilberforce university and
a former school teacher of busi-
ness administration.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardee are tak-
ing an extended vacation trip driv-
ing through many parts of the
Milted by James Jackson of Lex- deep South and Mid
-West before
thgton, Ky. returning home to Lo-ve Ranch
Many out-of-towners were in in Charlestown.
Mrs. Merriwether, a former
school teacher at Lincoln Ele-
mentary school here, retired last
year because of failing health.
I was happy to receive a bit
of news of a former Merry and
Lane college graduate who is now
stationed in Germany. He is Pvt.
I First Class Franklin Ballad, son
of Atty. and Mrs. J. E. Ballad.
Pfc. Ballad, who is a laboratory
technician with a medic platoon,
made headlines when he gave a
couple of popular vocal numbers
on an army program recently.
We all remember him in Jack-
son as vocalist for Phillip Rey-
nolds and his T. V. appearances
I on Top-Ten Dance Party. Before
going into service he complet-
ed his college studies at Lane
College, with a B. S. degree and
taught for a short while in the
field of science. He was previous- dents Roy Bond, Rex Curry, C. A. hold them in place: plant stakes,ly on duty with the 13th Infant- Davis, I. L. Hildreth, W. R. Bell old spent pieces of garden hose,
and R. I). Springfield.ry. old worn out garden tools with
TEACHER OF THE YEAR One hundred and sixty „re, long handles, t and little fences,
...ast Sunday afternoon at a pro-, of land have been purchased by wooden and wire ones that were
the corporation in the Blairs used to protect flowers beds last
homecoming dance on Saturday
night in the Lane college Health
building. All activities were cen-
tered around the theme "Pages




• ,dighe Fastest Growing Line
Greeting Cards Never
Before Offered.
New 1958 Line of
Colored Exclusive
Greeting Cards
OROEN rObaY• SEND CHECK
OR so-ONFY (MYR TO
Post Office Box 5512
Chicoao 80, itheoi,
ORDER SOME FOR YOUR
Beale st.. Sunday, Nov. 30, be-
ginning at 9 p. m. All profit
from the colorful affair will
be used to purchase shoes for
needy children. The theme of
the show is "The Mystery of
The Shoe." Guest model for
the event is lovely Miss Thel-
ma Ezelle, shown In photo at
extreme left. Others to appear
are: Miss Lucille Taylor, sec-
ond irons left; Miss Dorothy
Williams. third from left; and
In FOURTH PHOTO FROM
LEFT: Young models Emma
Burns, Marsha L. Burns, Con-
stance Fitzgerald, Johnette
Burkley, and Jots Friend;
Buy Shoes For Needy Children
display fashions distinctly '58.
Models will show styles of t h e
long torso line balloon shape, bub-
the latest in attire for young Is president of the La Mar
People. Mrs. Louise Chandler club. (Withers Photos)
and in FIFTH PHOTO teen-
agers and child w ill model
A wainscot of Marine paneling
in a dinstinctive marble pattern DAYTON, Ohio — Mrs. Mildred
Club La Mar Cheri's Ninth An- ment of dances and songs. ! will be used to purchase shoes for will establish a dominant and at- C. Simmons was the hostess when
nual Benefit Fashion Show is ex- This year the club's theme for needy school-aged children. tractive decor in a compartmented the Fox Lake Merrymakers Birth-
will offer full entertainment to contibution can help some young-pacity crowd Sunday, Nov. 30, 9 those who attend. As in the past. sters begin the process of achiev-
The upper walls can be paneled br 
week end ,if November 8th to cele•pected to be witnessed by a ca-
their show -Mystery of the Shoe". So plan to attend so that your bathroom. day club met in 
Dayton, Ohio the




A beautiful array of models will a pleasant contrast in the bath- meet once a year to celebrate the
a
rooln birthday of one of its 
members.
Predecorated hardboard has a 
The week end party started with
a breakfast for the club given by
smooth plastic finish that resists Mr. and Mrs. Harry Daugherty at
ble silhouette, relaxed sheath,
the trapeze line walking suits,
blouson and many others.
True, fashion is still in a relaxed
state of mind, but the new shape-
liness is certain to please the
masculine pulse. Included in this




b a t h, empty
them of dead
plants and all
gram sponsored by Lake Cisco
Post, 4805 in connection with the
auxiliary, the TEACHER OF
THE YEAR for both city and
county were named. Receiving the
honers for the city was Miss Lur-
line Savage, social studies and
English instructor at Merry High
school. Miss Savage who is an
active member of Berean Baptist
church is also very active in com-
munity work. Named the county
was Prof. Leroy Cunningham,
principal of West High school at
Denmark. Mr. Cunningham who
took over the principalship of
West recently is an active mem-
ber of St. Paul CME church.
The teachers were nominated on
the following points:
Participation in church activi-
ties, participation in community
activities, civic responsibility and
dedication to the profession. They
were selected by ballot. The Pro-
Marnell Huntspon who paid a
glowing tribute to the speaker for
the wonderful service that she
had rendered through the years
as a superior teacher, tireless
community leader, civic and re-
ligious worker, and an eminent
public speaker. She poiiiied out the soil frozen, to prevent alter-
that Mrs. Deberry has spoken nate freezing and 
thawing, thus
for more than a dozen Women's breaking roots and heaving plants
Day services in and around h e r out of the soil. I do try to keep
native home of Jackson this fall:. leaves off the lawn, however, to
sometimes serving as many as prevent smothering.
two churches in one day. By this time all my flower beds
The bookkeeping class in t h e are pretty well covered with
business education department leaves, even as much as 3 inches
at Merry High school under the deep in some areas. You see I am
direction of Mrs. Marilyn P o 1 k Icont •inually trying to provide na-
received first hand instruction on tural conditions, such as we find
last Tuesday when Mr. Bill Gunt.ton forest floors. Many leaves will
er, employee in the First National,break up and rot, many will be
Bank spoke to the class His tallc'easily combined with the soil next
dealt with bank notes and bank,spring when I begin hoeing and
drafts. Leader of the class group'cultivating.




The newly incorporated Hub
City Sportsman club and Recrea-
tion Center had its initial kick-off fall, putting them in a protected
to inform their wives of the pro-
ject they had undertaken.
The Sportsman club organized
as a chartered stockholder's cor-
poration with these officers elect-
ed: A. B. Greer, president; C. A.
Rawls, first vice president; James
F. Hughes, chairman of the board
of directors; W. E. Perkins, sec-
retary; William Bailey, assistant
secretary; S. H. Bronaugh, trea-
surer; and additional vice presi-
speaker, Mrs. Cora Deberry ona soil, turn them
recent Sunday afternoon after upside d o w fl.
she had addressed a large mid- You do not want
riding, and a demonstration farm the moisture in
to assist the Watershed program,
ience of young people on the sub- 
the soil or water BOUSFIELD 
In 
the bath toject "Youth Seeks the Abundant '
Life." 
'freeze and crack the concrete.
_en the winds made quick work
to have ripened all at once, and
She was presented with a 
gift
from the organization by Mrs. 
m
of them. With the exception of
cotton wood poplar tree leaves,
I am saving all of the others, for
mulching and for the compost
heap.
Purpose of mulching is to keep
How to prevent leaves from
blowing away from the spots
where you want them? Here is
my trick which seems to work
pretty well. I had been saving
bushels and bushels of leaves all
corner. Then just a day or so
before that big cold snap, (I was
watching weather reports from all
over the country) I spread them,
tucking as closely as possible
around plants.
Next, plenty water from a gentle
stream, wetting down those leaves
thoroly: just really soaking them.
Then for all sorts of things to
spread over the wet leaves to
S
summer.
These were all spread helter-
scelter over the leaves. Of course
every spot could not he covered.
But you would be surprised how cot communities to inform citizens Height and Miss Barbara Bell,
this net-work of heavy odds and of the contents and meaning of cils to provide the unity and co- special projects secretary.
the Hoover Report, a feat termed
invaluable by the Citizens Commit-
tee for the Hoover Report.
With the aid of prominent speak-
ers and motion pictures, NCNW
brought to the general public
strength. I was fortunate to have across the country the story and othy I. Height on international
some help that (lay. I picked off significance of the crisis in the Seminars' "Town Meeting" tour of
p
find (fortunately not many) then NCNW joined hands with the Na- will join some 30 representatives 
MOBILE, Ala. — The local cha-el] the "black spot" leaves I could Middle East. South America this month. She
we banked soil up to about 12 tional Council of Jewish Women, posed in suppression of their 
ter of the National Ceuncil of Ne-
inches; then with my long-handled the National Board of the YWCA rights to read and which aided 
gro Women, founded by the late
shears off came the Canes, down sod the United Church Women to youth in reading interpretation. 
Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune, met
to the piled u 11. p soil. sponsor "Freedom to Read" pro- and seminars designed to egret-- During roosting, the isosoest sa l • 
at the Dearborne st. YMCA last
The floribundas were left about ject which sent NCNW members lain facts and foster better inter- 
o bun, 
ensuing 
and officers for the
15 inches tall. Not one earthly through hometown libraries check- American relations. is.spot with a smell cieth pad Mrs. Sara W. Dickerson is twee-
thing did I do to the climbers: ing on the extent of censorship im- Similarly it is sending delegates alampearl Awe with mid water.
Have you noticed how sudden- NCNW expresses before govern- to the international cooperation 
dent. Other officers are Mrs. Leola
gram was held in the Merry High 
school auditorium. 
C. Williams, vice president; Miss
r.".s• varied activities are plus ly the leaves have fallen from mental and private bodies t h e workshops sponsored this month Foundation, at least 94 per cent of It. L. Reese. corresponding were-
GUEST L. SPEAKER HONORED ned for the area, recroational build- trees and shrubs? They seemed views of its members on matters by the National Conference on ln- Radllalyisveobeicrtlhrsinin hthoisspictoaultraynid o;,-7
The YIVA of First Baptist church jag, dining, dancintf, !acithic r they are tough. Why not use leaves affecting the general welfare and ternational Economic and Social
Price, paid tribute to their guest flies, skeet shooting, horsebacki the leaves, full of winter's ice and American Negro. It is in keeping with the same 
ape p r  physicianeen t of ianl I 
attendance. 
with Henley. recording secretary n d
Otis. Lillian Lovett, treasurer.
other things that would mar other
snow, will be much too wet up I wall surfaces'
against the canes, and will rot Millionsthe swelling buds for next sum Visit Shrine-
mer's flowers.
Roses send out these buds very
early; so that when you do re-
move that banked up soil, you will
find growth has already started.
One last soaking of the ever-
greens: then empty your hose,
bring it in and shut off the out-
side water.
—
LOURDES, France. — (UPI) —
Nearly five million Catholic pil-
grims, including 25 cardinals one
of whom later became Pope John
XXIII traveled to this shrine city
this year by train, plane, bus and
auto for the ceremonies marking
the 100th anniversary of t h •
visions of St. Bernadette.
water, mercurochrome stains and their home on Grosvenor.
Mrs. Simmons started the eve-
ning with cocktails at har home
on West Second st., followed by a
gourmets dinner served to her
beautifully gowned lady guests es-
corted by their handsome h u a-
bands and escorts.
The feature of the dinner was
Cornish hen stuffed with a special
wild rice dressing, the compli-
ments of Eddie Hilliard of Cleve-
land.
THE FESTIVITIES
The party continued after t Ft e
dinner at the gracious ranch home
Increasing Accomplishmenss Spur
Leadership Training I nssitute
WASHINGTON, D. C. — An fm-f Watching the international as provisions that NCNW recently dis-
posing array of steadily increas- 1 well as the national scene, NCNW Played and dramatized the story
ing accomplishments pravided the maintains an accredited observer of Negro women in America at
at the United Nations who, among the Women's International Expo-
sition in New York.
the leadership training institute at other things, interprets the views Through its library and muse-
the 23rd national convention of the of NCNW members in discussions
Nation' Counei of Negro Women of the various problems confront-
urn program, the organization Sit-
held in Washington, B. C. last ing the UN. 
thers and preserves historical rec-
ords and museum objects of Amei
naAffiliated with the Natiolweek. lea's Negroes and disseminates to
Council of Women of the UnitedIt was also the propelling force groups and individuals
behind NCNW's mobitzation drive information on the Negro's contri-
of last spring and behind the sub- bution to the history of Arricr:za legs were honored at an "achieve'
sequent decision to continue the
NCNW's social welfare depart' 
ment dinner" recently In the acs-
membership drive on a priority
and the world.
C. N. W. leaders for civic action 
enlefeonobrueilddifnoisecond only to that of training N. g receiving advanced
on the community level. 
degrees were Mrs. Mildred Turner
and Roger D. Russell who receiv-
of Mr. and Mrs. William D. Jones
on Dayton-Liberty rd.
Merrymakers attending the par-
ty were Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hil-
liard, Atty. and Mrs. Merle Mc-
Curdy, Joseph L. Thompson of
Cleveland, Ohio; Mr. and M r s.
Reuben W. Allen, jr., J. G. Ish,
jr. of Chicago Ill.; Dr. and Mrs.
James Anderson, Atty. and Mrs.
Carey Jacobs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dixon, Mr.
and Mrs. John Metzger of Indian-
apolis. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hol-
land, Institute, IV. Va., Mrs. Mar-
ian Johnson and Miss Betty 3..v-
ory of Columbus, Ohlo.
Other guests included Atty. and
Mrs. J. Bernard Carter, Mrs. Alice
Montgomery, Dr. and Mrs. Rich-
ard Haskins, Atty. and Mn. Rus-
sell L. Carter, Mr. and Mrs. James
Marable. Mr. and Mrs. William D.
Jones of Dayton.
Mrs. Mark Batiatt, Janus Mar-
tin of Indianapolis. Mrs. Lillian
McFall, LeRoy Jeffries of Chica-
go. B. II. McNary, Jack Isbell.
Bowen Heffner of Chicago, all of-
ficials of the Chicago Metropolitan
Assurance Co. which held its open-
ing in Dayton the next day and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pickens of
Wilberforce, Ohio.
They envisioned a confederation
of organizations to express t h e
hopes, aspirations and desires of
Negro womanhood — identifying
them with national and internation-
States and with the International
Counci of Women, NCNW d I a'
patches representatives to virtual-
1y every major conference affect-
DURHAM, N. C. — Six mans.
berg of the department of educa-
tion faculty at North Carolina col-
Ch-pel community, nine miles
south-east of Jackson, Tenn., for
the purpose of developing a game
management farm and recreation
center. A 45-acre lake will be
built on the farm through the
Federal Government's Watershed
program on Johnson creek. Con-
struction is planned to start soon
after the first of the year.
This project will greatly en-
hance a 4,000 acre Game Manage-
ment Reserve, that has been de-
veloping for several years with
the assistance of the State Game
and Fish Commission and spon-
sored by the club. The purpose
was to improve hunting conditions
and sportsmanship in an area that
•-ec fast Insie- its wildlife popu-
lation, hecaese of poor manage-
ment and Men, hunting.
All indications are pointing to
an abundance of game for this
season.
ends will hold leaves in place.
Dear me, how I hated to cut
down my roses, for there were
still many small buds that want-
ed to open. But banking roses is
heavy work, and takes time and
One of the more recent accom-
plishments was recorded en the
West Coast when with newly-open-
ed offices in San Francisco and
Los Angeles, a staff and a corps
of determined volunteers, NCNW,, Committee for Educational Tele-
In cooperation with the Urban vision, the National Red Cross and
League, launched a dynamic citi- the American Cancer Society.
Tzenship - education campaig he National Council of Negron
which brought to the polls of those Women was founded and organic.
two cities thousands of new voters.
For this achievement, NCNW
received a citation from the Amer-
ican Heritage Foundation. Other
awards were bestowed by t h e These leaders saw the need for
newspapers of these two cities. "united planning and concerted ac-
Similar campaigns aimed at cor- tion for the economic, social, edu-
railing new voters were conducted cational and cultural welfare of
in Detroit and Philadelphia. By Negro women on national and in-
singing door bells and holding pub- ternational levels."
c meetings — and without the
aid of funds from the national pro-
ject — workers in those cities per-
suaded many persons to register
and vote.
During the searching months of
June. July and August NCNW, in
another campaign, brought togeth-
er over 2,000 persons in 18 differ.
*1 issues.
Having united the major nation-
al women's organizations, these
leaders next organized local coon-
ordination among Negro women on
the local level and offer opportun-
ity for participation by individuals
who are not members of NCNW's
national affiliate organization.
NCNW is sending President Dor-
ed doctoral degrees during t h •
Year from the University of Indi-
ana and the University of Penn-
sylvania.
Three of the professors w • r •
honored for publishing special mon-
ographs in their field. They includ-
ed James F.. Parker, author of a
text on photography and Dr. P.
B. Young and Dr. C. L. Spelhnan,
who have published books on prac-
tice teaching.
Dr. W. H. Brown, who transfer-
red from the directorship of the
Bureau of Educational Research
to the deanship of the graduate
school on Sept. 1. was the sixth
faculty member cited.
Dr. J. C. Finney served as toast-
master for the affair which was
sponsored by Dr. Rose But
Browne, education chairman. N.
C. C. President and Mrs. Alfonso
Elder and Dean and Mrs. George
T. Kyle were among guests at the
dinner.
The families of the honorees
also attended.
ing its interests, at home or
abroad. 
ment advocates and supports wel-
fare legislation, participates .r
In addition to the citation from welfare service programs includ-
the American Heritage Founds- ing that of the White House Con -
(ion, NCNW has received recent ference on Children and Youth,
awards from Secretary of State It works for the elimination of
John Foster Dulles, the Crusade slums and inadequate housing and
for Freedom, the National Citizens supports public health programs.
The achievements of NCNW, be-
gun and firmly established by its
founder and first president, Dr.
Mary McLeod Bethune, have been
steadily developed and enhanced





yers called to. I othy B. Ferebee, Mrs. Vivian C.
McLeod Be..1Mason and current President Dor-
i othy I. Ileight.thune.
is a national YWCA executive and
Miss Height, of New York City,
a member of the New York State
Board of Social Welfare.
Assistinjz her at NCNW's nation-
al headquarters located at 1318
Vermont ave., N. W.. in Washing-
ton, D. C. are Miss H. Elsie Aus-
tin, executive director who is a
Washington attorney and a former
national president of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority;
Mrs. Arabella Denniston, admin-
istrative secretary; Miss Ruth A.
Sykes, secretary to President
DEFENDER
Sat., Nov. 29, 1958
Music and
Musicians
By VIEODORE C. STONE
WILLIAM BEST, Chicago or-
ganist now teaching at Bishop
college presented a recital of or-
gan music at Bethesda Baptist
(church, at Marshall, Tex., Sunday,
Nov. 9. His program included
works by Marcello, Bach, Franck,
A graduate of the American Com
servatory where he earned his
masters degree in music, Best
has given a number of concerts
here and throughout the eonntry.
LOUISE BIANAUGH, soprano
soloist and member of the Eureka
Concert Company, Esther G. Wil-
liams, director, is presently tour-
ing Britian. Scotland and Wales,
and from the success of this tour
the grou will be there until April
of 1959. Mrs. Burnbaugh, has sung
in Chicago at numerous concerts
and with the American Opera Com-
pany. She is a member of the
Chicago Music Association and the
Dett Music Club as well.
MARY FRANCES CROWLEY,
Chicago's own soprano soloist
will be presented in a song re-
cital Sunday, Nov. 30 at 4 p. m.
at Wendell Phillips Iiigh school,
at E. Pershing road and Giles
avenue. Accompanied by Hans
Angermann, the beloved soprano
who has delighted so many
audiences here and elsewhere will
offer a program ranging from
eerily music of Handel and Ilaydn
to modern songs of Copeland and
Bonnet, Boellmann and arrange-
ments by contemporary American
composers.
A PANEL discussion on "Music
In The Modern Church," will be
discussed by three outstanding
concert artists: Mrs. Lois Bashful
Winrow, contralto, music teacher
at Hyde .Park High school, and
director of the Young People's
choir at Greater Bethesda; Joseph
Lockett, pianist, choir director of
Blackwell AME Zion church and
teacher, and Herman Taylor, or-
ganist, recent winner of city-wide
organ contest, organist-director of
the choir of Greater Bethesda at
Ike Fourth Sunday Evening For-
um at the church, 5301 S. Michi-
gan ave., Sunday, Nov. 23, At 7:30
p. m.
Lester E. Brown is forum chair-
man and Rev. A. Lincoln James,
pastor.
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM, who
will conduct two weeks of the Chi-
cago Symphony's subscription con-
certs, has added an extra concert
to his schedule here. On Saturday
evening, Jan. 31, he will conduct
the Orchestra in a special 'Lolli-
pops" program, an evening of
II•sht classics presented in the Brit-
ish conductor's inimitable person-
al manner.
Britten, concluding with spirituals
arranged by two gifted Chicago
composers. Margaret Bonds and
Betty L. King. Miss Crowley has
sung at Orchestra Hall and won
hearty acclaim, plus has been
sic lovers at the Chicagoland mu-
ses festival.
HARRY ZELZER, impresario
and concert manager has tried to
settle the strife which is present-
ls the talk of the music world
between Maria Callas and Ru-
drolph Bring. Both Miss Calls and
Bing have their points and they
ars both worthy of consideration,
but all of the name calling is not
exactly necessary to sell their
WNW To Honor Founder Mary M. Bethune
Plan Statue For
Lincoln Park
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Doro-
thy I. Height, president of the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women an-
nounced Council plans recently for
erecting a Freedom memorial to
Mary McLeod Bethune, founder of
the organization. The annoucement
came as the National Council was
adjourning its 23rd Annual Con-
vention at their Council House,
1318 Vermont ave., N. W.
Tentative plans call for the me-
morial to be located in Lincoln
Park. It would be the first sta-
tue erected in honor of a Negro
in the nation's capital.
The unveiling of the Bethune
Memorial on Jan. 1, 1003 would
coincide with the 100th anniver-
sary of Negro freedom gamed
when Lincoln signed the Eman-
cipation Proclamation in 1863.
The proposed memorial will be
under the administration of the
NCNW Educational Foundation
which will oversee the momentous
project. It will hes/lanced by a
mass fund raising campaign aim-
ed primarily at Negro women
throughout the nation. They will
, be asked to give a penny for each
year of freedom since the histor-
ic signing of the Proclamation
during, the Civil War.
The prograingwill get underway
officially on Jan. 1, 1959 when the
Council will call a public meeting
in Lincoln Park to outline details
of the four-year project.
Congressman, government offic-
als and educational leaders will
participate in the mass meeting de-
signed to gain public support of the
undertaking.
M -sr s. Bethune rose to
national Jame on the theme of
"giving something to others." She
founded the NCNW in 1935 because
she felt the need to bring together
all the national bodies formed by
Negro women under a central or-
ganization.
Called the "First Woman of lier
Race,'' the nationally known lead-
er was born on a rice and cot-
ton farm tn South Carolina. One of
17 children of ex-slave parents,
Mrs. Bethune attended a mission
school in Mayesville, her home-
town, Scotia Seminary in Concord,
N. C., and the Moody Bible Insti-
MOREHOUSE HOMECOMING
'this bevy of feminine pul-
chritude helped to snake More-
house's homecoming ceremony
and activities of last week-
end a brilliant success. Seated
in the center is Miss Myrna E.
tute in Chicago.
She founded what is now Be-
Litune-Cookman College in Daytona
Smith. the homecoming queen
or "Miss Maroon and White,"
a Spelman college junior from
Atlanta. Seated at left is Miss
Margaret Rucker, a South
Carolina beauty, who is a Spel-
man senior and an attenuant
to Miss Maroon and White:
while at right (seated) is Miss
June Hector, Spelman college
senior, also an attendant to
the Queen. Standing. left to
right, are Miss Eva Thomas,
"Miss Sigma"; Miss Kathleen
Thomas, "Mies Alpha"; Miss
Beach, Fla., in 1904 and served
as its president until her death in
1955.
DAYTON OFFICE STAFF of
Chicago Metropolitan Mutual
Assurance co., pose for smil-
ing photo during recent open-
ing of branch at 1035 W. Third
Si.. there. Left to right: Lyle
Rivers, Sterling Burke, Mrs.
Peggy Cooper, Dr. William
Haskins, medical director, Em'
work to the public. Zelzer, is a big JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEVi
Mrs. Julia Severe passed away
recently at her home in }lender-
son, Tenn. Funeral was held at•
Home Baptist church with the
Rev. T. Grimes officiating. II e r
survivors are two daughters, Mrs.
Reba Pirtle of Jackson, Tenn.;
Mrs. Hattie Green of Henderson,
Tenn.: five sons. Herman. Char-,
lie, (Ilford, Raymond and Main-
ard Severe, and a host of other
relatives and friends. Stevenson
and Shaw Funeral Horne was in
charge.
Mrs. Queen Stinson and her sis-
ter. Mrs. Gloria Anderson both of
Detroit. alich., were visitors.
over the week end in the home
of their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
lie Powells of 115 Murray at.
Miss Joe Ann Merry, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. ..10e of 312 S.
Church ste, is up and at home
aearn after a very extensive stay
at Jackson-al adison County Gen-
eral hospital.
Miss Lucile Bentley of 446 S.
Church st.. continues very ill and
at this time is desiring the pray-
ers of her church, friends and
neighbors.
Mr. Ed Wood of 530 S. Liber-
ty St.. entered Jackson-Madison
County Hospital Sunday afternoon
at 4 to undergo a local operation.
The patient was doing nicely at
this writing.
The Res', T. H. Donald, a resi-
dent of the St. Paul c,ornmunity
and a minister of the Gospel
for SeV oral sears in Madison Court-
is. died suddenly at his home. His
death was somewhat of a shock
to many of his friends and am,
era tes.
Res'. Donald had pastored ses
eral Baptist churches. among theni
was St. Paul, Villa Ridge, Clover
Creek and Oak Grove Baptist
church at Gibson. Tenn The Rev.
S. A. Owens of Memphis, Tenn ,
and the Res A. E. Freeman of.
at the fumrs1 with Ste-
venson and Shaw Funeral Home
man in the music business and lie
may he able to call the stops.
FOR THE FOURTH consecutive
year the B.B.C.-TV is featuring,
Dame f4yra Hess in a television I
appearance. This is one of a spec-
ial series of concerts given by!
the most eminent artists for tele-
vision only, but without "enter- i
tainment" features added and
heard by an enormous public all
over the British Isles. For this;
occasion. on December 14. Dame
Myra will play the Beethoven G
major piano concerto, No. 4, with'
the B.B.C. Ss mphony.
Dame Myra will appear (Her
only appearance in Chicago this'
eelson) at Orchestra Hall. Tues-
day, March 17th in recital under
the management of Bertha Ott. •
An Evening Of Drama And
Music will be presented by fhc
EML Creative Theater. Ethel
alines Isucus. director. Saturday,
Nov. 29. at 7:30 p. m.. at Abra-
ham Lincoln Center. 700 E. Oak-
VITNId blvd.
Participating individuals will
he Clarke Saunders. pianist;
Johnnie Cooties. reader: Priscilla
Mas•o Francois. vocalist: Alma
Morgan and Bethada Johnson,
dramatists.
Theresa Joiner, soprano will
sing and 3 scenes from the'•Bar-
retts Of Wimpole Street," will he
Pm rani and Mrs. Lois If. Ss in-
Sc
read by Blanch.. Skinner Evans
and Nelson Tanner.
Aurelia Gaithee, dramatist hill
be heard in twi, final works on
the program.
Ts o EMI, Crean e Theater nss
produced a numb( of drama'ic
skits and programs for the past
several years and SIT,. Lucus the
director in her own right is one
of Chicago's most msist accom-
plished personalites
VI of the ofirlicinante nn Ihls
pro "ram are well knowr, In th,ir




erenn A. Bettis. district man-
ager and Elijah Kilborn.
\East St. Louis, Ill., rendered a the Waverly hospital.program at Campbell Chapel and Mr. Charles Porter spent a fewMrs. Cora Deberry of Jackson days here with his grandmother. • • •Zion Temple.was the guest speaker at Bethle- St. Paul C. 51. E. Missionaryi hem Baptist church on Women's iso, Society er  met in the home of Mrs
in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Warlick
of Union City. Tenn., were visitors
over the week with relatives and .
friends.
The members of Home Baptist ,
church celebrated the 85th anni-
versary of the beginning of the,
church as a congregation. The
church began under a brush arbor
with only four members. The
church is presently located on Car-
son St., with a membership larger,
than any other church in Jackson.
The Re% . Grimes is the pastor
and has been for the past 35 sears.
The funeral of Mrs. Ida Taylor
was held Tuesday at e I e v e n
o'clock from Stevenson & Shaw
Funeral Home with the Rev. .1.
F. Odom officiating. Mrs. Taylor
died last Saturday at Jackson-
Madison County General hospital
where she had been a patient for
several days. She was a member
of Mother Liberty CME church
and at one time was a member
of the Senior choir. Her survivors
are a host of friends.
The funeral of Mrs. Maths- B.
Jones Morton, wife of Dr. William
Curtis Morton and daughter of Mn,
and alrs. Ike \V. Price of 455 S.
Market at., was held Wednesday
at 2 p. in from the First Baptist
church with the Res'. W. G. 'Perry
officiating. Stevenson and Shaw fu-
neral home was in charge. Inter-
ment was in Elmwood cemetery.
lire. Janie Fant of 234 Virginia
of , died at her home Sat.. Nov.
15. at 6 p. m after an illness
of almost five years. Ifer funeral
was held from New Hope Baptist
church of which she was a mem-
ber with the Rev. L R. Swinney
officiating. Mrs. Fent is survived
by sons and daughters and many
other relatives and friends.
• • •
Day. Carrie B. Moffiat.
Rev, Fred Lofton of Owens
Junior college in Memphis deliver-
ed the message at Greater Spring-
field on the Women's Day pro-
ga m.
Mrs. Jennie Price and Mrs.
K. Harris are on the sick list.
Also Sirs. Rosa Polk,
Mrs. Ida Wells and RubYe E.
Andrews have just returned from
a short vacation in Akron, Ohio,
after visiting her sister and hus-
band, Mr. and Mrs. Lemon Beas-
ley.
Mrs. Alfreda Lake motored to
Louisiana to take her mother and
to visit her sister, Mrs. Arlynne
Jones.
The Bolivar PTA had an enjoy-
able meeting when refreshments
were served and a shown.
, A buffet supper is planned for
the next meeting to be held on
the second Monday in December.
We are hoping s•oir will come and
purchase a plat to help us in our
efforts to purchase wings need-
ed for our new school.
Mrs. Lizzie Hammer and Mrs.
Rosie Itersses are visiting relatives
and friends in Chicago.
Mrs. Lizzie Harris has returned
home after spending three Wech,
in Kansas City visiting her Son.
M-Sgt. Albert W. Harris. She






Sirs. Ella al Price and Miss
('a brine' Perron spent Ihe week
, end in Memphis.
The Royal Jubilee Quartet of
Mrs. Matte Slays was the fais'
sictim of an auto accident on No,
6. The deceased was struck are:
killed instantly by an auto driven
'by William Hill Johnson. Funeral
service Was held at the Church
of Christ. She is survived by two
sons. Rav and Joe, four broth-
ers. John. Bus, Bobber and
Buu; two sisters. Mrs. 0°11 Mays
j and Mrs Genn Yarborough and a
I host of other relatives and
friends
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Gholston
are the proud parents of an g It.
4 oz, baby boy born Nov. 7, at
DAYTON MATRONS, who
joined ie making the opening
one of the highlights of the
Yvonne Ragin, "Miss Maroon
Tiger"; Miss Joyce Nelson,
"Miss Organized Veterans of
Morehouse"; Miss Judell Ebbs
"Miss Kappa"; Miss Jan-
ie Owens, "Miss M Club": and





Willie Congharn who passed
away is survived by his wife Ger-
trude, 11 children and many other
relatives and friends, his funeral
was held at Zion Spring church,
Egypt, Miss. Rev, James Parson
delivered the eulogy.
Mrs. Lee A. Gates is in Al-
bany, N. Y., visiting with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Dobbs before leaving for overseas
where she will join her husband.
The rally was a great success
at Eastern Star MBC. Res'. A. R.
Pearson, pastor.
Annie Williams is back at home




By CLEY W. JOINER
The Friendly Gates along with
the Heaven Bound Singers render-
ed a wonderful program at the
Sand Spring AME church the
third Sunday.
The Friendly Gates were recent
participants on a program held at
Vaughn Chapel.
The New Hops MB church had
regular monthly service last Sun-
day. Rev, W. L. Brown, pastor,
delivered the message.
Mr. and Mrs. Hivester Long-
ham and children from Memphis,
were recent visitors of her par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hines
and his parent' in Oxford.
Rev. P. L. Joiner from Buffa-
lo, N. Y., are here to spend a
few weeks with his father, George
and brother,.
Mrs. Daisy Ilenderson has re-
turned to her home in Little Rock
after a two week stay with re-
latives.
Mr. Johnnie Mitchell is a pa-
AB F, R OF, EN
By HENRY E. ('RUMP
The Aberdeen Bearcats were
defeated by Columbus at Colum-
social season, compliment T.
P. Harris, president of Chi.
rago Metropolitan Mutual As-
suraoce Co., on establishing
'bus. Mn, Walter G. Bates and his
Vine school band went with the
boys and beautifully performed on
the field.
We are sorry to learn of the ill-
ness of Mr. Dan Howard,
Mrs. Bessie Griffin is also on
the sick list. She is a patient in the
Monroe County Clinic. We pray
she will recover soon.
• • •
WAlIER VALLEY
BY C. A. HAWKLNS, Jr.
Rev. C. 0. Williams, pastor of
Miles Memorial and Oakgrove was
reappointed for 1958 and 1959 from
the East Mississippi conference.
Rev. C. A. Hawkins along with a
bus load visited the Shiloh Nation-
al Park in Tennessee while attend-
ing conference at Corinth.
The Supreme Lodge of the Be-
nevolence Sons and Daughters of
Charity was held at Lodge No.
e with Brother Esley Harvey as
supreme president. A program was
rendered that night in memorial
services for our departed mem-
bers with Mrs. Cora Woodard as
mistress of ceremonies. All of-
ficers were re-elected. Esley Har-
vey, Supreme President Labon
Gillard, site president; Mrs. E.
L. Stokes, Mrs. Edna Hawkins,
Mrs. L. E, Kirkwood, ('. A. Hawk-
ins, S. M. Morgan, A. B. Hawkins,
Cora Woodward, Emmett Avant,
Alcie Hawkins and T. F. Hawkins,
Mrs. C. E. Moore is reported
improving after undergoing a ma-
jor operation at the Water Valley
hospital.
Others on the sick list are Miss
Cora Cox and Mrs. Annie M. Moss.
Your columnist attended servic-
es at Love Chapel in Winora.
Rev. L. L. Love is pastor.
• • •
HOLLY SPRENGS
Sunday was the last Sunday for
Rev. W. C. Armstrong at Ander-
son Chapel before the conference.
Bishop A. W. Wormack was pre-
sent at Anderson Chapel Sunday.
the new Dayton branch. Left
to right: Mrs. Elijah Rilborn,
Mrs. Pegg s Coopet, clerk
cashier of the office, Harris,
Arkansas.)
BATESVILLE
By REV. M. WATKINS
Mr. and Mrs. Taft York attend.
ed AMIeN's homecoming last Sat-
urday with friends and former
school mates.
Mrs. Martha Parrott of Newport
visited her sister, Mrs. Mabel
Gibson.
Mr. Genipher Watkins has im-
proved.
The Usher Board met Sunday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. If. Emmond spent
Saturday here visiting her sisters,
Mrs. Toni Sherell and Mrs. John
Sherrell in West Batesville,
Mr. John Kandery is ill at his
home. Also Mr. Dee Shell.
Rev. and Mrs. F. S. Thomas
attended services at Jonesboro
Sunday.
Sirs, Irma MeGoulin is ill
her home.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. CV
attended services Sunday at West
Batesville,
Rev. Jessie Ford attended serv-
ices at Walnut Ridge where he
is pastor.
Mr. Liston Watkins of Little Rock
visited here last week on business.
Ile was guest in the home of his
cousin, Mrs. Julia alcAwin.
Rev. and Sirs. T. L. Thomp-
son of Newport went to Sidney
last Sunday evening where he
preached at his church there.
The Bible Band met Thursday
evening. Mrs. Keanster Kennard
is president.
The Missionary Society met Fri-
day evening at Bethel A. M. E.
church with president, Mrs. Callie
Harper presiding.
The KSD Club net Friday night.
• e •
WARREN
By MATTIE M. BURNE
Anniversaries and anniver -
men: every living hour of your
columnist has been filled with
thoughts of the 6th anniversary at
the most gracious pastor of the
St. John AME church in Warren.
Rev, J. T. Blackmon's anniversary
was celebrated by the members
last Sunday. Rev. Blackmon ex-
pressed many words of thanks for
the way the men and ss'omen hon-
ored him and his wife. The ser•
mon was delivered by Res', J. E.
alilion, pastor of Mt. Zion Baptist
church. The honorees received
many lovely gifts.
A party was given by Mrs.
Lillian Smith in her lovely home
in honor of her little daughter,
Lorone and the kindergarten class.
It was indeed a hula booping par-
ty. A record player furnished Ow
musk. Plenty good eats and
drinks were served. A good time
wag had by all,
vhe was a recent visitor o .
Mrs. Luther Darrough Co c'
Mrs. Roy Johnson.
Mrs. H. C. Arrount supervisor
of student teacher at ANI&N visit-
ed the Warren Elementary school.
She has two students under her
supervision.
Mr. Maurice Jones, teacher at
Lake Village spent some happy
and enjoyable hours here in the
city visiting his wife, Mrs. H. R.
Jones and daughter. Mrs. Jones
is employed in the .:lementary
school system and he is with the
Lake Village school system.
Sunday was the last day in this
conference year and the public
was invited to attend services at
the St. James AME church. Rev.
R. L. Lillie, pastor.
Mrs. Harriet Christian. an@
Sirs. June Dickens, both meal.
lee,























































































































JUNIOR CIVIC cull — On
Nov. 22, the teenagers of the
Walker Homes communitY got
together and formed a Walker
Junior Civic club (shown above
right). This club is to be an in-
tegral part of the Walker
Homes Civic club, taking much
more active interes, in t h e
promotion of recreation in the
community, helping to curb
- 
Dick Bass Paces
juvenile delinquency and to
comprehend the functions of
our country and ,ity gmern-
melt. Shown in the upper left
photo are the officers of the
deb, who are: Bettie Critter'.
NatiOillS Down The Lanes
College Grid Ball Carriers
den, president; Rosanna Quinn,
site-president; Doris Dennie,
recording secretary; Be‘erly
S hip p. correspondent sec.
retary ; Felton Earls, trees-
erer; Uncle Pestles. parlia-
mentarian; Ja/11PS ()Menden.
chaplain; Willie Jones, sgt.-at-
arms: Minnie Brownlee, di•
rector of publicity; Mary
Young. business manager; Rad
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Dick
Bass, College of the Pacific Calf-
back who wants to be a radio
broadcaster, can step to the mi-
crophole and announce that he's
major college football's most con-
sistent 1958 performer.
Latest N. C. A. A. figures show
Bass, an exception in a season
of consistently inconsistent per-
formances, pacing the nation's
ball carriers for the seven( It
straight week with 923 yards on
129 carries.
NEARS CLINCHER
The 89-pound junior just aloe:
Clinched the 1958 rushing title last
week by gaining 22$ ..ards in 28
tries against San Jose State. That ,
performance was the biggest
onergame haul he a major col-
lege runner in the last two years
While Bass has ruled rushing
statistics throughout the cant-
paign. four different players has e
been No. 1 in scoring and as mat...7y
have taken turns at the top in
Passing and total offense. The to-
tal offense department has been
wide open throughout the season
With a different on top each
week.
The T-forination quarterbacks
and single-wing tailbacks might
just as well start worrying about
Bass as a threat to their long-
tine monopoly of the total offense





ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Sony
Hemus, a fellow with a broad
grin and a firm chin, has emerg-
ed as a young man who will
use both as the rookie manager of'
the St. Louis Cardinals.
limits, fresh from a look-see ti
barnstorming tour of Japan with
his new employes, made it clear
to play, one more than the others
in the top 10, and he's averaged
ewe tow yore.; oce game than
any of the other total offense
leaders.
The major college individual
leaders:
-
at a luncheon meet in g that
there would he no half-condi.
honed athletes at the Cards' train-
ing camp.
"Doc :Middleman, club physi-
cian Dr. I. C. Middleman, and
trainer Bob Baumann know just,
about what each man should
weigh," IICM113 said, "and they'll'
send the players cherts in plentyj
of time for them to reach the rightl
This nime by ilemlIS Would
eliminateslow 1958 start
pitchers like Vinegar Bend Mizell,
who took several weeks to train
himself into shape to deliver his
lefthanded slants with his custom-
ary authority.
"Right now, Mizell. Broglio. I.ar-
ry Jackson and Sad Sam Jones
would be my four starting pitch-
ers," Ifemus said.
tose•••••••• ***** ***** ••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••
•••••• 
By EDGAR CHEATHAM
CAROL COLLINS WINS AGAEN
Carol Collins, one of Chi's better
women bowlers won the fifth an-
nual Ladies Handicap Singles
Tournament in Cleveland at the!
United Recreation Lanes. S h
toppled 599 sticks in the threel
games across six alleys and had
a gift of 73 for a grand prize win-
ning total of 674. Iler high game
Was 207. This adds to a long linel
Br first . for Carol which include
the much coveted Defender Din.
mood Sweepstakes. According to
our source of inforfation the next
Chicagoan was Ilenrietta Henry,
with a 555 scratch score and a
•;ift of 113 for a 618 series.,
That was good for sixth place.
Henrietta is the Treasurer of the!
C. B. S. and past President of the
Quee n PinLeague.
LEADS SAVOY CLASSIC
George "BEANS" Lindsey is
leading the Savoy singles with a
lowering 1058 in the scratch di-,
vision for five games while his
teammate, Harold DuFuchard has
a 1042 with 1102 when the handi-
cap Was added.
George has a 1114 when the pin
were added. Needless to say they
are members of the ''B sown
Bombers."
Beans coupled up with J. Wit-
*******4
bur Sims at the United Lanes in
the doubles and their combined
efforts were good enough for the
third spot with 922 for the five
gam route. Harold is still talk-
. ing about some crags! ole 268 game.
It seems as tho' he had eight in
: row and some one glued the
pins down on that next one.
Maurice Kilgore paired with
Fuchard in the doubles and got
the sixth place having howled'
over some 1895 pins. Speaking of
the Brown Flornhers, have you
seen those "uniforms'!" What the
better dressed howlers are now
wearing. The glm e on the back
of their whites is a very unique
Idea,
WINDY CITY TOSS-UP
The race is so tight that maybe'
the league should be called thej
tightwads or something of a sort.I
Enterprise is in front with a 20-'
to record followed te• ho crams
with 19-11, Similar* 19-11 C. M.'
M. A. C. a-12. The nest three all
have the same 17-13 record and
they are the Plungers, O'Keefe!
and the Pinhawks has a 236 for'
Individual honora.
For a while they thought the C.,
W. B. L. was Payton's place but:
the Whirlwind are around to show,
them a thing or two aad the 1101- 1
lywood team is tugging on their
at-hug as ads isors to the
group, Felton Earls III and J.
Gardner. Visiting parents in
the torniation meeting were
Mrs. Adair and Mrs. 'nipple.
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LeMoyne's Basketball
Squad May Be Tough
LeMoyne «Meg, st develop-
ing basketball squad will open thej
hoine season against 'rouge!. j
lege, of Tougaloo. Miss., in the C
ArthurBruce hall on Wednesday
night Dee. 3. The team's first test
of the season will come on the.
first night in 13er. uhen they meet
Lane college in Jackson. Tenn.
Season tickets for the 12 home
games are selling for seven dol-
lars, which is a •111 itlaS Of 53 '19
over single tickets. They may he
purchased in the college business
off ice.
Le5foyne takes on Fisk, Knox-
ville and Alabama A&M foreign
soil on Dec. 1 and 6, and then re-
turns to !Memphis for home games
against Jackson college. of Jack-
son, Miss , Dec. 13. and Rust
college of Holly Springs un Dec.
15.
MAY BE TOPS
skiits. It is Whirle net out on top,
d wood in show atid the
Vk all Pa ton's in the place spot 
an 
Fi
rest of the league breathing down
their necks. No, it is not a horse
race but there are some very at-
tractive "fillies" on the lanes.
• • •
MIXED TRAVELING LEAGUE
!title Pai•k, who relinquished
hint place last weeK, teuok the
high score honors from Garfield
and jumped back into the lap of
first place Temple. George 3in
son toppled 546-210 for the•
eager winners. Captain Birdie
Robins added James Brooks to
her 102111 10 aid the was moms bl
to break off that opening jinn*.
Teple toppe one to Madison &
leedzio costing them undisputed
possession of first place.
Th. Temple triplet of Robert'
151eFwing, George Hambrick and
John Ingram continued on a ram-
page. Robert opened time wedge
with a 581.201, George took the
hand off for a 620-232, and Jahn
went around the end for a 540.,
These triplets also look over the!
high individual series department.
New Ritz plucked Vest Side's'
balloon with a score of 3-0 and
left them in second place. Charles with a
Moore was high for the losers' Next week Madison & Kedzie
with a 522-200, white his oppon- Howling I.anes exterv.s the invl-
nent, Owen Washington, collected tation to the League. Garfield
502 for the winners. Consistent, will have its chance against West
shooting by the winners and goodjSide, Woorilaw•n have a crack at
learn spirit were the causes MAN, host, New Ritz will have its
Wet Side downfall. I hand full against the gladiators,
New Ritz second clean sweepi Temple, and Hyde Park feels Le-
in the last two weeks has moved goin is easy picking
Following the Christmas seam
Memphis cage tans will see Le-
Moyne pitted against such visitors
its Tuskegee. Dillard.. Xavier. Tal-
ladega, Knoxville Philander Smith
Lane, Alabama A&NI and Fisk.
Coach Jerry C. Johnson. Le-
MaYne's hard taskmaster of the
basketball court. is whipping into
shape a team that may corne up
with surprises for the SIAC Con-
ference
At the imminent Coach Johnson
knows that he has six dependable,
in Augustus Johnson, Niel% in Bai-
ley, Charles Gregory. Chester Col-
lins, Marvin Doggett and Jamee
Cleaves.
Additional depth will be found
in curter Mitchell, Sam Parks,
Robert Currie. Walter Harris, Cle-
ophus Hudson, Willie Ilereton. Ed-




ST. PALL Minn. - —
Effort. to "bring on Atkins" were
stepped up in Ille camp of St.
Paul welterweight Del Flanagan
who easily decisioned Gil Turner
In a "must" match here last
Thursday night.
The win WaS a must because
Flanagan had been told there Was
little chance of a title bout with
welterweight Virgil Aikins un-
them from last place to lie for
third with Woodlawn. Woodlawn,
with the return of their punch in
the arm, Elisabeth Ilenson, jump-
ed hack into the %% inning column.,
By taking the rubber game front
Legion enabled them to r_turn to
the running clessificatior. Chest-;
er Baker was high with a 526 for,
the win..N.F, while his oporment,
ItiNs Ikrii,1 \\ hipped irurner. that
was a little user a month a go,
• right after Flanag,an had dumped
ilkins in a non-title bout here.
I Turner, who appeared slug
gish, provided Flanagan with little
competition. In fact. the Philadel-
phia "Buzzsaw" looked more like
a small saw chewing at a log.
Flanagan met Turner's. swarm-
ing rushes beau -on and repeated-
ly drove him back with sharp
counters. Flanagan shook Turner
up with right to the heart in
the first round; landed a few
umuumre • .1 the I • d dur-
ing the nest three rounds; then
concentrated on a lethal left•right
combination to the head that left
Turner wobbling in the 9th round.
'the two judges and the referee
gave Flanagan every round ors
Lawrence Bryant over shot Min counts of 100-81; 100-87, and 100-
83.
Flanagan, ranked 6th, &veneer(
two previous losses to Turner, whe
is ranked 7th among the world's
welterweight fighters.
There were no knockdowns and
neither fighter suffered much ap-
parent physical damage. Flana-
gan weighed in at 150 1-8, and




THE TM-STATE DEFENDER r
Is Giving Away 22 BIG PRIZES In Its'
Exciting...
NEWSBOYS CONTEST
(The Prizes most wanted by newsboys as determined by a survey)
HERE THEY ARE: A Television Set, 2 Bicycles, 2 Wrist Watches, 2 Pairs
of Skates, 2 Fielder's Gloves, 3 Baseball Bats, 2 Footballs, 2 Bibles, 3 Base-
balls, A Table Tennis Set, A Money Changer, Swim Goggles, and other
valuable prizes.
CONTEST BEGAN October 23, 1958 and ENDS January 20, 1959. All prizes
will be awarded at a party held at the end of the contest.
All boys iiow selling newspapers for Tri-State Defender are eligible to en-
ter the contest.
HOW THE WINNERS WILL BE DETERMINED: Winners will be newsboys
having the HIGHEST AVERAGE INCREASE IN SALES of the Tri-State
Defender over their base. The Newsboy's base is the number of papers
sold the week ending October 11, 1958.
THE BASE FOR NEW CARRIERS will be 25 newspapers. Credits begin with
sales above the base of 25 newspape rs.
This contest is open to all Tri-State Defender newsboys in the Tri-State
area.
CONTEST RULES
1. Must sell papers each week.
1. Must submit list of new customers to field
supervisor or circulation manager each week.
3. Must pay for all papers sold previous week be-
fore getting more papers.
4. Order For Papers for coming week must be giv-
en field supervisor or circulation manager by
Saturday of each week.
5. Newsboys must have written consent of parent
or guardian to participate in this contest. Clip
coupon in this ad and have parent or guardian
fill. Then deliver it to Tri-State Defender of-







(Must be filled and delivered to Tri-State
Defender office 2365. Wellington,
Memphis, Tenn.)
I consent for my son 
to enter the Tri-State Defender Newsboy's







Sat., Nov. 29, 1958
Stork Stops
pore at John Gaston hospital:
Nov. 15, 3953
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Abraham Washington of 600
Gillis rd.
A daughter, Rita, to Mr, and
him Robert Rutledge of 1608
Miller.
A son. Janus. to Mr and Mrs.
Arius Goliday of 1640 Preston (r.)
I A daughter, Evelyn, to Mr. and
Nrs. William Gray of 839 loka.
! A daughter, Anita. to Mr. and
Mrs. Total Peyton of 1349 N. Wil-
lette.
A daughter, Darlene, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Smith of 620 Georgia.
Nov. 16, 1958
, A son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Rodgers of 2947 Alcorn.
A daughter, Patty, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Walker of 3645
Nancy rd.
I A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
!George Langston of 285 Jones.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cleveland Stevenson of 2516
Headrick (r).
$. Fourth.
, A daughter. Mary Ann. to Mr.
and Mrs. Ozias Stakes of 293 S.
Fourth.
, A son, Samuel, to Mr- and Mrs.
Samuel Purdy of 720 Neptune.
, A son, Timothy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Morgan of 05 W. Olive.
I A son, Leonard, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Sam Mills of 35 W. Raines.
, A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Ewing of 2270 Marble.
; A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Levon Taylor of 396 Abel-
; A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Johnson of 258 Beth-
el.
A daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel McDowell of 680
Georgia.
Nov. 17, 1958
A daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Faulkner of 3791
Boxtown rd.
A daughter, Tijuana, to Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Doggett of 355.5 Ro-
chester.
, A son, Manuel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sammy Richardson of 1623 S.
Main.
A son, Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Echols of 1445 Pillow.
A daughter, Marva, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Williams of 1532 Pope.
A daughter, Windi, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Cleaves of 949 Le.
Moyne.
A daughter. Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommie Davis of 520 Con-
cord-
i A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Joiner of 360 Mc-
Dowell,
Nov. 18, 1958
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Curry of 740 Farris.
A daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Craven of 2224 Clay-
ton.
A son, Clarence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Pollard of 405 Edith,
A son, Jerry, to Mr and Mrs.
Falls Harris of 457 King.
. A daughter. Precious, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Jones of 1403 N.
Stonewall.
A daughter, Alice, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Henley of 970 Lenow.
A son. Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Lott of 1149 N. Evergreen.
A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Gwynn of 4437
Hornlake.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Horton of 1205 Keel.
A son. Albert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Sly of 2.56 Vance.
A son, Donnie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Eason of 2439 Zanone.
Nov. 19. 1958
A daughter, Tina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Boatner of 3864 Hale.




Willie Tipton of 372 N. Dunlap.
A daughter, Sheila, to Mr.
and Mrs. Williem Johnson of 2735
Select,
A son, Vernon, to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Spencer of 2974 Cal-
vert.
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Wooten of 1402 Rob-
ert.
A daughter, Berlinda, to Mr.
and 31rs. Joe Richardson of 730
Galloway'
Nov. 20, 1958
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
, and Mrs. Frank Hicks of 305 Far-
ris.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lee J. Gregory of 1412
S. Main.
A son, Sammie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sammie Clemons of 767 Fleet.
A daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Hamlett of 1463
Valse-
A son, Bradford to alr. and Mrs.
Ellis Beeton of 694 East at.
A son, Ray, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Sims of 2567 Houck.
A son, Garrison, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Wilhite of ,24.4 Fire-
stone.
A son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Patrick of 5267 Holmes.
A son, Tyrone, to Mr. and
Mrs. Prophet Davidson of 932 Me-
dowel
Nov. 21, 1958
A son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Dean of 410 S. Lauderdale.
A daughter, Barbara, to 51r.
and Mrs. Wilford King of 1307 9.
Wellington.
A daughter, Sondra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan Prham of 160 W.
Holmes.
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Howard of 1642 Pennsyl-
vania.
A daughter, Gail, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Seymour of 3032
McAdoo.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Peterson of 1482 Jef-
ferson.
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Holloway of 8.57
Neptune.
A daughter, Gwynn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nize Frost of 3036 Sax.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
WITH OUR CLUBS
The Eureka and Social Club held
its Nov. meeting at the home of
Mrs. Lewis Stewart.
The president, Mrs. Victor Star-
lard presided at the business meet-
ing.
During the concluding social
hour refreshments were served
by the hostess.
The meeting adjourned to meet
with Mrs. Jimmie Lee Woods.
SEMPER FIDELIS CLUB
the beautiful home of Mrs. B. C.
Williams.
The president conducted the
business session. The program,
Thanksgiving, Then end Now, was
presented in the form of a panel
with Mrs. M. C. Jeffers who pre-
sented Mrs. Ernestine Whitlow
who spoke on Thanksgiving —
Then. Mrs, Roosevelt Edmonds,
Thanksgiving Now, Mrs. Willie
Smith who gave the summary.
The program was closed with
singing "Come Ye Thankful Peo-
ple, Come," and "Praise Him,
Praise Him."
Guest for the evening was Mrs.
Beulah Collins.
LINCOLN SCHOOL BOOSTERS
The Lincoln High School Boost-
ers club held their November
meeting at the Lincoln Home Eco-
business meeting. n





Afterwards a reception was given
for the Lincoln Facutly and the 
Stewart Elementary Faculty. As
the parents, teachers and friends
entered the cottage each were giv-
en numbers.
The refreshment table in the
dining room was centered with
an exquisite arrangement of
mums, which were given by Hen-
ey's Greenhouse.
Mrs. S. B. Banks and Mrs. R.
J. Christmas served the punch.
1HE BOOSTERS
The Lincoln High school Boost-
ers are giving an InternLtional Tea
Sunday. Nov. 30, 1958, at the Home
Economics cottage. Let us make
plans to attend. Mrs. J. E. Burk
s president and Prof. C. T.
Cobb, principal.
HERE AND THERE
Mr. and Mrs T. R. Delaney had
as their houseguests Mrs. Delan-
ey's cousin. Miss Mildred Smith
TIPS FROM A 'PRO' — Jean
Erdman, famous dancer and
choreographer, gave members
of the Fisk university dance





Funeral services for James
Plummer, a student at the Lau-
derdale High school, were held
here recently at the Mount Pleas-
ant Baptist church.
Miss Wanda Jean Brent is now
a member of the band at Lane
college. She was lovely in her uni-
form, and participated beautifully
with her horn at the annual Home-
coming game on Saturday before
last.
Mr. and Mrs. John Eisom are
the parents of a baby boy born re-
was held at the Oakview Baptist } , . , 
friends, 
 cold win.Thanksgiving t.., eKindergarten, 
 
Mrs. Frankie Garthell of Chicago,
is visiting relatives and 
o— guests th  and the mem- less coup and has set himself up
church, Sunday, Nov. 16, beginning ;corni g up the walk with the , hers of the board are grateful to at the head of a new government.sponsored by the National Society, at 2
Daughters of the American Rev-, p-..pe, an 
e spe ed th ak r was Mr. and Mrs. Lesile Carnes and cheery greetings.
'Coach Bond and all who partici- State department spokesman
Rev. P. J. Gooch. He was intro- Mrs. Effie Horton of end.}Nashville Thanksgiving Day! Church in pated.
The theme selected for the Rev. Gooch is the pastor of the Mrs. Carnes teaches in Clarke-Ithe different congregatione meet :sons came out to support the ef- may submit a formal requeet for
saniedwthagtovUem.Sm, 
governmentduced by Rev. Wynne. were in Trenton last wee the moring where members of all } In spite of the rain, some per- dienrsetoaindsWhtithee
contest, announced by M r 3 . Macedonia and Olivet B ap t i s t ville and Mr. Carnes teaches in
city of 
• for a union service. It is the one fort. Those who gave wieners for recognition shortly. U.S. officials
say it still is too early to make
der of the Eastern Star; S a u 1 I James and family of Jacksonville,1 The members of all the different Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Ellison, Mr. 
any conclusion as to the direction




thanks together. The Rev. Dan inson. The popcorn was donated by , or. 
us of theAll scripts must deal with some George Coe, of the National Lodger friends in Humboldt and Trenton. Chapel CME church here to give Lila Northcross. and Mrs. Isl. Rob- church. Rev. W. A. Owens is past.phase of the Constitution of the at Ripley, Tenn. Mr. and Mrs. Odell Buchanan
United States of America, and will and their very lovely baby daugh- Phinisee, pastor of Porter's Grove Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard, while cash' Rev. M. H. Burnett and mem-be judged on the basis of under- a a ter, Michelle, departed for De-
otic content, originality, and dram- Predicts,Dies 1 troit, Mich., after spending sev- McKinney, Mr. and Mrs. Troy La-I church worshiped at the St. Jamesstanding of the Constitution. patri- Baptist church will deliver the was contributed by Mrs. Dorothy 1 bers of the Lane Chapel C al 8:eral days. Mrs. Mary Allen has , Thanksgiving sermon.On this special day we recognize cey and Mrs. V. P. Pulliam. Mrs. Baptist church on Sunday after-atie and popular appeal. left to resume her leaching duties all the blessings of God and His Olga Baskerville donated the sacks noon recently.
and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Moore ac-
companied by Mrs. Horace Fur-
tell and Mrs. B. C. Williams, were
Sunday visitors in Walnut, Miss.
• • •
Mrs. J. W. West has returned
from Kansas City, Mo., where
she visited with Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Shelton and family. Mrs.
Shelton is Mrs. West's grand-
daughter. While in Kansas City
many courtesies were shown to
Mrs. West by former Forre.st
Citians, and also her former stu-
dents.
James W. Clark has been a pa-
tient at the Forrest Memorial
hospital.
The Stewart Elementary P. T. A
will meet next Wednesday
in Room 16. Mrs. Mettle Crutcher,
president and airs. A. P. Suggs,
principal.
Get Well Wishes go to both our
shut-ins, Mrs. Clarence Smith and
Mrs- Frenchie Gorden who are
patients of the Forrest Memorial
hospital.
Contest Open
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A na-
tional radio and television script
contest, open to undergraduates of
any accredited college or .univer-
sity in the United States, will be
her two-day recital-visit on the
Nashville campus last week.
Seen receiving instructions
from Miss Erdman, far right,
are, from left' Misses Aronet-
are, from left, Misses Aronet-
Gayle Gibson, of Cleveland.
Seated on the floor watching




West Tennessee Education Cong-
ress and Homecoming for Lane
college coincided Nov. 13-15, ill
the Hub City, Jackson, Tenn.,
where sweethearts old and young
were on parade with styles most
in vogue. Your Ti -City teachers
were there to be counted with
the rest.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Farmer
are the proud parents of a 10
lb. boy. Both mother and son! and Elizabeth Holland.
Church announcements include a
are doing nicely.
There were two funerals for the Junior Fashion show at the Dyer
Tr -cities this week. At Friend- Elementary school sponsored by
ship Grove Baptist church the' the CME Board of Christian Edu-
funeral for the late Mrs. Sallie cation, and a.Pastor's Anniversary rue Norment, and your scribe
House Davis was conducted by celebration given by the members Barbara Atkins.
of Fairview Baptist church that Let's salmi, this fine class.the Rev. Leroy Clark, a former
pastor, who now resides in Car- terminates on the fifth Sunday
uthersville, ItIo- The Rev. William
Fowlkes, moderator of the Walter-
Hopewell Presbytery, and pastor
cently. of the Colvis Chapel C. P. church.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, pastor Dyer, gave the eulogy of the late
of the Collins Chapel CME church Mr. Roy Carnes, who was mar-
in Memphis, was the guest speak- ried to the former Miss Lottie
er on television's Morning Medita- Crenshaw, on Wednesday at the
lion on last Wednesday morning Jemima's Chapel C. P. church.
at 6:45 a.m. His sons Messrs. Albert and Sims
The husband of Mrs. Geneva co- Carnes of Chicago were here for
hill was dismissed from John Gas- the funeral. Mrs. Sims Carnes
ton hospital in Memphis several
was a former carpenter in this
days ago, and is back home with
area and helped to build many ofhis family, the early houses.
Mrs. Flossie Hightower w o n Our visitors this week includefirst prize for making the most at- the former Mrs. Amanda Exumtractive hat out of a paper plate
To
 
Under grads at the Harvest Festival presentedby the Christian Youth Fellowship
at Miles Chapel last Sunday, and
the second prize was won by Mrs.
Luberta Wilson.
Judges for the contest were Levi
Moore, Herd Hightower and Mrs.
Ann Wheeler.
Cornerstone dedication service
Randall received many of their
friends Sunday from the Mt. Zion
Community. Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Waller of Nashville were
SPORTS SEMON
in this month. The first basketball game of the
NELSON F. BROWN, 24, became
the fourth lawyer in his family
when he was sworn In at the Su-
preme Court in Springfield, Illi-
nois, Thursday, Nov. 20. Young
Brown, the son of Sydney F.
Brown, a distinguished lawyer, le
a recent graduate of Loyola t ni•
versity Law Scheel. He will be-
come an associate of the I a w
firm of Brown, Brown. Cyrus and
Greene, thereby joining his fa-
 ther and two uncles in the prac-
tire of law. The new lawyer is •
"For the homes that with purest A large number of toys were
given the school by Miss Lila graduate of Howard University and.affection are blest; is a director of the Illinois Federal
For the season of plenty, and Northeross, and added handsome-
of Memphis, and some friends, well deserved 
rest; Savings and Loan 
Association.ly to those already being used by
visiting her daughter, Miss Bertha For 
our country extending from :the youngsters.
Mae Wilks. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde sea to sea, ;BASKETBALL GAMEThe land that is known as the! A tidy little sum was made from
'Land of the Free the basketball game at which two
Thanksgiving! Thanksgiving!" 
—Items, one a professional of which
, Coach Bond is a member, and an-Anonymous.Thnk siv n 
g! How much the 'other from Lane college, got to-guests of her parents, Mr. and very 
word says! Thanksgiving 
—,gether for the occasion.Mrs. W. L. Burnett, Sr., this week. you can feel the frosty air and the The proceeds from the tilt went
New Sudan Government •
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
United States is studying the ques-
tion of granting recognition to the
new government of Sudan.
Lt. Gen. Ibrahim Abboud. Su-
danese army commander in chief,
seized power Monday in a blood.
George C. Estill, National chair- churches. Remarks were made by,
man, Radio and Television corn- Mrs. Eva Rawls, worthy matron
mittee, National Society, Daugh- of Fair Lily Chapter No. 35, Or-
ters of the American Revolution,
e Nashul e. fr 0 t s day of the year that they do this, the eoncessions were Mr. and Mrs.
Buchanan of Chicago, is visiting!!Fitting it is that they give thanks Champion, Mesdames Louise
relatives and friends. Mr. Vernon,t ether House,M tti J r o Li z'
home. The guest of honor w a s
Mrs. Evelyn Buchanan of Detroit.
Name that Tune was played and
Jerry Wynn, Johnetta Jamison
and Viola Willis attended the
Homecoming Football game of






STUDENT OF THE WEEK
Miss Shirley Neal, 17-year-old
senior and the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hunter Neal, of Somerville,
has been selected as the student
of the week.
She is a member of the Alex-
ander Baptist church. At school
she is a member of the N. H. A.,
the glee club, and the 12-B Home
Economies class.
Miss Neal plans to attend Ohio
business education, and then be-
gin work as a stenographer.
Her hobbies are reading, play-
ing basketball and dancing.
Hats off to Miss Shirley N.A.
SENIOR NEWS
The senior class of FCT is what's
happening around the campus
these days.The officers were re-
cently elected, and they are James
Futtrel, president; Walter D in,
vice president; Ruth Brooks, sec-
retary; Barbara Atkins, assistant
secretary; Alfred Patterson, trea-
surer; Janice Brewer, chaplain;
Maggie Thompson, parliamentar-
ian; Nelson Bonds, reporter; Earl
Phillips, sergeant-at-arms. Class
advisors are Mr. Carpenter, Mrs.
McFerrin, Mr. Wiley and lii
Yancy.
Members of the senior class
Among the members of the girls'
squad are Lorice Brewer, Mary
Donaldson, Ada Shields, Areatha
Jones, Dorothy Hurt and Juanita
Brewer.
Some of the boys expected to
star on the boys' team are John
Springfield, Elmo Thomas, Mose
Williams and Herman Johnson.
Good luck to you ifornettes and
Hornets of the 1958-59 year. May
your season be a good one.
JUNIOR NEWS
The junior class of FCT is one
of the top organizations on the
campus. Its advisors are Mr. Tur-
ner, Mr. Walker, Miss Morel and
Mrs. Jones.
Top juniors among the girls this
week are Delois Cartyright, Mary.
Thorpe, Carneila Powell, Willie
P. Holloway, Mary Thurman, Bes-
sie Malone, Lorice Brewer, Wilma
Hall, Mamie Clark and Lucille
Walls.
High-ranking junior men are
Davy Grimes, Clyde Albright, Wil-
liam Durham. William Ford and
John Springfield.
Be seeing you next week.
holding top positions in other clubs .
are Hardin Franklin, president
of the N.F.A.; Lorayne Morrow, s,e„
treasurer of N.H.A.: James Fut-
trel, a member of the band; and
a treasure hunt was enjoyed your scribe, who is vice presi-
by all. Winners of prizes were, dent of the N.H.A. and a drum
Messdames Carrie Ball, Carrie majorette.
Harris and the guest of honor was An interesting chapel prograe
presented a gift by the hostesses, was presented recently by it
Those enjoying the affair were senior class on the theme, "Pie
Ellington, Virginia O'Daniel, Addie paring for College."
Mae Gentry, Geraldine Williams Members of the class who part:
cipated in the program were
James Futtrel, Janice Brewe
everywhere. Four sets of play
Maggie Thompson, Evon Kee, "
la Robinson, Annie Brown, Jobe
season will played in our gymna-
sium on Dec. 3, and the coaches
are Mr. Carpenter and Mr. Pear-
son.
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
at Covington and Miss Vivian Smith goodness to mankind everywhere; for the corn. !has gone to her school work ill a day to give thanks for bountiful. Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard present-
Woodstock. golden harvests, for peace and ed the kindergarten some lovely
New teachers for the county are prosperity; for general welfare, a workbooks. She is a member of the
Mrs. Roosevelt Elam who is work- day of prayer and rejoicing. After board. The senior Mr. Moody takeslag at Thomas Grove and Mr. 
church comes the traditional din- time out each week to give the
Melvin Taylor who is working ner — cranberry sauce and golden building a thorough clearing. He is
at Phillip school.
M . Henry -le Hughes'11 d 




part for the U. S. Army on Dec. The Thursday Sewing club met Men's Day was observed at
Ill., where she visited with friends All accredited colleges and nal. and as the day drew close he he- I a*I The shut-ins are Mesdames Bea-
Miss 
in the home of Mrs. Lou Ella the Morning Star Baptist church
versities are being circularized cilW gan making a round of farewells. j Thompson recently, and all of the recently with Rev, W. L. Varnado,
sic O'Daniel. Lue Featherston,Edna Mae Purifov has re-1 the conditions of the contest. Clos-1 The family gathered in his home me enjoyed the hospitality of Memphis as the guest speaker.1i.nbers
turned from Chicago, Ifl., where! ing date for all entries in the con. to observe the 76th birthday hut ; Messrs. Tom Moore. Will Mul-
!ling and the sick are Little Eric 
of dhe hostess after making plans Music for the occasion was provid-
she had an extended visit with' test is January 15, 1959. 
i
Francisco went to bed instead. He
Burnette, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
to help the City Federation of
, her sister. Mrs. C. E. Williams Scripts must be submitted to, died, apparently from heart fail- Clubs. More will be mentioned
 -- the State Chairman. Radio and, ore- Burnette.Mrs. Wallace Burnette and Lit- 
about
 that 
project in the near
Lie Wallace Lee Jennings. son of ayI 
future.' Television committee, National
Society. Daughter of the Ameril
can Revolution. in the state in 
Child Problem Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jennings of cit rs. Lola M. Copeland left theon Sunday morning to join
which the contestant attends col. SEOUL, Korea — trUP11 — Seoul I 
the hospital. 
Both babies are in, her husband, Pfc. Billy Copeland
lege or university. The scripts en- police asked parents today to af-
ha Psi's from this. who.Kappa Alp 
is stationed in Cleveland,
tered in each state will be judgedl fix a name and address to each
script's from each stale will then officers
are now spending alto- the home of Mr and Mrs. E. D.
meeting in Alamo last week at} 
Ohio.
E. M. Donald, Mr. andarea that attended the regular!by, state judges The winningl!child under school age. Police said
be sent on to the Washington head ,
R. L. Rad. 
Mrs. Sammie Donald. and Mr. and
nether too much time searching . Brown were Brothers 
Mrs. Dorrington Reid motored to
quarters of the D.A.R. for finall
ford, Willie Burnette. jr.. Nathan- 
Chicago recently to be present at
judging by a panel of three na.}1 for lost children and returning '
tional judges. ; tel Penn, 0. W. Bough and J. T. 
the marriage of Rev. and Mrs.
!those they find. Donald's aephew, Veron Smith.
 'Seat. The wives of the Brothers 
. 
.y.Donald performed the cere-
went along to attend the meeting eiReL
Memphis favorite for of the Silhouettes.
9 straight years .... heavy schedule recently by attend- ' pital in Memphis is home now and
surgery at the Kennedy VA box-
Howard Nesbit, who underwent
Your scribe has carried quite a
inn a recent meeting of the Sig- &one fine.
ma Gamma Rho's in Jackson with Mrs. Rosetta Pettigrew on
Mrs. Fannie Dobbins, attending Twelfth ave. underwent surgery at
the Tennessee Council of Church- St. Mary's hospital. She is resting
es Session that net in Nashville well at this writing. She is the
Thursday, Nov. 20. along with oth-, wife of Lonnie Pettigrew,
en varied meetings and activities. The Gillispie Kindergarten is he-'
For that reason you are contin- ing benefited through the genero-
uously asked to send your news shy of friends and well - wishers
In. blocks
Mrs. La Pearl Burns and Your J. 
w
BMartin, 
et ren. sirn 
of St. 
bytenLouis.  p 
Mo.,
scribe entertained with a Get-Ae- through our friend and board
quainter! Tea Sunday afternoon member. Miss Maid" Northerose.
from five All seven in the Burn's she also gave toys herself. 
,
of West Memphis, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert alunn
Memphis are the proud parents of!
a daughter born at the Forrest
Memorial hospital.
Welcoming the new arrival is
her baby brother.
Mrs. Elna P. Shannon of Madi-










Tb• st•ti..., is A  the r••••• r•
Scripts submitted in either
vision of the contest must not ex- /6 Birthdayceed nine and one half minutes
performance time, and must not
call for more than two performers.
Full details of the contest and
entry blanks are available from
the Radio and Television Commit-
tee, National Society, Daughters1
of the American Revolution. 17761
D street NAV., Washington, D. C.
FARO, Portugal — (11P11 —
Francisco Antonin predicted he!
would die 'on his 76th birthday, but
friends scoffed beeeuse he was in
apparent good health.
Wife and relatives could not stir Ihim from his dvp-rooted feeling, !
DARK EYES VODKA
11116 oral PROW 5151111111r11011100% AMAIN NfUTRAISPIRITS • PROT/OCT or as A • MAR SPRINGMilli 15C CO lolpro, TR MIMS I KAM PISTILLI%Co. CUAINOMI, salutes.
TOOTHACHE
Safe relief is 20 woods. Se effec-
tive and mile it's recommended by
Parents' Magetine for teetbieg
pains. Also excellent for dieter§ irri-





In Van Buren, Arkansas, a 15-year-old white girl spoke
out courageously against the segregationists. In Virginia,
high school seniors petitioned Governor Almond for
integrated schools. All through the South various groups of
high school kids are defying the criticism of their friends
and the traditions of their ancestors to take a stand
ageing closed schools. What impact have the white
teenagers had? Read, in their own words, in the new
issue of LOOK Magazine, why they're taking this coura





































































































































































H. B. C. Dots
And Dashes
By G. PERKINS
Henderson Business College pre-
sented it's annual Coronation Ball,
Thursday night. November 13, with
the crowning of "Miss Henderson"
for 1958.1959
Miss Ann Blackmon, "Miss Hen-
derson" for 1958-1959, WAS pre-
sented and crowned by Miss Jose-
phine Jones, the former "Miss
Henderson" of 1957-1958. "Miss
Henderson" was dressed in a
beautiful white satin gown and
escorted by Mr. William Crutcher
Her alternates were: Miss Fannie
Tisdale, escorted by Mr. Orzelle
Mason and Miss Kula Boyland,
escorted by Mr. Waymon Travis.
After "Miss Henderson" was
crowned, she was escorted from
the stage and then joined by her
attendants in leading the first
dance.
The scenery was set for a _:ala
Harvest Festival. The club Was
beautifully decorated with leaves
of Fall colors, sprayed with silver
tinsel which was suspended from
the ceiling. In the center was a
beautiful gold moon surrounded by
silver stars twinkling in the back.
ground. The arch dominating the
stage was covered with pink and
white carnations.
The planning was supervised by
Mrs. Jean Gihnore and Mrs. Annie
Able, the advisers of the frerman
and senior classes.
Plans are being made for a
Thankseiv Inc program to he held
In the school auditorium, Novem-
ber 26, 1958.
Miss Irene J. Gleedcn, sec.,
Henderson Business college, has
just returned from St. Louis, Mo.,
where she attended the Annual
Convention of the National Associ-
ation and Council of Business
Schools. Mr. H. 0. Balls, Nashville
Business college, presiding.
This convention convened at the
Coronado hotel. The Convention
theme was, "The Hour Of Deci-
sion." More than 425 attended the
Convention. It was wonderful. Miss
Gleeden brought home many new
ideas. Many of which she hopes
to nut into nractice on the second
of Dec. the beginning of the Winter
quarter. She plans to attend the
meeting of Tenn. Business colleges
in the early part of Dec.
NACBS is the National organi-
zation representing the top 450 in-
dependent business colleges of the
country.
Lake Superior is 21 feet higher
than Lakes Huron and Michigan.
About 27,000 Americans become
blind during an average year.
, An average adult has half an








Banks, members of this associa-
tion, will not b• open for the











760 Union - JA 7-2631
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - JA 7-2631
2263 Park Ave. - FA 3-8307
Open Nights Free Parking
Nomimmor
tral State college President, Dr.
Charles H. Wesley, has expressed
the belief that the 1959 celebra-
tion of Negro History Week will
be more extensive than in any pre-
vious year of its 32 year history.
Dr. Wesley, who is the na-
tional chairman of Negro History
Week, and president of the As-
sociation for the Study of Negro
Life and History expressed this
viewpoint at the 43rd annual meet-
ing of the ASNLH, which was held
at Virginia Union University,
Richmond, Va., Nov. 7-9, 1966.
Speaking at the meeting, Dr.
Wesley stated:
"This observance will be the
most widely celebrated in our his-
tory, and will be observed in both
integrated and separate schools,
colleges and churc' 3. All people
are now not only more interest-
ed, but are seeking the facts and
rejecting myths and falsehoods.
SEEK TRUTH
"They want to know the truth
about minorities because it is bas-
ic to understanding and to the ob-
servance of laws as well' as ac-
ceptance of court decisions which
have opened the way. However,
education and understanding bas-
ed upon the American Creed can
close the gap created by the
needs of immediate readjustment
of community relations."
He annoaneed that Negro His-
tory Week will be observed Feb-
ruary 7-14, 1959.
The Session was opened with a
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being aw.iy and at lad she i
s
hack to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
von lost faith In your husband. wife or 
sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Aro you discouraged? If any of these are Your
Orobleme, coma let MADAM BELL advise you at 
once. She
will read life to you lust as she would read an 
op., book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway II South, just over Mississippi State
tAne, on the way to Hernando Her home Is 7 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel Re sere
to look tor the RED BRICK HOusig and you'll find her there
at all times She never had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State (Ana and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY SE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m. to it p.m.
ReatlI,SII flatly Open on Sundays
I don't make any horne calls or answer any letters. Be 
sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
GETS FIRST STRIPE-Rob-
ert E. Mathews, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Mathews, of
1633 Ash st., Memphis, was
recently promoted to the rank
of private first class in the
Marine corps during a reit.
- -
MUSING: Emotional Cycpe (con-
cluded I If you will watch for your
high and low periods, you will
discover that at low tide y --
come more critical and irritable
than at other periods, and you find
that sometimes you do not want
to be bothered with even talking
to people.
When you become aware of this,
plan .'our schedule so that during
your depressed moments you can
work by yourself. Also avoid tak-
ing on any job which would re•
quire an unusual amount of self-
confidence
As soon as the needle points to
the high side, get yourself in-
to circulation.
Dear Carlotta:
My husband and I are making
plans to observe our twenty-fifth
wedding anniversary with an open
house celebration. Since we would
not like to place our friends under
the slightest bit of obligation to Is,
do you think that it would be wise
for me to put the notation, "no
gifts," on our invitations? I would




Parris I la d S C
enlisting in July, 1956,
was graduated from Ma-
  High school. He is ,
shown receiving the presenta.
lion from his commanding of-
ficer, Capt. D. H. Wagner.
embress them. S. 'I%
It certainly would not be correct
for you to ask your friends not to
bring you prese&s on your silver
anniversary. In‘ct it would be
like saying, "My birthday is/to-
morrow. Come over, but don't
bring me a present."
The best way to get around the
dilemma is to just invite them
over for an open house, and leave
out any reference to the anniver-
sary. Your guests might surmise
that it is your anniversary, but
at least you would not he guilty
of having put it down in black
and white.
Perhaps you can connive with
one or two of your closest friends,
telling them that you do not want
anyone to bring gifts, and they
might be good enough to nass the
word :long The word will prob-
bly get around anyway, no don't
be alarmed if some send or bring
gifts.
That is the only way to avoid
coming out and just saying that
you don't want any gifts, for if you
state it out you would imply that
you were expecting something.
Annual Event
Set For Feb. 7
WILBERFORCE, Ohio - Cen- scholarly presentation by Dr. Fran-
cis B. Simpkins, past president of
the Southern Historical Associa-
tion, who dealt with the "Task of
Negro History."
Other papers given on the first
day were "Economic Considera-
tion of Federal Legislation f o r
Negro Colonization 1882-1884" by
Dr. T. L. Spraggins, Virginia Un-
ion. University, Richmond, Va.;
Dr. Harold T. Pinckett of t h e
Federal Archives, Washington, D.
C., presented "New Sources of
Research In Negro History,"
Dr. Albert N. D. Brooks, secre-
tary-treasurer. ASNLIi, Washing-
ton, D. C., made a presenta-
tion of "Negro History Club; „and
Negro History Week:" Dr. F. A.
Logan. A and T College, Greens-
boro, North Carolina, gave result
of a research in "Forty Years of
the Journal of Negro History: An
Appraisal."
DR. CLINCHY
On the second day, Dr. Clin.
chy, of the President's Commit-
tee on Government Employment
Policy, told the Association that
the federal government has been
successfully combating racial dis-
crimination in the hiring of Ne-
groes by individuals and compan-
ies for governmental contracts
during the past 18 years.
He also observed that commit-
tees similar to the White House
Committee had been organized in
several states.
The second day's session in-
cluded lecture results from re-
searches on "The Sudan: Prom-
ise on the Nile" by Dr. Alonzo T.
Tephers, chairman of the Depart-
ment of History, Tennessee A and
I State university; "A United Ni-
geria Or Many Nigerias" by Mrs.
Wilhelmenia S. Robinson, Central
State college, and "The Dilemma
of the White Settler in Africa" by
Dr. W. 0. Brown of the African
Research and Studies Program of
Boston university.
Additional papers presented
were: "Negro Militancy in the
North 1840-1860" by Dr. H. H. Bell,
Texas Southern university; Dr.
Floyd W. Crawford, Norfolk Di-
vision, Virginia State college gave
his research on "Ida B. Wits,
Her Anti-Lynching Crusades in
Britian and Repercussions from







autorn•tie with 111.1r-OfItetillf clip Just 4"
Inns nu easily Into pocket or nurse
ideal fur sporting events, otime use not
available to Calif. residents, Pureh .....
must be Is or over Comes for 56 95 put
from Neel Values, Dept. 0442, 402
Market It, Newark, New J•1147.
Humidified hems Are
Heo;thier To Live III
Amiost 50,000 Americans died
las' year from such respiratory
!diseases as influenza, whooping
tough. and bronchitis, and there
is very strong evidence to suggest
that people living in homes with-
out proper humidity are more sub-
ject to the diseases than those in
homes with the proper humidity
level.
According to a chart prepared
by the U. S. Public Health Serv-
ice, it is during periods of lowest
relative humidity that respiratory
diseases are five times greater
than in periods of proper humidi-
ty.
Recent medical reports show
that properly humidified air ac-
tually kills bacteria spread by
coughs and sneezes. This occurs
because properly humidified a i r
concentrates the salt content in
the saliva Into an antiseptic so-
'ohm} which remains in contact4
with the germs long enough to
kill them before evaporation
It is estimated that more than
10 million homes in America are
without proper humidity, and in
winter are often dryer than the
Sahara desert in summer!
IBEITER HEAT
With the proper humidity it
costs less to heat a house, and
the body heat does not evaporate
as quiciy as during other times.
Thus you feel warmer even though
the temperature is the same as
in a house which is too dry.
Obtaining the proper humidity
is very easy. Simply have a hear-
ing contractor install a furnace
humidifier. and models are avail-
able for steam and hot water heat-
ing systems. The average one
costs about $40, and the heating
system does not have to be turned
off.
The funeral of Mrs. Hanle Mor-
rison Meeks, formerly of Proctor,
Ark., daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Hanson Morrison, Was
held Sunday, Nov. 16, at the Lake
Grove Baptist church. Mrs. Meeks
was a former faithful member
of the Lake Grove Baptist church,
after taking residence in St. Louis,
Mo. She was also a member of the
singing chorus at the Bethlehem
Baptist church where Rev. Cico-
phia Roberson pastors. Mrs. Meeks
came here on business and Won
taken sick and passed on Nov. 7.
She leaves a husband, Rev. Ear-
nest Meeks, of St. Louis; children,
Vivian 10dward and H. A. John-
son, of St. Louis; grandchildren,
Mircheal, Murphy and Mury Ed-
ward, of St. Louis; grandmother,
Mrs. Florence Tucker, of Marian-
na, Ark.; sister, Mrs. Florence
Williams, of Proctor, Ark., and,,
Mrs. Theola Watson, of St. Louis;
children-in-laws, Jimmie Edward
and Mrs. Geneua Johnson, of St.
Louis; and other relatives a n d
friends. Rev. Roberson officiated,
with her former pastor, Rev.
Fall, of Proctor, assisting. Inter-
ment was at Lake Grove ceme-
tery, West Memphis was in
charge.
The mother board of the New
St. Paul MB church sponsored a
turkey dinner recently at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. James Carr,
125 S. 12th At. The total amount
T It a holiday season is here
again - that time of the year
yvhich sends homemakers search-
ing through their recipe files for
appropriate foods to suit the sea-
son. If you are planning a spec-
ial luncheon for which you wish
a simple, yet festive menu, this
molded Christmas Fruit Salad will
be an ideal choice for the entree,
It can be made ahead of time -
a moat important consideration
for party planning. And the layers
of clear green and creamy white,
with the molded-in gasland of
green pepper "holly" and red
cherries will make an attractive
center of interest for your table.
This salad -mold is well suited
to the place of honor in your
menu, for the milk and cheese
which form its creamy base pro-
vide enough protein to make a
substantial main dish. The addi-
tion of fruit also increases its food
value. Ciisp hot rolls and butter,
a tray of assorted relishes, milk
to drink and a festive dessert







Prepare gelatine according to di-
rections on package. Pour a thin
layer into 9 or 10 inch ring mold
Chill until set. Decorate gelatin,
in mold with a garland of mar,
schinn cherries and holly leave -
cut out out of green peppers. Add
a thin layer of gelatine; chill unt, ,
set to hold garland in place. Ad :











WHIRl Milli uttI YOU
OPT
SFP.iCI
gathered in was $89. Rev. J. W.
Fairman is the pastor, Mrs. Lizzie
James, president of the hoard
Mrs. Pammie Lacy, of 533 S.
16th st., a member of the New St.
Paul MB church and a Red Cross
usher, has returned home from
the Crittenden Memorial hospital.
She is convalescing.
Elder and has. Lazell Rodgers,
of 2959 liail st . Memphis, are the
proud parents of a baby girl nam-
ed Donith Lave!! Rodgers. The
little tyke weighs seven pounds,
five ounces, and is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Elosia Rodgers,
of S. 11th at., West Memphis,
Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Osby, of
226 S. 12th at., were the week
end guests of Mr. Osby's hrotherl
and sister, Von Osby and Miss
Ethel Osby, of Holly Springs,
Miss.
Appreciation day services were
held for Mrs. Elosia Rodgers, of
S. 11th st., at the Church of God
in Christ, S. 15th at. Appearing
on the program were Lamer
Church of God in Christ, Marion
Church of God In Christ, Shellville
Church of God in Christ and Craw-
forciville Church of God in Christ.'
Mrs. Rodgers is the widow of i
the late Elder W. L. Rodgers, who
was the superintendent of district
number four.
The services were held Wednes-
day, Nov. 1923.. 
One teaspoon salt
Two cups hot milk
One • fourth cup mayonnaise
One cup diced apples
One cup orange sections
One cup diced canned pine-
apple
One clip cottage cheese
Chicory
Combine sugar, gelatine and salt
Gradually add hot milk, stirring
until gelatine is dissolved. Cool.
Add cottage cheese and mayon-
naise. Mix well. Add apples, or-
ange sections and pineapple. Care-
fully spoon mixture over the
molded lime layer. Chill until
firm. Unmold on plate, fill center
with chicory. Garnish edge of
plate with holly. Serve with extra
mayonnaise, salad dressing or





column of the year! There are a
great number of things that are
etaoinshrciluemfwypvbgkjx,. "
happening on the campus of the
big "61." May 1 share them with
you?
TAYLOR WINS
The election of the vice presi-
dent of the Student Council was
held Thursday, Nov. 20. in t It e
school's library. The form used in
the election was the electoral col-
lege which was composed of two
electors from each of the home-
rooms grades 7.12.
The candidates In the race were
Ernest Withers, a member of the
11-7 homeroom, Benjamin Lanier,
a member of the 11-6 homeroom
and Clinton Taylor, a mem-
ber of the 11-A homeroom. These
candidates campaigned very hard
to acquire this office.
After the ballots were counted,
the results were as follows: Clin-
ton Taylor - 68 votes, Ernest
Withers • 29 and Benjamin Lanier-
3. The winner of the election was
Clinton Taylor,
OLE TIMER'S PROGRAM
Clinton, a member of the 11-A
homeroom with Mrs. J. R. Turner
instructor is quite aggressive. He
is vice-president of the Junior
class and is first string defensive
halfback and second string of-
fensive halfback. He is quite pop-
ular around the big "M" in both
curricular and extra-curricular ac-
tivities. So hats off to the new
vice-president of the Student Coun-
cil, Mr. Clinton Taylor.
The famed Ole Timer's club of
Manassas High school is present-
Tickets Going
For Follies
Tickets are moving fast for the
"Alumni Follies,' an extravagan-
za of 50 talented Memphians,
which will he presented on Sunday
evening, Dec- 7, by the Memphis
chapter of the LeMoyne College
Alumni Association on the campus
in Bruce Hall.
Several city school teachers are
in the race for the title of "Alum-
ni Queen", and she will he select-
ed and crowned during the follies.
Sirs. Ann Lawrence Hall is the
chapter president. Directing the
follies are Prof. Reginald A. Mor-
ris, of LeMoyne: and Mn. Jewel
Speight. Mrs. Wilhelmien Locker&
of LeMoyne, is the chairman of
the ticket sales.
Squash Campbell's orchestra will
provide the music for the gala oc-
casion.
FINE PAINT7
House Paint  $7.35
Rubber Bose  515
Floor Enarri•I  5.105
• Distinctive Wallpaper •
H. A. CARROLL & CO.
Paint Needguertere Sone• 187 1
Herbert Streuti Walter Stmell
334 GAYOSO at WELLINGTON
Ph JA 3-1626
1263 N. HOLLYWOOD at CHIELSIA
Ph, FA 7-3201
'SIBYI.' AT WORK Bell
Telephone laboratory engin-
eers R. R. Riesz, left, and H.
D. Irwin are seen here dls-
, cuss1ng data ibbtained by the
operator of "Sibyl," the me.
(tanked oracle which may
- -
help to predict the future of
telephone communications. The
computer - Ile machine will
permit the testing of many de-
vices a n d systems without
the expense of building special
equipment for one-time use.
Doing Around
TR1-STATE DEFENDER 15




Changes that will affect almost
every farm and city person have
recently been made in the old-age
and survivors insurance program
Joe W. Eames, manager of the
Memphis social security office said
today.
The most important changes
In the law were designed to
strengthen the Federal social in-
surance system which offers some
protection against loss of earned in
come due to the retirement,
death, or total disability of the
worker.
Mrs. Eanes said that many peo-
ple who could not qualify 1 o e
benefits before do so now. These
include:
1. Dependents of disabled work-
ers who tire getting monthly dis-
ability benefits because they are
too disabled for further substantial
gainful work.
2. The amended law also makes
it easier for people whose disabil-
ities develop gradually to quell-
fy for either cash disability bene-
fits or the disability "freeze."
3. Aged parents who were de-
pendent on the worker can now
get payments.
hello there! Welcome to our first ing its Annual Thanksgiving Pro-,
grant Wednesday, Nov. 26, in the
Cora P. Taylor auditorium, Mit-
misses High school at 11 a. m.
Guests are expected, including
Mr. J. D. Williams, president of
the Alumni Association of Manas-
sas, alumni and representatives
from all of the high schools in the
city.
The program Is planned to be
the hest ever presented and your
presence will be greatly appreciat-
ed.
ANNUAL SPANISII FIESTA
The Spanish Department is pre-
senting an Annual Spanish Fiesta
Dance, Monday night, November
24, in the Manassas Gymnasium.
The time for the occasion is 8
p. m. until ? Hunky Dory will be
in charge of the music.
A Floor Show is planned and
talent from the high schools will
be presented. Mexican Food will
be on sale.
Tickets in advance are 75 cents
and at the door 81. One may
purchase his ticket from any
Spanish student at Manassas. Your
attendance is anticipated.
1. Clinton "V. P. S. C." Taylor
2. Billy "Bo" Phillips 3. Robert
Walls 4, John Simpson and Car-
roll Bledsoe 5. Ernest Withers and
Benjamin Lanier 6, Jeff Brown
and Samuel Eubanks 7, Earlis
Bernard 8. John Harris 9, Roger
Lewis 10. Rufus Barker,
TOP COEDS
1. Ruby Lewis 2. Mary Vanzant
and Mildred Winfrey 3, Betty Sue
O'Neil and Hattie Smith 4. Wil-
lie Bell Sherrod 5. Billie Mack and
Freddie Williams 6, Wilma Ward
7, Shirley Lee nd Countess John-
son S. Rosetta Proctor 9. Rosa
Wilkes and Patricia Bowles 10.
Dorothy Holiday and Addie
Holmes.
COUPLE or THE WEEK
Annie Pearl Baker and Charles
Pool,
CURRENT COUPLES
Clifford O'Neil and Rosetta Proc-
tor, Georgette McKinney and Gil-
bert Ashford, Billie Mack and Mel-
vin Woodi tiff and Rufus Barker and
Faye Coburn.
Be seeing you until next week!!
Criticize Lipsticks
VIENNA - (UPI) - The Czech
Communist Party organ ''Rudo
Pravo" has criticized Prague
beauty shop owners who introduc-
ed light blue and pea green lip-
sticks at following "decadent
Western manners."
Leading Michigan State's 1958-50
hasekethall squad are senior Co-
Captains John Green, of Dayton,
Ohio, and Bob Anderegg, of Mon-
roe, Wis,
Bluff Council
To Meet Nov. 29
Bluff City and Shelby county
council of P. T- A. will hold 11
school of Instruction Saturday,
Nov. 29 at S. A. Owens Junior
college. from 9:30 a, m. to 2:50
p. m.
Discussion groups will feature
the eight basic committees in an
tion.
All parents and teachers are
asked to be present.
Mrs. Pricilla Smith Is the dlr.
trict president. Mrs. Lucille Price,
council president.
CLASSIFIEDS
QUICK CASK for your HOWL/ or Mei&
sas. sous - Day EX 7-2362.
Nubs IX 1.4477. 
•
NEED MONEY, BEAT TNI RION C011E
Of 'Living. B. A Successful Coametle
Salesm•n or Woman. A Complete Nationale
ly EstablJahed Bound Line That Med
Everynn• Know. sod Like,. We Tref*
You Protected Torritore Ph GIs 24348
Or 01... 24329 For Tull Details.
MAMIE, - ADD TEARS TO EOM
Life -Add Lae To Your Years But
Your Vitamin. Wholes•h, And Sam 40
Per Cent Money Bark Guarantee. nee*
PA, 7-5742.
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Ply, attractive glide w•nted to AMMO.
Witte Jewelry and cosmetic. salary and
1,1t1111111.10/1 Also 3 single girls to beetle
Perfume Apply between 3 and Sasit.
only. WIlliam Vankirk Products,
1712 Chelsea
YAMS 1901 NEEDED AT ONCE
Treat to:'. guaranteed
Jobe InJoy life in Nen York's gayest and
most glamorous town $30-1150 weekly fedi
pay Writ• for tickets to A-1 AgeneY.





There Is e retison why people Ilke
to de business with sm. Yew Me,
will lik• our epertsous treatment
end desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday





thaw Operated • Nome Ownee
1416,1. JA 3-7611
pure pleasure
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Four Tenn. Colleges Get
$53,473 from UNCF
Four member colleges of t h •
United Negro College Fund in
Tennessee received $53,473 last
wee, according to W. J. Trent,
jr., the Fund's executive director,
bringing appropriations f o r
member schools in the state to
$159,591.
The four Tennessee schools
which shared in the distribution
are Le Moyne college in Mem-
phis, Knoxville college, Lane col-
lege in Jackson; and Fisk univer-
sity at Nashville.
"A federation of 33 privately sup.
ported, accredited colleges and
universities, the United Negro col-
lege Fund pioneered cooperative
fund raising for institutions of
higher learning," Mr. Trent said.
"Beginning with its first or-
ganizt d appeal in 1944, the College
Fund has raised approximately 10
per cent of the annual academic
budgets of its member schools
each year, amounting to some $18
million. In addition, $17,750,000
were raised in a special five-year
capital-funds campaign for neces-
sary repairs and new construction.
"The joint fund-raising pattern
set by the UNCF is now followed




WASHINGTON, D. C. — Doro-
thy I. Height, president of the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women,
announced plans recently for the
erection of a freedom memorial to
the late Dr. Mary McLeod Beth-
une, the founder of the organiza-
tion, before the adjournment of the
23rd annual convention held here
recently.
support for groups of America's
private colleges."
Stanley C. Hope, president of
Sound-Scriber Corporation and re-
tired president of Esso Standard
Oil company, is national campaign




President Samuel C. Kincheloe
announced last week that Touga-
loo Southern Christian college has
received $12,909 of the $475,000
tributed by the United Negro Col-
lege Fund to its 33 member col-
leges on Nov. 14. This makes a to-
tal of $.38,030 received by Touga-
loo for the current calendar year.
Tougaloo Southern Christian col-
lege is one of the 33 independent,
accredited member colleges a n d
universities of the Fund. The U. N.
C. F. coordinates the efforts of
these colleges in seeking nation-
wide public and corporate support.
Beginning with its first organized
appeal in 1944, UNCF has raised
approximately 10 per cent of the
annual operating expenses of its
member colleges each year.
As the pioneer in cooperative
fund raising for institutions of
higher learning, the College Fund
set a pattern. Some 40 organiza-
tions are now conducting joint ap-
peals annually for groups of Amer-
ican private colleges.
Stanley C. Hope, president of
Sound-Scriber Corporation and re-
tired president of Esso Standard
Oil Company, is national chairman
for UNCF's 1958 appeal. W. J.
Trent, jr., is the executive direc-
tor. Local officers are I. S. San-
ders, chairman; Mrs. E. L. Lips-
comb, co-chairman; E. W. Banks,
treasurer.
To date the Fund has distribut-




WASHINGTON — (UPI) — As-
sistant Senate Democratic leader
Mike Mansfield (Mont.) predicted
Sunday that the Senate would ap-
prove a compromise in its forth-
seeming fight over proposals for
curbing filibusters.
Mansfield forecast that t h e
Senate would hammer out the
compromise after two or three
weeks of debate at the beginning
of the new session in January. He
said it would differ from the "ex-
treme views on both sides."
A group of liberal Republican
and Democratic Senators has - r\r-
ed notice it will try to modify the
chamber's rules to permit a ma-
jority of Senators to cut off a talk-
athon after 15 days.
This proposal is violently op-





g NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
E MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
:=7-7 MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
WINS AUTOMOBILE — Mr.
Robert Wright, president of
the Orange Mound Nursery
project (r) is shown present-
ing the keys to the brand new
1958 auto won by Mrs. Lu-
cille Littlejohn, of 1793 S.
Barksdale at. Mrs. Littlejohn,
33, and the mother of five,
won the car in the drawing
during the halftime at the
Nursery Bowl Football Class-
ic, held Nov. 13, in Melrose
stadium. Mrs. Littlejohn said
she will keep the car for her
use and the children because
her husband, who works at the
Kennedy Veterans hospital
uses their present car most
of the time.
Homecoming At Quinn Chapel Urge Ban On
Hundreds of alumni, former stu-
dents and friends of Rust college
are expected to be on the can. 3
when Homecoming Day is celebr-
ed on Thanksgiving Day, Nov, 27.




NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — A
homemade bomb exploded Sunday
night in a ventilator at the rear
of the Orleans Parish county
School Board office, scattering
debris over a wide area. No
injuries were reported.
Five police cars and a number
of FBI agents rushed to the scene.
The bomb went off in a ventila-
tor near the spot where superin-
tendent of schools, Dr. James
Re6r,ond, usually parks his auto-
mobile. However, the car was not
there at the time,
Police Chief of Detectives Wil-
iiP11 J. McNamara attached little
significance to the placing of the
bomb near Redmond's parking
place. He said the ventilator was
probably chosen because it was
located away from the sidewalk
and passersby.
Neither police nor FBI agents
would advance a theory on the
reason behind the explosion.
Dr. Redmond is considered by
many in the city to be a moderate
in his views on segregation.
have used the filibuster frequent-
ly to talk to death civil rights leg-
islation. They have served notice
they will fight any change in the
vote of 64 Senators — two thirds
of all lawmakers — to limit a
debate.
Senate Democratic leader Lyn-
don B. Johnson (Texas) has pro-
posed a compromise which would
require the vote of two-thirds of
the Senators present and voting
to limit speeches.
Mansfield said he believes
Johnson's proposal eventually will
prevail.
Mansfield said in a nationwide
radio interview (mutual — "re-
porters roundup") that regardless
of any rules change, he does not
anticipate the passage of any new
civil rights bill next year.
He charged that the Eisenhower
Administration has not used civil
rights measures already on the
books to push school integration
and other Negro rights.
For 31/2 years Charley Town
send has lived on Death Row.
Twelve dates have been set by
the State of Illinois to execute
him, 12 times has the execu-
tion been delayed. What is
the story on Charley Town-
send? Did be kill Jack Boone
in 1955 and rob him of $4.80?
Was Vernon Campbell's testi-
mony the truth? Will Charley
Townsend be pard^rr:d? Read,
"3 Years On Death Row:' by
Vincent Tubbs, in the Decem-




Now on your newsstand
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onation of the Homecoming Queen
on Wednesday evening, Nov. 26.
Thursday morning alumni will
register at 9 a.m., and coffee hour
will be held from 10 a.m.
Kick-off time for the game be-
tween the Mississippi Industrial
college Tigers and the Rust col-
lege Bearcats is 2 p.m., and dur-
ing half-time ceremonies the Alum-
ni Stadium will be dedicated. The
main participants will be Rev. Ea-
nest A. Smith, president of Rust
college; and J. R. Shivers, presi-
dent of the Rust Alumni associa-
tion,
The climax of the day's activi-
ties will be t h e Homecoming
Queen's ball in the cafeteria,
which will start at 8 p. m,
Yule Seals
JOHANNESBURG, — South
Africa— (UPI) —A spokesman for
the Reform Church has asked its
congregations not to buy Christmas
seals this year because of the "dis-
guised Roman Catholic propagan-
da in the stamp's motif."
The stamp whicl- show the Vir-
gin and child, are sold to help the
National Tuber,ulosis Association,
which insists it is totally inter-
deminational.
The Rev. A. H. Jeffrey James,
secretary of the Protestant Assoc-




WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Vice
President Richard M. Nixon con-
siders it "tragic" that Rep.
Brooks Hays (D-Ark.), was de-
feated in the Nov. 1 election by
a Little Rock segregationist, it
was disclosed today.
Hays, an avowed moderate on
the school integration problem,
was unseated by Dr. Dale Alford,
a segregationist and a last-min-
ute write-in candidate.
Nixon expressed his regret over
Hays' defeat in a letter to t h e
Congressman made public Mon-
day.
"I can say without qualification
that there was no more tragic re-
sult of this last election, from the
standpoint of the nation, than
your defeat in Arkansas," Nixon
told Hays.
The Vice President noted that
"as a Republican who campaign-
ed in 25 states, it goes without
saying that the results on Nov. 4
in many states and districts
where Democrats gained congres-
sional seats were disappointing to
me."
In the "Dear Brooks" letter,
Nixon said Hays was "a victim
of demogoguery and prejudice."
For Good Deeds?
RANGOON, Burma — (UPI) —
Burowso President Win Mating
decorated American jazz trombon-
ist Jack Teagasi" and his sex-
tette today for playing at a Boy
Scout benefit.
stamps had "consciously or un-
olic defication o fthe Virgin
Mary."
wittingly become an Instrument
for populating the Roman Cath-1
Dillard Gets $38,500
For Science Program
NEW ORLEANS, La. — Dillard Teachers selected for participa•
tion in the program receive a sti-
pend, and travel and other al-
lowimees, along with their tuition
university has been designated by
the National Science Foundation
for the second consecutive year to
conduct a summer institute to r and fees.
high school teachers of science.: Dr. Edward Riley, jr., chair.
The announcement was made by , man of the division of natural act-
Dr. Albert W. Dent, president of ences, has been named institute
the university, who reported that director. He said that the six-
the school had received a grant; week program will begin on June
of $38,51:10 from the National Set- 15.
ence Foundation in support of the Advanced courses in chemistry
program. This year's grant was and biology will be offered by
910,000 more than received last members of the university's facul-
year, ty and by prominent visiting lec-
The summer institute program turers and consultants.
was established by the National — 
Science Foundation, an agency of
thc U. S. government, to improve Carver High
the competence of high school sci-




The Goodwill Children's Home,
Inc., was the recipient of a me-
morial contribution in honor of the
late Mrs. Estelle Perins recent-
ly given by the faculty and pro-
fessional staff of Carnes school.
Mrs. Perins was a retired co-
worker of the school faculty. E.
C. Jones' is the principal.
Lawndale Clubs
The Greater Lawndale Associa-
tion of Block Clubs and Organiza-
tions will hold its regular meet-
ing on Tuesday, Nov. 25, at Sears
YMCA, 3210 W. Arthington at,. at
p. m. The Negro History Com-
mittee will present a debate on
Integration vs. segregation.
After Harvest
MOUND BAYOU, Miss. — Car-
ver High school resumed classell
on Monday, Nov. 24, after a two-
month harvest recess with abcut
500 students from five districts ill
attendance, according to the prin-
cial, Prof. B. T. Johnson.
Before school resumed Professor
Johnson wrote to all students and
urged them to use some of the
money which they should have
earned during the cotton harvest
for new books.
Parents in the area are being
urged to send their children h^ k
to school, and a truant officer has
been employed to enforce enroll-
ment.
During the recent vacation per-
iod, the library was remodeled to
provide space for new books.
Carver has 12 teachers a n d
serves the districts of Harrisburg,
Weona, Tyronza, Lepanto a n d
Marked Tree.
Gontentedits.
"Healthy Babe Dann/ NualoyolOabeit
her doctor recommended CARNATION
-America's "healthy baby" milk!
Trust Carnation in the Red
and White Can. It's the safest,
most nourishing and digestible
form of milk for baby's formula.
More mothers feed Carnation to
their babies than any other brand.
And more Carnation is used in
hospital formula rooms through-
out the world than all other brands
combined! Prepared formulas that
claim to be complete are expensive
compared to Carnation. Be sure to
ask your doctor about Carnation.
les the milk every doctor knows.
BEST BRAND FOR
YOUR COFFEE, ,T001
Creanarimwmth Carnation makes collee
taste just grtndl Richer and more
flavorful, the way you like it!
"tram
Cesesemd
World's Leading Brand of Evaporated Milk
Onation
EVAPORATED
MILK
•
•
•
•
•
